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Abstract
Pattern formation embodies the beauty and complexity of nature. Some patterns like
traveling and rotating waves are dynamic, while others such as dots and stripes are static.
Both dynamic and static patterns have been observed in a variety of physiological and bi-
ological processes such as rotating action potential waves in the brain during sleep, trav-
eling calcium waves in the cardiac muscle, static patterns on the skins of animals, and
self-regulated patterns in the animal embryo. Excitable systems represent a class of ultra-
sensitive systems that are capable of generating different kinds of patterns depending on
the interplay between activator and inhibitor dynamics. Through manipulation of different
excitable parameters, a diverse array of traveling wave and standing wave patterns can be
obtained. In this thesis, I use pattern formation theory to control the excitable systems in-
volved in cell migration and neuroscience to alter the observed phenotype, in an attempt to
affect the underlying biological process.
Cell migration is critical in many processes such as cancer metastasis and wound heal-
ing. Cells move by extending periodic protrusions of their cortex, and recent years have
shown that the cellular cortex is an excitable medium where waves of biochemical species
organize the cellular protrusion. Altering the protrusive phenotype can drastically alter cell
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migration — that can potentially affect critical physiological processes. In the first part
of this thesis, I use excitable wave theory to model and predict wave pattern changes in
amoeboid cells. Using theories of pattern formation, key nodes of the underlying excitable
network governing cell migration are altered— to drastically change the cellular migratory
phenotype, moving from amoeboid cells to oscillatory cells and from cells that extend long
finger-like protrusions to cells that sustain stable rings on the cortex, potentially uncovering
a novel method of pattern formation.
Excitable systems originated in neuroscience, where different patterns of activity reflect
different brain states. Sleep is associated with slow waves, while repeated high-frequency
waves are associated with epileptic seizures. These patterns arise from the interplay be-
tween the cerebral cortex and the thalamus, which form a closed-loop architecture. In the
second part of this thesis, I use a three-layer two-dimensional thalamocortical model, to ex-
plore the different parameters that may influence different spatio-temporal dynamics on the
cortex. This study reveals that inter- and intra-cortical connectivity, excitation-inhibition
balance and synaptic strengths can influence the wave activity patterns, to recreate different
dynamic patterns observed in different brain states.
Primary Reader: Pablo A. Iglesias
Secondary Reader: Peter N. Devreotes
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction to the Dissertation
Patterns are ubiquitous in nature, such as the intricate inscriptions on seashells, the stripes on
zebras, or the tentacle patterns of Hydra. Dynamic patterns are also observed in many physiological
processes including the rotating calcium waves during cardiac arrest [1] and the repeated traveling
waves during siezures [2]. Patterns have been modeled extensively and studied in more genetically
tractable organisms such as the aggregation patterns in the slime-moldDictyostelium [3] and spread-
ing depression in the chicken retina [4]. All of these have a common organization in that there is
a high peak of activity with a constant amplitude across bands, and each band is immediately sur-
rounded by low levels of activity, i.e. the inter-band distance has a characteristic length. If this peak
is allowed to propagate in space-time — then the pattern is dynamic.
The study and modeling of these patterns began in the 1930s with Fisher’s dynamic population
waves [5] that could be modeled through a simple instability. However, the rigorous study of pat-
terns followed from Alan Turing’s work on morphogenesis [6] — where he used reaction-diffusion
systems to generate a diverse array of patterns. Turing’s paper was initially not well accepted by
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biologists, particularly owing to the mathematical nature of the manuscript [7]. Although a few
other pattern theories were published after Turing, notable among them Waddington’s principles of
embryology (1956) [8] and Lewis Wolpert’s French flag model (1969) [9], Turing’s paper was pop-
ularized by Hans Meinhardt’s and Alfred Gierer’s revolutionary paper on the biological basis for
pattern formation [10]. Interestingly enough, as Siegfried Roth says in Dr. Meinhardt’s obituary —
“At the time of publication, the authors were not aware of Alan Turing’s 1952 paper, which one of
the referees pointed out to them after submissions.”. It was at this juncture, in 1972, that Gierer and
Meinhardt’s and Turing’s theory, became recognized as a potential solution to the pattern formation
problem, i.e. a solution that appealed to biologists. This theory combines long-range inhibition with
a self-enhancing local activation to create necessary and sufficient conditions for forming stable
patterns.
Meinhardt and Turing’s theories focused on stable stationary patterns, rather than dynamic ones,
although Turing did mention conditions to generate traveling waves. Meanwhile, in 1952, Hodgkin-
Huxley came out with their pioneering work on excitability in neurons when they documented the
traveling wave on the giant squid axon [11]. Hodgkin and Huxley proposed a four-dimensional
biophysically-based model to explain their theory — which was later approximated by FitzHugh-
Nagumo to a two-dimensional activator-inhibitor system [12, 13]. The latter system consists of an
auto-catalytic activator and a delayed inhibitor which create an ultra-sensitive all-or-none response
to suprathreshold stimuli. A sufficiently large perturbation allows the activator to self-enhance and
build an up-jump in activity. Simultaneously, it creates an inhibitor, that slowly subdues the activator
creating a down-jump in activity and an ensuing refractory period as the inhibitor decays away. If
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this activity spike propagates in an excitable medium, it creates a traveling wave.
Certain characteristics are unique to excitable traveling waves. These waves do not require
translocation of individual excitable elements, but rather a sequential on-off of adjacent neighbors to
create the “appearance” of wave organization. The propagating excitable wave can be thought of as
an activator front, that is being chased by a trailing inhibitor. This leads to the classic characteristic of
annihilation upon excitable wave collision, in contrast to waves generated by the wave equation. As
the inhibitor is delayed in time, for small inhibitor spatial diffusion, the wave propagates unrestricted
in space — as is characteristic of neural waves. However, for increased inhibitor diffusion, i.e. if
the inhibitor more “long-ranging”, a diverse array of patterns can be obtained in accordance with
Turing and Meinhardt’s theories of pattern formation. These patterns have been famously shown
through chemical waves in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [14], which is a critical study in the
sense that it combines pattern formation in excitable media, and suggests the potential of controlling
dynamic and static patterns in excitable systems.
In the years since, the study of excitable systems and patterns in excitable media has been firmly
established as a branch of applied mathematics. Moreover, biologists have demonstrated that ex-
citable behavior exists in various physiological and biological processes [15, 16]. In this thesis, I
try to link the theories of excitability and pattern formation to be able to control the ensuing sys-
tem dynamics in living cells. More specifically, this work puts forward use of biological pattern
formation theories to alter excitable network parameters in a way that tailors the output patterns to
affect cellular function in a desirable way. I focus on applications to cell migration, but also consider
neuroscience problems.
3
1.1 Wave patterns and protrusions in cell migration
1.1 Wave patterns and protrusions in cell migration
Cell migration is critical in many physiological processes, such as cancer metastasis and wound
healing. Cells move by extending periodic protrusions of their cortex called pseudopods. The dy-
namics of these pseudopods are controlled by signaling and actin polymerization that push on the
cell membrane. Recent years have shown that the cellular cortex is an excitable medium [17], i.e.
it exhibits and all-or-none response to suprathreshold stimuli, a refractory period and sustains wave
propagation. Modeling efforts have also gone into recreating the cellular motion dynamics using
FitzHugh-Nagumo type excitable networks [18]. It has been shown in these studies that the sig-
naling and actin polymerization events that regulate protrusions are organized as waves on the cell
cortex.
Although a lot of effort has been invested into understanding cell migration, an area that was
still unexplored was the ability to control migratory characteristics by altering the underlying wave
patterns. Extremely complex interconnected signal transduction networks dictate the profiles of
these waves [19]. Hence, it is critical to try to understand the key nodes of these networks and predict
their effect on the resulting wave patterns. In this thesis, I use excitable wave theory [20], to predict
how wave characteristics can change as a function of the different excitable system parameters.
Through systematically manipulating lipids and proteins of the signaling pathway and studying the
ensuing wave pattern, this study characterizes the different nodes of the underlying networks to map
out the biochemical network controlling cellular protrusions.
While many cellular protrusive phenotypes are documented in literature, each are thought to
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be associated with specific regulators. Through this study, a common mechanism underlying these
regulators was identified, suggesting that the different phenotypes lie on a continuum. This reveals
essentially a coupled-excitable network model, a signal transduction excitable network and a cy-
toskeletal excitable network that have interconnected feedback pathways. The overall state of this
network governs the ensuing wave patterns, and controls the organization of the biochemical species
across the wave. Altering one node of this network, affects the spatio-temporal organization of the
rest of the species and effectively changes the overall state of the network which is reflected as a
change in the protrusive behavior of the cell. Using this methodology, wave patterns are drasti-
cally altered, from small waves to waves that cover the whole cortex, from dynamic waves to static
activity, and thus, from amoeboid cells to a diverse array of protrusive phenotypes.
1.2 Thalamo-cortical network connectivity and spatio-temporal patterns in
the brain
Excitable dynamics in the cerebral cortex is a vast area of research in neuroscience owing to
the altered activity in different brain states [21–23]. While the cellular cortex in amoeboid cells
was assumed a smooth homogenous excitable medium, the brain cortex is understandably much
more complex. Excitatory and inhibitory neurons, synaptic connections, and different levels of
connectivity — all affect the ensuing wave pattern. The basic principles of excitable waves remain
intact but the wave generation and control mechanisms in the cerebral cortex take on a different level
of complexity.
The thalamus serves as a relay for sensory inputs to the cerebral cortex, and thus, study of the
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interconnected thalamo-cortical system is key for different physiological processes [24, 25]. Wave
patterns have been extensively studied in recent years in both the thalamus and the cortex [26]. Al-
though traveling waves began in neural systems, the recording of traveling waves and this branch of
research has only recently progressed owing to developments of micro-electrode arrays and voltage-
sensitive dyes that allow in vivo activity monitoring in spatial dimensions. The thalamus, is com-
posed of two layers — the thalamocortical relay cells, and the reticular nuclei, and is known to
sustain poly-synaptic “lurching” waves, because of the reciprocal recruitment between these two
layers [27]. The cortex, on the other hand, is composed of six layers and has smooth monosynap-
tic travelling waves, generating coherence across spatial scales [2]. How these layers crosstalk to
generate a diverse array of spatio-temporal dynamics is still not well understood.
The different activity dynamics seen in the brain may in fact be organized by wave patterns
that recordings may miss owing to lack of sufficient spatial scales [21]. Different frequencies, for
example, may be waves of different speeds and durations. Spatio-temporal patterns may be a result
of organized connectivity and excitation-inhibition balances, rather than a spontaneous emergence
phenomenon. I build a model of the interaction of the cerebral cortex and the thalamus in an attempt
to understand the different wave dynamics observed in different brain states and its relationship to
thalamocortical connectivity. The cortex was collapsed into one layer, composed of both excitatory
and inhibitory neurons, interacting with two layers of the thalamus. Using this three-layered two-
dimensional architecture, I systematically vary the parameters known in literature to understand and
predict its dependency on the spatio-temporal patterns observed. This study shows that thalamocor-
tical and intra-cortical connectivity, excitation-inhibition balance, and cortico-thalamic delay can
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independently or jointly change the spatio-temporal patterns and characteristics.
1.3 Organization
The thesis is organized as follows. I first begin with a study of the different excitable system
parameters, and how they can be used to control the output pattern formation. After that, I introduce
the underlying excitable dynamics that control cellular migration and protrusions. Excitable dy-
namics and theories of pattern formation are leveraged to predict and alter protrusive morphologies
in living cells. Numerous control mechanisms are provided to be able to engineer specific cellular
phenotypes. Finally, I explore the different possibilities of controlling spatio-temporal patterns in
the context of the cerebral cortex in neuroscience.
More specifically, the next chapters are outlined as follows. The references to the work, along
with the details of contributing colleagues, are provided in the introduction to each chapter.
Chapter 2: Excitable system patterns and control of excitable wave behaviors. Here, we il-
lustrate the basic dynamics of excitable systems and the ensuing patterns. We demonstrate the effect
of key parameters that alter the pattern dynamics.
Chapter 3: The regulation of cell motility through an excitable network. Here, we introduce
the cell migration excitable module and illustrate the basics of excitability-driven cell motility.
Chapter 4: The threshold of an excitable system serves as a control mechanism for noise filter-
ing during chemotaxis. In this chapter, we describe the attributes of the threshold of the excitable
network and suggest mechanisms as to how this threshold can be designed to serve as a noise filter
for efficient directed cell migration.
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Chapter 5: Altering the threshold of an excitable signal transduction network changes cell
migratory modes. Here, we use the theory of excitable waves to predict changes in wave char-
acteristics with alterations in the threshold of the excitable network. We directly implement wave
control by modulating the threshold of Dictyostelium cells to create drastically different migratory
modes.
Chapter 6: Wave patterns organize cellular protrusions and control cortical dynamics. In
this chapter, we delve further into control of wave patterns using excitable theory. We identify key
nodes of the signaling cascade that controls migration using a coupled-excitable network model.
Manipulating these nodes theoretically and experimentally, we predict and control a diverse array
of protrusive morphologies in Dictyostelium cells.
Chapter 7: Traveling and standing waves mediate pattern formation in cellular protrusions.
Here, we move from traveling waves into the regime of standing waves and illustrate conditions
when a traveling wave may convert into a stable stationary wave. We use this concept of a stand-
ing wave to recreate previously unexplained protrusive phenotypes in cell migration. Finally, we
propose an all-encompassing template of cellular protrusions through suggesting a novel method of
pattern formation.
Chapter 8: Contro of chemotaxis through absolute concentration robustness. Here, we use
the control mechanism of absolute concentration robustness to try to control the fluctuations about
the mean in an excitable network. We extend this concept to the cell migration module to potentially
engineer faster chemotaxing cells.
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Chapter 9: Thalamocortical network connectivity controls spatiotemporal dynamics of cor-
tical and thalamic traveling waves. In this chapter, we explore the neuroscience context as we
study the effect on wave patterns when the system is composed of three excitable layers — inter-
connected in a complex manner, as is typical of the cerebral cortex and thalamus in the brain.
Chapter 10: Conclusions and future work. I summarize the overall results in the context of
excitability and pattern formation and suggest potential avenues for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
Excitable system patterns and control of
excitable wave behaviors
The study of excitable systems dates back to the work of Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley
and their revolutionary research on the mechanisms for excitation and inhibition in the nerve cell
membrane. Through a series of experiments and mathematical models, they established that the
dynamics of this system exhibited what is now referred to as excitability— the presence of a single
stable equilibriumwith two qualitatively different behaviors following perturbation. When subjected
to small-scale disturbances, the system exhibits a monotonic return to its equilibrium. In contrast, for
sufficiently strong perturbations, the system undergoes a non-monotonic large-scale characteristic
excursion before returning to its equilibrium. Together, the system appears to respond in an “all-or-
nothing” manner, followed by a refractory period during which it cannot trigger further responses.
When the excitable system is distributed in space, the system is said to form an excitablemedium,
capable of generating self-sustaining waves of activity. These waves are known to manifest differ-
ently under different conditions. Whereas some travel as planar or radial waves, others evolve into
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rotating spirals. Excitable systems can also form stationary stable patterns through standing waves.
Under certain conditions these waves are also known to be reflected at no-flux boundaries. In this
chapter, we review the basic characteristics of excitable systems. More specifically we study these
four entities: traveling, rotating, standing and reflected waves. By studying their mechanisms of
formation, we show how through manipulation of three critical parameters: time-scale separation,
space-scale separation and threshold, we can interchangeably control the formation of all the afore-
mentioned wave types. This chapter is adapted from reference [28].
2.1 Introduction
Traveling excitable waves were first observed on the giant squid axon by Hodgkin-Huxley [11]
in their groundbreaking study of the neural action potential. Their Nobel prize-winning work gave
birth to the idea of excitability, a form of ultrasensitivity born through the coupling of activators
and inhibitors. As the name suggests, an excitable system can be triggered when an input crosses
a threshold for activation resulting in a sharp rise and fall in activity. Because sub-threshold inputs
do not elicit any response, this behavior is characterized as an all-or-nothing type response. This
excitatory jump is followed by a refractory period, together creating an isolated peak of activity.
If this peak is able to trigger adjacent regions in a medium, it forms a propagating wave front.
Excitable wave propagation has been shown to be prevalent in many biological systems including
neural synapses in the motor cortex [29], cortical waves during cytokinesis of Xenopus oocytes [30],
calciumwaves in the cardiac myocyte [31,32] and actin polymerization waves in migratory cells [19,
33]. For more examples of wave propagation in biological systems, see the recent review by Deneke
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and Di Talia [34].
It is intuitive to think about waves as traveling entities. However, both theoretical and exper-
imental studies have shown the existence of standing waves in which the peak of activity does
not spread in space but remains localized at a persistent high, creating spatial patterns [35]. That
activator-inhibitor systems can generate stable patterns has been known for a long time, most no-
tably through the work of Turing [6] and Gierer-Meinhardt [10]. In recent years, the idea that
traveling waves may transform into standing waves to create sustained patterns has also been sug-
gested [36, 37]. Although the above systems are not by-definition excitable, they are all activator-
inhibitor systems that display ultrasensitivity or a diffusion-driven instability. Typical excitable sys-
tems have also been shown to sustain stable standing wave solutions [38], most famously through
manipulations of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [39].
Besides traveling and standing waves, rotating spiral waves are a subject of significant research
interest, owing to their relevance in cardiac arrest [40–42]. Excitable media have been shown to
sustain spiral waves when a wave break occurs and multiple mechanisms, both theoretically and ex-
perimentally, have been proposed to account for their generation [43–45]. These mechanisms have
led to better clinical procedures such as localized tissue ablation and numerous other control strate-
gies to be able to eliminate spirals and restore normal rhythm during atrial fibrillation [46–49]. Spiral
waves have also been implicated in a variety of other processes such as memory consolidation [21]
and spreading depression in the chicken retina [4].
The reflection of excitablewaves has also received some attention through numerical simulations
and chemical systems. It has been suggested that waves being transmitted in excitable cables may
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undergo reflection through the variations of cable diameters or excitability levels [50]. Chemical
wave reflection has been observed in the Zhabotinsky reaction with wave speed heterogeneity in
different media [14].
Thewide spectrum of wave behavior consisting of traveling waves, standingwaves, spiral waves
and reflected waves can all be placed on a bifurcation diagram using certain critical parameters of the
excitable system, namely the time-scale separation, the space-scale separation and the threshold for
activation. Here, we use a simple two-dimensional model to show the relevance of these parameters
and illustrate how all these behaviors can be generated through manipulation of the aforementioned
critical parameters of the system.
2.2 The model and the traveling wave
One of the earliest models of excitable systems is Lapicque’s integrate-and-fire model [51].
The Lapicque model proposes that the membrane voltage integrates inputs for infinite time until
a threshold is crossed. Over the years, the basic idea of supra-threshold firing has remained the
same, but the mechanism of threshold crossing has changed. Though the concept of time-dependent
memory was added later to create the “leaky” integrate-and-fire model, the Hodgkin-Huxley model
garnered more popularity owing to accuracy from experimental validations. Since then excitable
models have been simplified from the four-dimensional Hodgkin-Huxley to the widely used two-
dimensional FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) model [12, 13] or, later, the Morris-Lecar model [52].
Throughout this review, we illustrate our concepts using a model used to describe the excitable
behavior observed during cell migration [53]. Inspired by the FHN model, it is two-dimensional,
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Figure 2.1: Activator-inhibitor model used to illustrate excitability. A. The two-species activator(u)–
inhibitor(v) model showing positive and negative feedback loops. B. Phase-space represen-
tation showing the critical points and threshold. The activator (u̇ = 0) and inhibitor (v̇ = 0)
nullclines are drawn with the grey arrows showing the phase excursion corresponding to an
excitation spike response.
consisting of an autocatalytic activator and a delayed inhibitor (Fig. 2.1A). Describing their levels of
activity by u and v, respectively, the system obeys the following two partial differential equations:
∂u
∂t








= Dv∇2v + ϵ(−v + cthu) (2.1b)
The incorporation of the diffusion terms moves us away from the ordinary differential equations
of Hodgkin-Huxley, where interaction between adjacent neurons was achieved through synaptic
connections that served as input terms in the activator equation [54]. Instead, spatial connections
are formed by adding diffusion terms using uniform coefficients in a discretized system.
A classic characteristic of the excitable system is an all-or-nothing response where subthreshold
values of the activator are quickly subdued by the degradation terms of (2.1a). However, once the
activator concentration becomes large enough for the non-linearity to take effect, a significant rise
in the activator is obtained. The slow response of the inhibitor is incorporated through the variable
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ϵ ≪ 1 which describes the time-scale separation between the two components. This causes the
inhibitor levels to increase with a delay when compared to the activator, allowing the activator to
rise sharply through positive feedback, described by the Hill function with exponent two, creating the
wave “front.” This time-scale separation is also responsible for the refractory period of the system.
After the inhibitor has subdued the activator, there is a window of time where the inhibitor slowly
degrades, creating a zone of high inhibition during which no further activity can take place. This
period of inhibitor decay is determined by ϵ, and defines the wave “back.”
The dynamics of the excitable system are better visualized in phase-plane where the threshold of
the system can be approximated by the vertical distance between the equilibrium set-point (u−, v0)
and the minimum of the activator nullcline (umin, vmin) [53] (Fig. 2.1B). An external input to the
excitable element is modeled through the input variable r and through the diffusion term, both serv-
ing to raise the activator nullcline and lowering the threshold of the system. Lowering the slope
cth of the inhibitor nullcline is another way to decrease this threshold. A displacement of the initial
state, sufficient to clear this threshold, results in an excursion around the phase space (Fig. 2.1B)
generating a spike in activity in one excitable element. This spike leads to a wave front in the spatial
dimension, triggering the neighboring excitable elements to propagate in space, creating a traveling
wave.
It is important to note that in this context, the traveling wave refers to an up- and down-change
in activity that propagates in space. Technically, the down-jump is not necessary for a wave to
spread and this would correspond to a bistable wave, more along the lines of what Mori et al. [37]
proposed. For the purposes of this chapter, the traveling wave we refer to is in fact a “pulse” that
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travels in space, made possible by the inhibitor/refractory variable [55].
Excitable waves propagate radially outward from a single point. Once the propagation begins,
the wave cannot spread inward owing to the presence of the inhibitor (refractory period) just behind
it. One can think of a traveling wave as the activator (wave front) spreading with the inhibitor
(wave back) chasing it [56]. A well-known and interesting characteristic of traveling waves is their
annihilation on collision. This is the result of the inhibitor “catching up” to the activator as the wave
front runs out of room to spread on encountering another wave front.
Fig. 2.2A illustrates the basics of wave propagation. Each white square is an excitable element
that, when triggered, has high activator (u; dark grey). This is followed by a refractory period
where the concentration of the inhibitor is high (v; light grey), after which the element goes back
to the resting state (white). Together, unidirectional wave propagation can be ensured, as shown in
Fig. 2.2B, as the activator cannot spread towards the left as the elements behind it are in the refractory
state. Similarly, annihilation on collision represents a situation in which the activator cannot spread
in either direction owing to the refractory regions of the original wave on one side and of the colliding
wave on the other (Fig. 2.2C).
So far, we have talked about the time-scale separation (ϵ) and the threshold (v0 − vmin). The
third critical parameter is the space-scale separation, i.e. the ratio Dv/Du. Traveling waves are
most commonly observed when the space-scale separation is such thatDv/Du ≈ 0 for reasons that
we explain later in the chapter. This signifies that the level of the inhibitor is constant (v0) across the
wave front as the wave propagates and is only high at the wave back. Ideally both the activator and
inhibitor should diffuse across excitable elements (Fig. 2.2A). For the Dv/Du ≈ 0 assumption, we
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U VA B
C
Figure 2.2: Wave propagation and annihilation. A. The possibilities during wave propagation. (top) An
element with high u (dark grey) will change to high v (light grey) and then return to steady
state (white). (bottom) Both u and v can diffuse to adjacent elements. B. Unidirectional wave
propagation (solid arrow) occurs as the activator cannot diffuse to the left (dashed arrow)
because of the presence of the inhibitor. Here it is assumed that the inhibitor cannot diffuse.
C. Wave annihilation owing to the surrounding of the activator by the inhibitor upon collision
(second panel).
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assume that the inhibitor cannot diffuse. If this assumption does not hold, it is obvious that whether
the wave will propagate will depend on the relative rates of propagation of u and v.
2.3 Wave velocity and threshold
The velocity of this wave front has been the subject of extensive research, typically using sin-
gular perturbation approaches [20,57,58]. In one-dimensional space it can be proved that the wave
velocity (w1D) is completely determined by the initial level of the inhibitor, also called the controller




where m(v0) is the wave velocity determining function, dependent on the initial set point v0, Du
is the diffusion coefficient of the activator and k is a first-order rate constant for the autocatalytic
production of the activator in response to supra-threshold perturbations. The function m(v0) is in-
versely proportional to v0, i.e. a higher threshold leads to a slower wave velocity and vice versa.
For a constant set of parameters for the activator nullcline, the excitability threshold (v0 − vmin) is
controlled by the initial inhibitor level. For this reason, we use the terms v0 and threshold inter-
changeably throughout this chapter. More particularly, to control the threshold we modulate the
slope of the inhibitor nullcline through the parameter (cth).
While the theory of wave velocity in one dimension is controlled by the threshold, in two spatial
dimensions both the initial threshold (v0) and the local wave curvature (κ) are critical for the wave
speed (w2D) determination [62–64]. In this case, the wave velocity is given by the eikonal equation:
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Grid size (1D) 400
Grid size (2D) 200× 200
w2D = m(v0) + ϵκ (2.2)
For a constant time-scale separation ϵ, the wave velocity is given by the threshold of the system
adjusted for curvature. That is, a wave that curves away from the direction of propagation (κ < 0)
is slower than a plane wave (κ = 0) at the same initial threshold level.
2.3.1 A slower wave in a high threshold domain
In Fig. 2.2 we illustrated the wave dynamics using a simple cartoon depicting a planar wave.
Stimulation of a point in space actually results in a radial wave, as shown through simulations in
Fig. 2.3A. These simulations were done in MATLAB, using a discretized domain where a wave was
initiated by stimulating one point in space (transiently increasing r in (2.1a) at a point). Diffusion is
simulated through the central difference approximation. The parameters for simulation are given in
Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Simulation codes will be provided upon request.
One-dimensional simulations at two different thresholds provide a clear idea as to the different
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Figure 2.3: The traveling wave. A. Evolution of a wave front after a point trigger at t = 0. Time units are
arbitrary. B. Kymographs (plotting activity over 1D space and time) showing the traveling
wave (grey solid line) at a low threshold (left) and a high threshold (right). The trigger element
at t = 0 is marked. The dashed lines are lines parallel to the wave front. These are used to
compare the slopes of the waves, i.e. the wave velocity. θ1 > θ2 indicates that the low
threshold wave travels faster.
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Table 2.2: Critical parameters for various wave patterns




Spiral 30 10−2 (10−3/10−1) 0.15 (low curl)
0.20 (high curl)
Stop 30 3.2 (0.32/0.1) 0.03
Standing 30 20 (2.0/0.1) 0.03
Reflecting 10 1 (1.0/1.0) 0.03
wave velocities. These are shown through kymographs where the activator levels are plotted across
space (y-axis) and time (x-axis). In this case the propagation speed is determined by the slope of
the wave front as shown in the kymographs. Two-dimensional simulations are harder to judge for
velocity owing to the time-lapse videos. However, simulating two waves at two thresholds and
comparing the slopes of the resulting wave front shows clearly how the low-threshold wave travels
faster (Fig. 2.3B).
2.3.2 Wave stopping at inexcitable thresholds
So far, we have been concerned about wave velocities in high threshold regions where the ex-
citation threshold is sufficiently low for the activity of one element to trigger its neighbor. The
presence of inexcitable regions where v0 is high causes the wave to stop at the boundary and not
propagate inside the region. This is because the activity from one element is not sufficient to clear
the threshold (v0 − vmin) of the neighboring element — creating a wave break.
Noteworthy at this point is that with our chosen parameters, wave stopping can only occur when
an inexcitable element is reached. In cases whereDv/Du ≫ 1, wave stopping may naturally occur
owing to a rise in the inhibitor level in the surrounding as the wave propagates [37]. Because of this
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long-ranging inhibitor, an inexcitable region may naturally get created in space causing the wave to
stop. However, whenever Dv/Du ≈ 0, natural wave stopping is not pertinent.
2.4 Traveling wave to a rotating wave
When the traveling wave encounters an inexcitable obstacle, the end of the wave gets anchored
and the wave keeps rotating around the obstacle [65]. This mechanism of rotating wave generation
is perhaps the most common in experimental literature where people have introduced blockages
alongside a wave pacemaker to create rotating waves [43, 44]. Varying the degrees of anisotropy
(such as introducing different sized obstacles) in the medium can generate different spiral waves [1].
Recently an anchoring mechanism has been proposed without the use of an obstacle but instead
through a fast propagation region (FPR), where the diffusion rate of the activator is altered to create
a heterogenous velocity zone [45]. In this case, the wave spirals using the FPR as a core.
A spiral wave is essentially a broken traveling wave that has increased curvature at the central
core. Any sort of anisotropy in the medium can be thought of as a tool to alter the curvature of
the wave tip. If the tip of the wave is curled, then the rest of the wave tries to normalize the high
curvature of the core, resulting in gradually increasing curvature as one moves towards the central
tip. This results in each subsequent point on the spiral rotating in concentric circles around the central
core — which itself is rotating in the smallest circle. This is the definition of a standard one-armed
Archimedean spiral with a rotating center [31, 35, 66].
Thus, even without a visible anchor, a spiral wave can arise if a broken plane wave curls at its
tip. It has been shown that in homogenous excitable media, if the system is “strongly excitable” [67]
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A
B
Figure 2.4: Cartoon depicting the formation of spiral waves. A. Assuming that the inhibitor (light grey)
cannot diffuse, the relevant diffusion directions are shown through solid arrows. B. Inhibitor
diffuses along with activator (dark grey). The dashed arrow indicates where diffusion is not
possible.
— which in this context can be thought of as Dv/Du ≈ 0, then a broken wave will automatically
start to curl. This can be tested using a transient threshold heterogeneity that arrives suddenly in the
path of a traveling wave. Owing to this inexcitable heterogeneity the wave breaks. After the wave
break, if the media is homogenized, we are left with a broken traveling wave.
Owing to the abrupt ending of the wave back, the broken end of the wave front expands out-
ward “curling” around the back. Fig. 2.4A shows how a broken wave develops a curl owing to the
additional diffusion direction made available owing to the wave break. This creates a “kink” at the
tip of the wave where the tip has a higher curvature than the rest of the wave. This kink at the end
of the wave causes the tip of the wave to evolve differently than the rest of the wave (Fig. 2.5). The
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velocity of the wave in region zα (Fig. 2.5) is given by:
wα = m(vα) + ϵκα
In the region zδ, the presence of the kink changes both the threshold and curvature terms in the
velocity equation. In particular, the kink adds a large negative curvature (κδ, where κδ < κα) to
the wave velocity equation. Moreover, because of the kink, the tip of the wave is now closer to the
refractory zone of the wave back where the threshold is significantly higher (vδ, where vδ > vα).
Thus, the wave velocity in region zδ can be written as:
wδ = (m(vδ) + ϵκδ) < wα
This causes the tip of the wave tomovemore slowly than the rest of the wave after the threshold block
is removed. As a result, this creates an even higher curvature wave tip that is slower. Ultimately this
causes the wave tip to merge with the wave back that is immediately adjacent to it creating a phase
singularity. Together, the slower velocity of the tip and the increasing velocity as one moves away
from the tip initiates a spiral wave.
It is interesting to note here that if the high threshold block is placed in the middle of the traveling
wave, two wave tips are exposed once the block is removed. Both these wave tips curl to form a
spiral wave — each rotating in opposite directions, i.e. spirals of opposite chirality (Fig. 2.5B). The
height of the block must be sufficient such that the two tips do not annihilate each other before the
spirals can evolve.
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Figure 2.5: Formation of spiral waves. A. The t = 0 panel shows a traveling wave that is not broken.
At t = 1, an inexcitable obstacle (grey box) that the wave cannot penetrate is introduced,
resulting in a wave break. The block is removed at t = 2 and the regions zα and zδ have
different curvature. This difference in curvature evolves to create the spiral. B. Introduction
of a threshold block (grey box) in the middle of the wave (t = 0) generates two spiral tips of
opposite chirality (dashed arrows, t = 2). C. Comparing two spirals of different time-scale
separation. The dashed arrow is used to demarcate the distance between the tip and the nearest
rotating arm. The line is drawn at an instant when both spiral tips are at the same phase. The
line is extended until a rotating arm is encountered. For a higher time-scale separation (right
panel) this distance is smaller indicating a spiral with a higher curl.
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2.4.1 Controling spiral radius through the modulation of the time-scale separation
The wave velocity equation (2.2) is dependent on ϵ. Increasing ϵ has two main effects. First, it
increases the contribution from curvature, resulting in a sharper kink at the edge of the wave. This
causes the wave to turn more sharply as compared to a lower ϵ — effectively shrinking the spiral
radius. Second, the refractory period of the wave back decreases with increasing ϵ. This also brings
the spiral arms closer together as the wave back is reduced. Fig. 2.5C compares two simulated
spirals with different values of ϵ, thus showing how the time-scale separation can be used to control
the resulting spiral radius.
The refractory period — controlled by the time-scale separation ϵ, has an important influence
on the motion of the tip of the spiral. In the event that the rotation period of the spiral arms is
large, the recovery time of the medium does not influence the incoming arm of the spiral [68].
However, if the period of rotation becomes comparable with the recovery time, the spiral tip mean-
ders in excitable space. There are different modes of meandering spiral tips such as epicycloid-like
and hypocycloid-like [69], with the extent of meandering depending upon the excitability of the
medium. The transition between meandering behaviors has also been chemically explored through
light-sensitive modulation of excitability in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [70, 71].
A traveling wave thus can turn into a spiral wave if it is broken, as a broken wave has a tendency
to curl in strongly excitable media. The extent and speed of the curl can be controlled using the time-
scale separation as ϵ controls the length of the wave back, around which the front curls. Coming
back to the space-scale separation, as Dv/Du ≈ 0 was assumed, the curling of the wave was easy.
One can imagine for higher ratios of the space-scale separation the inhibitor will diffuse into the
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empty region beside the broken wave tip making it difficult for the wave to curl (Fig. 2.4B). Hence
for higher values of Dv/Du, the system becomes weakly excitable resulting in a low-curl spiral or
no spiral evolution [67] owing to wave stopping, which we discuss next.
2.5 A large space-scale separation: wave stopping, standing and reflected
waves
As we move away from the approximation of a low Dv/Du and increase the space-scale sep-
aration, a number of interesting behaviors are obtained. A large value of Dv/Du implies that as
the wave propagates, the level of inhibition in the surrounding region will not remain constant at
v0, but will rather increase, thus competing with the activator propagation. A natural corollary of
this is that the subsequent triggers of the wave front occur at increased threshold levels as the wave
spreads. A higher threshold corresponds to a lower wave velocity, and thus the wave slows down as
it propagates. As more and more inhibitor accumulates in the medium, the inhibition level reaches
a critical threshold v⋆ where:
m(v⋆) = 0




Thus, the wave slows down, which is reflected as a curved wave on the kymograph (Fig. 2.6A), and
ultimately stops when the critical threshold is reached. This phenomenon is similar to the wave-
pinning mechanism proposed for bistable reaction-diffusion systems [37], with the only difference
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being that no actual “pinning” occurs owing to the excitable response.
It is worthwhile to note at this juncture that owing to the inherent slowness of the inhibitor decay,
the resting time of the inhibitor in space is higher than that of the activator. This allows greater
dispersion of the inhibitor in space, even for the same diffusion coefficient. Hence the notion that
Dv/Du ≫ 1 is not a necessary condition for wave-stopping in systems where the lifetime of the
inhibitor is significantly greater than that of the activator. For small time-scale separation values
(approaching the singular limit), Dv/Du ≫ 1 becomes relevant to compensate for the delay in the
inhibitor build-up.
2.5.1 Standing waves
For a sufficiently high space-scale separation, excitable systems can produce stable standing
pulses [72–74]. Theories of pattern formation, laid down by Turing [6] and Meinhardt [10] suggest
that a long ranging inhibitor, coupled with a local autocatalytic activator can result in a system with
a low homogenous equilibrium state to spontaneously change into a higher stable state to form a
stable pattern. While Turing’s theory is diffusion driven, Meinhardt’s is reliant on lateral inhibition.
However, both require high space-scale separation between the activator and inhibitor components.
Fast diffusion of the inhibitor in the surrounding space can limit the propagation of the activator.
While in moderate Dv/Du cases this results in wave stopping, for sufficiently high space-scale
separation this creates a stable peak in space — called a standing or stationary wave. Ermentrout et
al. [38] show how this occurs through lateral inhibition when the ratio of the time and space-scale
separation is small. In fact, traveling and standing waves can coexist near a bifurcation zone and
changing the space-scale separation can cause the system to switch between the two states [75].
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Figure 2.6: Stopped wave, standing wave and the reflected wave. A. A stopped wave kymograph where
the wave triggers at “a,” curves as it slows down (the dashed line “b” acts as a spatial fiduciary
to illustrate the curving) and finally stops as “c”. B. The standing wave kymograph with the
dashed line showing where the traveling wave transforms into a stable standing wave. C.
The reflected wave kymograph with the dashed lines demarcating the no-flux boundary. The
initial threshold block is shown through the grey box.
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Some researchers also suggest that this occurs through a subcritical Turing-type bifurcation [76].
Common to both mechanisms is a change from a homoclinic orbit to a heteroclinic orbit between
low and high equilibrium states that creates a stable standing wave.
For the model parameters that we have chosen, the Turing instability is not pertinent as the
conditions for diffusion-driven instability [77] are not satisfied. Instead we show an example of
a standing wave where the heteroclinic orbit develops owing to lateral inhibition causing a stable
standing wave to develop when the wave stops, more along the lines of what Ermentrout and col-
leagues proposed. By simulating the system with a low value of ϵ/Ds, where ϵ is the time-scale
separation andDs = Dv/Du is the space-scale separation, we achieve a stable standing wave when
the wave stops (Fig. 2.6B).
2.5.2 Reflected waves
Before we consider reflected waves, it is useful to recall the possible bifurcations in the model
under consideration [53, 78]. The equilibrium that was chosen (u−, v0) is asymptotically stable,
i.e. small perturbations cause an immediate return back to steady-state without any appreciable
response. However, as the definition of excitable systems dictate, a large amplitude response exists
when the input crosses a certain threshold. This occurs because the equilibrium is close to a Hopf
bifurcation point (umin, vmin) (Fig. 2.7A). If the state were to cross this minimum, a response would
be obtained. Extending this idea further, if the threshold of the system (slope of inhibitor nullcline,
cth) were to be lowered beyond the bifurcation point, the steady-state would be rendered unstable
and a large amplitude limit cycle would arise. At this situation, any and every perturbation (positive
or negative) is sufficient to trigger a response (Fig. 2.7B).
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Figure 2.7: Biifurcation diagram for the excitable system as a function of the slope, cth, of the inhibitor
species. A. Bifurcation diagram indicating the stability of the equilibrium state as the thresh-
old parameter is varied. The Hopf bifurcation point, where the stability changes, is demar-
cated by the white circle. B. Responses to sub- and supra-threshold stimuli at the equilibria
a and b (grey circles) from panel A. The response to a stable equilibrium (a, left) differs de-
pending on the input stimulus, while the response at an equilibrium past the bifurcation point
(b, right) is oscillatory irrespective of the input. A phase shift has been added for illustration
purposes only.
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As mentioned earlier, reflection of waves can be brought about through inhomogeneities in the
medium. Even without inhomogeneities, if a no-flux boundary exists, waves can be reflected at a
high space-scale separation if the threshold is lowered beyond the critical Hopf bifurcation point [79].
More particularly, in such a situation, a traveling wave will stop at the no-flux boundary — create a
standingwave—and then get reflected back. Because of the instability around theHopf equilibrium,
any transient activity near the boundary will re-initiate the traveling wave— this time in the opposite
direction. Once the standing wave is formed, transients are generated through the dissipation of the
inhibitor that can trigger adjacent activator elements provided the refractory period is over. Note that
inhibition triggering a response from the excitable system can only occur in the Hopf bifurcation
situation.
We simulated the no-flux boundary by limiting the diffusion of the activator beyond a boundary.
We used a threshold block on one side of the trigger to ensure that the wave travels towards one
boundary at a time (otherwise they would annihilate upon collision after reflection) (Fig. 2.6C).
With the whole system being inside the Hopf bifurcation zone, the wave traveled to one boundary
and formed a standing wave owing to the high-space scale separation. Because of the transients,
however, a reflected wave is generated once the refractory period subsides — breaking the standing
wave with it. Whether the standing wave will break or not depends on the stability of the standing
pattern, which can be modulated through the ratio of the time- and space-scale separation [38].
It is interesting to note that excitable wave reflection is counter-intuitive as the inhibitor is con-
stantly behind the activator wave front. Hence, it is necessary for the zero flux boundary to cause
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Figure 2.8: Scheme to control wave behaviors. L, vL, H and vH denote low, very low, high and very high,
respectively. Ds = Dv/Du denotes the space-scale separation, ϵ is the time-scale separation
and th is the threshold parameter cth from the inhibitor equation.
other methods to generate reflected waves such as through reactant-depletion at the wave front [80]
but, even in that case, the wave has to stand at the boundary long enough for the medium to recover.
Moreover, though in the simulations, the whole system was assumed in the Hopf bifurcation zone,
in reality only the boundary regions need to be at such a low threshold. Within the interior, wave
speed may be modulated through threshold manipulation as illustrated in earlier sections.
2.6 Discussion
Wave propagation is a characteristic hallmark of excitability. The fact that excitable waves can
change their behavior depending on initial conditions is of utmost importance to studying various
physiological phenomena. Here, we illustrated that through the manipulation of the time-scale sep-
aration, space-scale separation and threshold one can control the observed wave pattern. Note that
we talked only about mechanisms that require either none or minimal parameter changes other than
those to the critical parameters described above.
All the results are summarized in the flowchart shown in Fig. 2.8. The terms “low,” “high,” etc.
are used in a qualitative sense with the understanding that for a system to be excitable, the time-
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scale separation and threshold should be low to begin with. The reader should reference the table
of simulation parameters for a reasonable estimate (Tables 1 and 2). The flowchart emphasizes how
manipulating three parameters (with added conditions in some cases), allows one to switch between
wave behaviors.
Low space-scale separations lead to traveling waves. The velocity of these waves can be altered
by modulating the threshold or the time-scale separation, again with the understanding that too high
a threshold or ϵ would result in inexcitability. Breaking a traveling wave through a high-threshold
obstacle can create a rotating spiral wave. Again, the radius or velocity of the spiral wave can be
altered by altering the time-scale separation parameter. For high space-scale separations, the trav-
eling waves and spirals are lost as wave stopping occurs. These stopped waves may form standing
waves or stable patterns if the ratio between the time and space-scale separation is sufficiently small.
Lowering of the threshold beyond the Hopf bifurcation point, with a no-flux boundary condition can
create reflected waves as well.
While we split these wave behaviors into zones of high or low parameters, there are parameter
zones in which these wave types coexist. Many studies have gone into deconstructing the effects of
time and space-scale separations as driving parameters are slowly varied [36,75]. Though there are
other combinations of these parameters that cause the same transitions we have reviewed only those
combinations that best illustrated the wave dynamics.
The usefulness of studying such wave types are diverse as these are predictions into how mod-
ulating some parameters can drastically change wave properties and the resultant species function.
Recently, we showed theoretically and experimentally that by altering the threshold of the excitable
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cell migration network, wave propagation characteristics could be changed and that these translated
to significantly different migratory modes [81]. Specifically, lowering the threshold significantly
increased wave velocity and range and these changes transformed amoeboid cells into fan-shaped or
oscillatory cells. These insights may lead to therapeutic applications for cancer cells as the migra-
tion characteristics of tumor cells is critical duringmetastasis. Standing waves have been extensively
probed in chemical setups such as the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction. Turing patterns have been
hypothesized on the angelfish [82], while Turing’s main prediction [6] for pattern formation through
morphogen gradients in the human zygote is yet to be confirmed. As patterns form the basis for the
evolution of many biological species [83,84], studying standing waves can broaden our understand-
ing of the underlying genesis involved.
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CHAPTER 3
The Regulation of Cell Motility Through an
Excitable Network
Chemotaxis, the migration of cells in the direction of a chemical gradient, is of utmost impor-
tance in various biological processes. In recent years, research has demonstrated that the underlying
mechanism that controls cell migration is an excitable network. More specifically, the actin cy-
toskeleton and other signaling elements in motile cells have many of the hallmarks of an excitable
medium, including the presence of propagating waves, a refractory period, as well as a threshold for
activation. Here we show how these behaviors can be explained by the presence of a signal trans-
duction excitable network that integrates a number of signals and coordinates actin polymerization.
In this model, spontaneous triggering of the excitable network accounts for the random migration
of unstimulated cells. Moreover, internal and external signals both chemical and mechanical bias
excitability spatially, thus providing a means by which cell motility is directed towards spatial cues.
We further put the cell migration excitable system into perspective by comparing it with the well-
documented neural excitable system, to illustrate the similarities and differences between the two.
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This chapter is adapted from reference [53].
3.1 Biological background
Amoeboid cells move by periodically extending protrusions of the cell cortex formed by newly-
polymerized actin filaments [85]. In addition to amoebae, a number of human cells employ amoeboid
motility, including neutrophils—white blood cells that form the first line of defense in the immune
response.
Over the last decade, an increasing number of studies have suggested that cell migration in sev-
eral amoeboid cells is regulated by an excitable systemwhose activity regulates actin polymerization
(reviewed in [19, 56, 86]). In particular, actin polymerization was observed to propagate in waves
reminiscent of those seen in excitable media [33, 87]. Since these first papers hinting at the pres-
ence of an excitable network, it has been shown that the signaling network that regulates the actin
cytoskeleton is itself excitable [17]. Moreover, this network shows a number of other hallmarks of
excitable systems, including the presence of a threshold, an all-or-none response to suprathreshold
perturbations, and a refractory period [17, 88].
3.2 Mathematical model
Throughout this chapter we will use a simple two-state activator-inhibitormodel of an excitable
system (Fig. 3.1A). This class of models was first suggested by [12] and [13] as mathematically
tractable models describing excitable behavior. The model consists of two state variables. The first,
the activator (X), possesses a nonlinear positive feedback term (usually cubic) which allows for self-
regeneration. The second, the inhibitor (Y ), has linear dynamics and enables a negative feedback
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loop on the activator. The dynamics of the latter is considerably slower, so that the positive feedback
is fast and the negative feedback is slow.
In particular, for our model of the excitable system regulating motility in amoeboid cells, we use
the following pair of normalized equations:
Ẋ = −
(








Ẏ = ϵ (X − Y ) (3.1b)
to describe the relative levels of both signals.
The variable B represents a basal (constant) level of activation while S represents an external
variable input to the system. This input can represent extrinsic stochastic perturbations, the effect
of various chemoattractants that bias the excitability of the system spatially, or internal polarity
cues that also regulate cell behavior. The first of these could give rise to spontaneous pseudopods
that drive random migration in unstimulated cells [18, 89]. The second could represent a biasing
signal that guides cell motion towards chemoattractants; see [18]. Finally, the third can represent a
slow-time-scale positive feedback system that enables the cell to remember the location of previous
pseudopods. This memory enables unstimulated cells to perform a more efficient persistent random
walk, enabling the cell to cover a greater territory in search of nutrients [90–92]. In stimulated
cells, this memory acts to magnify the effect of chemoattractant gradients, allowing cells to move
directionally in gradients as small as 1–2% [91]. It has to be emphasized that this is a simplified
model for a system which consists of more than a hundred genes [93]. Nevertheless, simulations
of cell movement using this system (or variants) have been shown to recreate many aspects of cell
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movement quite accurately; see, for example, [94], [95] and [91].
3.2.1 Phase-plane analysis
Because the model of the system is of second order, there are several straightforward analyses
that can be carried out.
Existence of equilibria
From the Y -nullcline, we set Y = X into the equation for the X-nullcline. This gives us the
equivalent equation
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3 − a2 −B
)
X2 + a23(1− a1S)X − a23B = 0.
for the equilibrium valueX⋆ of the activator. With no input (S=0) and a sufficiently low basal level
of activation such that a1a23 > a2 + B, then Descartes’s rule of signs states that there is only one
positive real root. However, upon the application of sufficiently strong stimulus (S) so that a1S > 1,
three positive real roots are possible. This can occur as S increases and suggests the possibility of
bifurcations. However, note that for small or very large values of S only one solution exists; in the




























is a biphasic function ofX⋆ starting (whenX⋆ = 0) and ending (asX⋆ → ∞) at zero. In these two
extremes, and in the absence of an external stimulus, the trace is negative, the determinant positive,
and hence the equilibrium is stable. For intermediate values of X⋆, this element can be zero or
positive and the system can undergo a Hopf bifurcation.
Phase-plane analysis
The properties of this system can be best understood using phase-plane analysis. In particular,
note that for zero input, the two nullclines are








and Y = X .
The first term in theX-nullcline has three effective regimes as a function ofX . For sufficiently


















































Figure 3.1: Phase-plane analysis. A. The two-state activator-inhibitor system showing the application of
the external signal and the positive and negative feedback loops. B. The effect of a step input
(S) on the system response when the step is sufficient to cross the threshold. The dashed
blue line shows the new position of the nullcline after the step is applied. The black line
represents the trajectory of the state from the old steady state “a” to the new state “b”. C. The
system response when the input is not sufficient to elicit an excursion, where the trajectory
to the new steady state “c” is small. D. The oscillatory response when the input causes a
Hopf bifurcation. The new steady state “d” being unstable is never reached and the system
continues to oscillate along the solid black trajectory.
the nulclline will start to increase when X2 ≥ a23B/(a2 + B) before decreasing once again, after
X2 ≥ a23. This gives the nullcline a “reverse N” shape reminiscent of a cubic curve. The second
term of the X-nullcline simply moves the curve down. Similarly, a constant input (S > 0) moves
the X-nullcline vertically.
The minimum and maximum of the cubic nullcline are crucial to the existence of excitability.
If the Y -nullcline intersects the X-nullcline to the left of the minimum, as in Fig. 3.1B, then the
equilibrium is stable. In this case, a small increase in S moves the equilibrium from point a to b. As
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the system is no longer at equilibrium, the state changes, however the trajectory is small as the system
settles to its new equilibrium. In contrast, a sufficiently large increase in S, from a to c (Fig. 3.1C)
causes the state to undergo a large excursion in phase space as the activator increases greatly, then
decreases below its new steady-state value, before settling to this equilibrium. The nature of the
excursion, such as duration and amplitude, are determined by the maximum of the cubic nullcline,
which is determined by the strength of the positive feedback loop. What differentiates these two
classes of trajectories and which inputs constitute a sufficient trigger depends on the threshold for
activation, and this is discussed in more detail below.
For the situation in Fig. 3.1D, when the intersection is shifted to the right of the minimum from
a to d, either a saddle-node, or Hopf bifurcation can occur, depending on the specific parameter
set [18, 78]. In both cases, the equilibrium becomes unstable, implying that any slight disturbance
will cause a large excursion in phase space. In the former case, multiple equilibria appear, and the
system can become biphasic. In the latter, the trajectory is oscillatory, as shown in Fig. 3.1D.
These changes illustrate how cell migration can be driven by an excitable system [56]. In its
basal state, the system is at equilibrium, but subject to random fluctuations in S. Sufficiently large
values of S trigger the excitable system, leading to the formation of pseudopods. Additionally, the
application of external stimuli increases S and triggers further activity. The presence of a chemoat-
tractant gradient leads to spatially graded receptor occupancy and hence spatially varying S values.
At the front, S ≥ 0 and the likelihood of triggering the excitable system is higher than for an unstim-
ulated cell. At the rear, S ≤ 0 and the likelihood of triggering the excitable system is lower than that
of an unstimulated cell. This difference leads to a spatial biasing in the probability of triggering the
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excitable system, and hence generating pseudopods, which can account for the movement of cells
in the direction of the chemoattractant source [91]. The model also predicts that sufficiently large
increases in S would lead to oscillatory or even permanently “active” cells.
3.3 Excitable systems and cell migration
To consider how an excitable system could regulate cell migration, we consider cellular move-
ment in the context of two environmental situations. The first considers the case in which cells are
unstimulated. This could represent an amoeba that has not yet encountered a food source, and whose
main concern is moving through a wide field in search of nourishment. The second situation con-
cerns the case where the amoebae detects a chemoattractant gradient and wants to move towards its
source.
3.3.1 Random migration
In the first case considered, there is no external stimulus. However, a non-zero signal S can
still exist because of intrinsic fluctuations in the concentrations of the underlying chemical species.
To this end, we assume that B is perturbed by a zero mean, white Gaussian process. At first, the
possibility of negative signals may seem inappropriate to describe signals which represent mostly
chemical concentrations. However, note that this stochastic signal could represent fluctuations away
from the non-zero basal level of activation, and hence this negative signal just represents a below-
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where n(t) satisfies ⟨n(t)⟩ = 0 and ⟨n(t)n(τ)⟩ = δ(t − τ). Note that the equation for Y is unaf-
fected.
The precise nature of the interaction between the noise and the nonlinear dynamics of the system
is far from trivial; see, for example, [96]. Here, we follow the analysis from [78] which is based
on [97].
We assume that ϵ → 0 so that the system is at a quasi-steady-state in which Ẏ ≈ 0. In this case,




























is a potential function.
If the system is operating at a point in which it has multiple equilibria, then U(x) has the form
of a double well potential. In this case, the rate at which the system will escape the basin of one
stable equilibrium and transition to the other is given by Kramers’s theory [98]:
√








where the terms U ′′s and U ′′u describe, respectively, the curvatures of the potential well at the bottom
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and top of the potential function, and the height of the barrier is given by ∆U = U(xu) − U(xs).
One can think of this as an approximate notion of the threshold for firing and it is this height, relative
to the level of the noise, that is the primary determinant of the firing rate.
3.3.2 Directed migration
The subsequent noise-induced firings of the excitable network explain the appearance of random
protrusions along the cell membrane. In particular, threshold that is set by the basal B and stimulus
S levels govern the height of the potential well, and these must be appropriate for the amount of
noise that is inherently present in biochemical reactions.
The presence of a stimulus has two effects on the shape of the potential function. It lowers the
height of the barrier and, to a lesser degree, changes the curvature of the potential function. This
has the effect of increasing the rate at which stochastically-driven firings take place, and thereby
increasing the rate of production of pseudopods. If the stimulus is uniform in space, these protrusions
appear throughout the cell perimeter. Interestingly, they are followed by a period in which the cell is
quiescent. Experimentalists refer to this as a cringe. In terms of the excitable network, we can think
of these as merely periods during which the excitable network is in a sub-basal level as it returns to
equilibrium.
More interesting, however, is the situation when the chemoattractant concentration is spatially
graded. A spatially graded stimulus raises theX-nullcline at the front, thereby lowering the threshold
leading to an increase in the rate of the protrusions. Simultaneously, the spatially graded stimulus
lowers theX-nullcline at the back, thus raising the threshold leading to a decrease in the rate of the
protrusions. We refer to the resultant system with spatially varying thresholds as a biased excitable
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Figure 3.2: Effect of a spatial gradient. A. Schematic showing the spatial distribution of the gradient. S
is assumed to be a cosine function of θ, where zero degrees is the front of the cell and 180
degrees is the back. B. The firing rate plotted as a function of θ for different intensities of
the gradient. The horizontal black line denotes the no external input scenario. A higher-than-
normal firing rate is thus obtained at the front while the back gradually ceases to fire. The
firing rates were obtained by simulating the stochastic differential equation 10 times for 10
min each.
network; see [18].
To illustrate the operation of the biased excitable network, we set:
S = S0
(
1 + ϵ cos(θ)
)
where θ is the angle around the cell perimeter and ϵ represents the strength of chemoattractant gra-
dient. We simulate the effect of noise on the excitable system using the stochastic differential equa-
tion (3.2) using the Euler-Maruyama method [99]. The results are shown in Fig. 3.2.
With no external input, the firing rate is approximately constant around the perimeter of the cell
as the propensity for firings is uniformly distributed around the perimeter. In such a situation, the cell
would move randomly in space. As a gradient is introduced ϵ > 0, we can see that a discernible front
(θ = 0) and back (θ = 180◦) form, where the firing rate gradually decreases as θ changes from 0 to
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180◦. As a result of more sustained firings at the front, in this situation, the cell would move towards
the source of the chemoattractant. As the value of epsilon is increased, that is the external gradient
is strengthened, we see that the difference between the front and the back is further amplified with
the number of firings gradually decreasing at the back and the front firing with increased frequency
as the Y -velocity (not shown) is strengthened owing to the raisedX-nullcline and low threshold.
3.4 Classification of excitability
As described above, the nature of the system response depends on size of the stimulus, both its
deterministic and stochastic components, relative to a threshold level. Consequently, the response of
the excitable system to varying classes of stimuli can help characterize the nature of this threshold.
[100] classified the types of excitabilities of various neurons based on their response to different
types of inputs.
1. Step inputs of varying intensities
2. Ramp inputs
3. Pulse inputs of varying frequency
Experimentally, these three classes of inputs are the most common in the real-world, where a step
input imitates a constant concentration of chemoattractant to the cell receptors. The ramp input
considers the possibility of a gradually increasing chemoattractant concentration, as might be the
case, as the cell moves closer to the source. Finally, pulse inputs mimic the effect of noise in the
system, which usually presents themselves in the form of arbitrary spikes or jumps in input.
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Based on the response to these inputs, [101] divides excitable systems into three types:
Class 1 excitability: In this case, responses are generated periodically with a frequency that de-
pends on the strength of the applied input.
Class 2 excitability: In this case, responses are also generated periodically but only in a certain
frequency range that is relatively insensitive to the strength of the applied input.
Class 3 excitability: These excitable systems generally respond to a step input with a single pulse,
though periodic responses may be generated but only for very strong inputs.
It is worth considering how the excitable system described in (3.1a) and (3.1b) fits into this clas-
sification. Before doing so, however, it is important to note that the types of inputs listed above
directly impact the activator (or inhibitor as the case may be) term in our model. In cells, however,
most stimuli are first sensed by cell surface receptors which themselves have dynamic properties.
In particular, step changes in chemoattractant cause an adaptive response in the cell [102], that then
makes its way to the excitable system. In the simulations and analyses that follow, the inputs that
we consider are those that affect the excitable system directly.
3.4.1 Response to step inputs
In this case the term S in (3.1a) is increased from zero to a constant S > 0, and the response for
different intensities of this step are shown in Fig. 3.3B. With small steps, no appreciable response is
seen. As the step intensity is increased a visible response appears and remains more or less the same
as the size of the step is further increased. Sufficiently large steps give rise to oscillatory behavior.
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Figure 3.3: Response to a step input. A. The phase plane diagram showing the position of the nullclines
as the step input is increased with S=0 representing the initial state. The dashed black line
indicates the initial trajectory of the state variable. If the dashed line passes below the mini-
mum of the new nullcline then an excursion will take place. B. The corresponding output of
X to the inputs shown in panel A.
In the case of the step input, if the step is sufficient to displace the state below the minimum
of the cubic nullcline — we get a response. Thus we see in Fig. 3.3, for S < 1 the state variable
cannot cross the minimum (dashed black line) and so no output is generated. For S > 1, a single
pulse is generated in response to the step akin to Hodgkin’s Class 3 excitability. The response does
not change much if the step is increased within certain limits. For sufficiently large steps, the output
increases proportionately as the step begins to dominate the phase plane trajectory. If the step size
is sufficient to cross into the bifurcation zone then oscillations begin.
3.4.2 Response to ramp inputs
Initially, upon the application of a ramp input, the system does not respond with a large scale
excursion, but merely increases monotonically as the system adjusts to the changing equilibrium. As
the value of the stimulus increases sufficiently, the system begins to oscillate with constant frequency
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Figure 3.4: Response to a ramp input. (A) and a pulse stream (B). The bottom plot shows the input (S),
with the input ramping up in A, while 2 second duration pulses were applied in B. The top
plot shows the corresponding outputs.
Fig. 3.4A.
The initial response of the system to the ramp input is similar to Hodgkin’s Class 2 excitabil-
ity. This phenomenon, known as accommodation, describes a situation in which the state is not
sufficiently displaced to generate an excursion, and so it merely tracks the equilibrium. However,
after a certain input level is reached, the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation resulting in sustained
oscillations of constant frequency.
3.4.3 Response to periodic pulse inputs
As seen in Fig. 3.4B, application of a sufficiently large pulse train results in more or less the
same response as that of a step input, in which large excursions take place. Varying the intensity of
the pulses gives similar results as the step input (data not shown). Note that we get the full response
only if the pulse frequency is less than the refractory period of the system [17].
Pulse streams of duration two seconds behave similar to step inputs where unit pulses are suffi-
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cient to drive the excursion. Hodgkin used 1ms pulses to drive his excitable neurons.
3.4.4 Comparison
We can see that our system, definitely does not belong to Class 1 excitability as the output does
not depend directly on the strength of the step input. Increasing the input can result in transitions
of output behavior but no direct dependency can be seen. The excitable system described by (3.1a)
and (3.1b) falls somewhere in between Class 2 and Class 3 excitability. The frequency of oscillation
is insensitive to the applied input strength (Class 2), but only a single output excursion is generated
irrespective of the strength of the input (Class 3). The study of pulse inputs in Hodgkin’s case
resulted in resonant pulses of output. Similar results are obtained in our case.
3.5 Discussion and conclusions
In this chapter we have argued that the system that drives cell migration in amoeboid cells is
regulated by an excitable system. One appealing aspect of the biased excitation network hypothesis
is that it can account for numerous experimental observations both of randomly migrating cells and
cells responding to chemotactic cues [91]. Here we point to a number of issues that require further
study, both theoretically and experimentally.
We have shown how the nature of the threshold is an important classifier of excitable networks.
This analysis was based on the particular model of the excitable network used here. To our knowl-
edge, no specific analysis of the threshold in cells has been carried out experimentally, other than to
provide evidence for the existence of such switches [17, 88, 103]. Experiments would be helpful in
discriminating amongst various models including those based on “hard” switches [103] or the soft
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switches of an excitable network. One difficulty in carrying out this classification experimentally
is the need to perturb the excitable system directly. Chemoattractant stimuli have the disadvantage
that their signals first go through a receptor-mediated pathway that has its own dynamic properties.
For example, the response of the cells to step stimuli is adaptive, albeit with a slower time scale. As
such, the chemoattractant step becomes a filtered pulse [17, 104].
One other aspect touched upon in this chapter is that the models of excitable system require
that the system be operating near either a Hopf or saddle node bifurcation. Indeed, simulations
of cell motion have suggested that small changes in parameters could give rise to vastly different
migratory modes [105, 106]. The experimental confirmation of these predictions is still at its in-
fancy, though one recent paper reports that actin polymerization in cells does operate near a Hopf
bifurcation [107]. This proximity between the operating point and a bifurcation point also poses
an interesting “robustness” problem as small changes lead to possibly undesirable behavior. There
has been some research on the robustness of operating near bifurcation points [108], but not in the
context of excitable systems.
Finally, one important question that, to our knowledge, has not been addressed is the connection
between the traveling actin waves observed experimentally and cell motion itself. How do these
waves, moving along the cell cortex, help to propel the cell forward? One important step forward in
this understanding will be the development of accurate 2D models of the excitable cortex [109].
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CHAPTER 4
The threshold of an excitable system
serves as a control mechanism for noise
filtering during chemotaxis
Chemotaxis, the directionmigration of cells, is critical in many physiological processes and thus,
control of excitability in migration is of the utmost importance. One of the properties that character-
izes excitability is the presence of a threshold for activation. Here, we show that excitable systems
possess noise filtering capabilities that enable faster and more efficient directed migration compared
to other systems that also include a threshold, such as ultrasensitive switches. We demonstrate that
this filtering ability is a consequence of the varying responses of excitable systems to step and pulse
stimuli. Whereas the response to step inputs is determined solely by the magnitude of the stimulus,
for pulse stimuli, the response depends on both the magnitude and duration of the stimulus. We then
show that these two forms of threshold behavior can be decoupled from one another, allowing finer
control in chemotaxis. Finally, we use a simple model of chemotaxis to demonstrate that cells that
rely on an excitable system display faster and more effective directed migration that a hypothetical
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cell guided by an ultra-sensitive switch. This chapter is adapted from reference [110].
4.1 Introduction
The response of many biological systems is based on whether the level of a stimulus is above
or below a given threshold. For example, Xenopus oocytes undergo apoptosis based on an all-or-
none switch-like response from the MAPK cascade signaling pathway [111]. Similarly, the entry
into mitosis in budding yeast is also controlled by positive feedback loops that generate switch-like
decision making [112,113]. The importance of switches to biological function was likely one of the
reasons that the development of genetic switches was one of the first steps in synthetic biology [114].
The biological signaling pathway that allows amoeboid cells, such as the social amoebae Dic-
tyostelium discoideum or human neutrophils, to move also appears to employ switch-like behavior.
When placed in a gradient, the side of the cell facing the chemoattractant source shows high level
of activity as measured either in terms of actin polymerization or by using fluorescent signaling
biosensors. The rear of the cell, however, shows significantly lesser activity, suggesting that gradi-
ent information is processed through a threshold [115].
Until recently, the nature and the biochemical circuitry that implements this threshold have been
elusive, though it is now believed to be a consequence of an excitable network that regulates actin
polymerization leading to pseudopod formation [17, 116, 117]. Excitable systems are a class of dy-
namical systems that display an all-or-nothing response with distinct on and off states. Specifically,
these systems exhibit large responses to suprathreshold stimuli while remaining quiescent under
subthreshold stimuli. Apart from this characteristic, excitable systems also display a refractory pe-
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riod following a response, during which the system does not respond even to suprathreshold stimuli
while it recovers excitability. There is now ample evidence that an excitable signal transduction
network controls random and directed migration in many different cell lines [19]. In the absence of
directional cues, stochastic perturbations in the concentration of various signaling molecules likely
trigger the excitable system, which in turn leads to the creation of the actin-rich pseudopods that
propel cells [17]. The presence of a chemoattractant source generates persistent, graded external
cues that selectively alter the threshold spatially to direct the movement of these cells [18].
The different responses of excitable systems to step, pulse and ramp stimuli have allowed for
the characterization of the threshold for activation in neural systems [101]. A similar characteri-
zation has been done on cell migration models to classify their excitable dynamics [53]. Based on
such observations, Izhikevich suggested that excitable systems have a soft threshold described by
a manifold [101] in phase space that has to be crossed to elicit a response. This is in contrast to a
hard threshold of a typical switch, that presents in the form of a particular value which the input
magnitude has to surpass in order for the system to respond.
Here, we show that the presence of a threshold manifold enables excitable systems to serve
as more robust noise filters when compared to hard thresholds. Moreover, in the context of cell
migration, the threshold criteria that arise from different input-types allow for greater tunability in





The model we use is inspired by the classical FitzHugh-Nagumo set of equations [12, 13]. It
consists of activator (u) and inhibitor (v) species coupled using positive and negative feedback loops
(Fig. 4.1A). The system dynamics obey the following two differential equations
du
dt









= g(u, v) = −v + q1u (4.1b)
where the coefficients are all positive constants and r is the input signal (Appendix 4.5.1). A critical
requirement for excitability is that ϵ ≪ 1 so that the effect of the inhibitor is significantly delayed as
compared to the activator. When coupled with diffusion in space, these equations are sufficient to
recreate the signalling patches and wave propagation observed in migrating cells [17,18,81,89,95].
To gain insight into the model and to introduce the idea of the threshold for activation, it is useful
first to analyze the equations in phase-plane. Equating both f(u, v) and g(u, v) to zero, we obtain
the two nullclines of the system. We assume that the parameters are such that the u-nullcline has
a local minimum and maximum (Appendix 4.5.2) and that the v-nullcline, which is a straight line,
intercepts the u-nullcline only once so that the system has a single equilibrium, which we label as
(u−, v0), lying to the left of the local minimum (umin, vmin) of the u-nullcline; see Fig. 4.1B.
The input signal r consists of an external input and a stochastic variable (Appendix 4.5.3). A non-
zero input signal r will displace the initial state as dictated by the magnitude of u̇ and v̇. However,
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Figure 4.1: Model dynamics and thresholds. A. The two species activator (u)-inhibitor (v) system with
external input r. B. Phase-plane representation with the activator and inhibitor nullclines in
green and red respectively with the critical concentrations marked. A typical suprathreshold
response trajectory is shown by the grey arrows. C. Computing the response (final value) with
increasing rstep step input magnitudes reveal a threshold value for an output to be elicited in
the case of the bistable system (solid curve). The response curve for the excitable system is
shown in the dotted curve. The threshold D. Time responses (blue line) of three cases a,b and
c with ∆t as the duration of the input pulse (red curve). E. Computing the response (final
value) with increasing ∆t pulses of the unit magnitude reveal a minimum pulse duration for
an output to be elicited in the case of the bistable system (solid curve). The response curve
for the excitable system is shown in the dotted curve. F. Plot of the minimum pulse duration
for different input pulse strengths.
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equilibrium. If the initial displacement is sufficiently large, the positive feedback dominates the
negative feedback and the state undergoes a large excursion beyond the local maximum of the f
nullcline, from u− to u+ as illustrated in Fig. 4.1B, before returning to the equilibrium u−. This
large excursion occurs because the initial set point is close to a Hopf bifurcation point, which exists
at the minimum of the cubic nullcline. This can be seen by plotting the eigenvalues with lowering
level of inhibition (q1) of the excitable system (Fig. 4.2A,B). After a while, both eigenvalues change
stability together, and are purely imaginary at the transition, indicating a Hopf bifurcation. Beyond
this bifurcation point, the equilibrium is rendered unstable and the solitary large excursion becomes
an oscillatory limit cycle.
As excitable systems require that ϵ ≪ 1, trajectories from u− to u+ are nearly horizontal in the
(u, v) plane. Suppose that this change occurs at near-constant level of v = v0. In the limit (ϵ = 0),
this results in a one-dimensional differential equation. The above analysis of suprathreshold and
subthreshold inputs is perhaps better visualized using this simplified system:




+ a5 = f(u, v0) (4.2)
For a range of parameters (Appendix 4.5.2), this equation exhibits bistability, with three equilibria,
two of which are stable and correspond to u− and u+, while the unstable solution is u⋆ [118]. Thus,
in the limit, the excitable system acts as a bistable system with the transition occuring between the












































































Figure 4.2: Phase-space description. A. The excitable system in phase space with the activator and in-
hibitor nullclines in green and red respectively. The black arrow shows how the inhibitor
nullcline changes when the level of inhibition (q1) is decreased. B. The eigenvalues plotted
for lowering level of inhibition from A. Real part of the eigenvalues change stability together,
when both eigenvalues are purely imaginary (vertical dashed line), indicating the Hopf bifur-
cation point. C. The bistable nullcline f(u, v0) plotted as a function of the state u (green
curve). The trajectories of the activator state are shown at different concentrations. A full
response is obtained when the initial state (u−) can follow the green arrows (u̇ > 0) to reach
u+ without encountering the red arrow where u̇ < 0. The step input rstep causes the nullcline
to be raised vertically as shown (shaded grey arrow) and the threshold value is indicated (hth).
Note, the nullcline does not move perfectly vertically as shown. A vertical projection is con-
sidered for easier understanding. D. The bistable nullcline (f(u, v0)), plotted against the state
u, is raised vertically when rpulse is applied. The dashed green curve along with the dashed
trajectories depict the situation during the pulse input while the solid green curve and the solid
trajectories denote the situation before and after the pulse. As the pulse is applied, the state
u starts following the dashed green trajectories towards u+. Case a. If the pulse duration is
not sufficient for the dashed brown trajectory to cross u⋆, the state is forced to return back to
u− (solid brown arrow). Case b. If the pulse duration is sufficient for u to cross u⋆ (dashed
brown arrow) then even after the pulse is withdrawn (solid brown arrow) the state can reach
u+. Case c. If the pulse duration causes the state to cross u+ (dashed brown arrow), once





4.3.1 A pulse input requires a minimum duration to elicit a response
The presence of two qualitatively different responses to inputs of varying sizes indicates the
presence of a threshold for activation. Depending on the type of input applied, this threshold acts
differently. In the context of cell migration, two types of inputs are pertinent. The first, a step
input, indicates the introduction of a persisent chemoattractant concentration at the periphery of the
cell. In this case the concentration is compared to the threshold and this is used to determine whether
pseudopods should be formed. The second class of inputs consists of stochastic perturbations, which
can be considered as high frequency noise. Conceptually, these signals can be approximated by a
sequence of pulse inputs.
Whenever a step input is applied to an excitable system— that is, the level of the input changes
from zero to some value rstep > 0 and remains there persistently — there exists a hard threshold
value with respect to the magnitude of the stimulus. This implies that whether or not the system will
respond is completely determined by the steady-state level of the stimulus. Phase-plane analysis
of the bistable system gives us a clear picture of what the threshold value is for the step input case
(Appendix 4.5.4). More particularly, for the bistable system, a response is triggered if and only if:
rstep > v0 − vmin
where v0 and vmin are the values indicated in Fig. 4.1B, and rstep is the magnitude of the persistent
stimulus. We simulated the associated system f(u, v0) with increasing magnitudes of rstep. The
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maximal response exhibited a sharp transition after the input magnitude exceeded a given value;
see Fig. 4.1C. Simulations of the excitable system with 0 < ϵ ≪ 1 also displayed this threshold
behavior, though the trajectories were not completely horizontal making the value of the threshold
somewhat larger than v0 − vmin (Fig. 4.1C).
When the external input is transient, as in a pulse, this threshold value no longer holds. That
is, the magnitude of the stimulus is no longer sufficient to determine the response. From the phase-
plane analysis it is clear that even if the magnitude of the pulse exceeds the step input threshold,
the duration of the pulse must be sufficiently large for the state to cross the unstable steady state of
the system (Appendix 4.5.4). This implies that there exists a minimum pulse duration (tmin) below
which no response is obtained, irrespective of the pulse magnitude, thus showing that the input level
is not sufficient to characterize the threshold of the system. Though we cannot present a description
of the threshold in terms of r, we can define a function s(r,∆t), that reflects the distance traversed
by the state u during the duration of the pulse. For a pulse input of magnitude rpulse and duration












In this case, the bistable system with f(u, v0) responds if and only if:
s(r,∆t) > u⋆ − u−
where u⋆ denotes the unstable equilibrium of the bistable system (u− < u⋆ < u+). As u− is the ini-
tial state, this implies that the bistable system responds if and only if, at the end of the pulse duration,
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the state u has crossed the unstable equilibrium of the system, irrespective of the magnitude of the
input pulse. To illustrate this property we stimulated the system with signals with varying∆t pulses
but with the same magnitude. As shown in Fig. 4.1D, the response eventually disappeared for suf-
ficiently small ∆t. By calculating the response to pulses with gradually increasing ∆t we obtained
the minimum pulse duration threshold beyond which a response can be triggered (Fig. 4.1E).
Analytically, we can calculate the minimum pulse duration, tmin, needed for a particular input
magnitude by determining the time needed for the state to travel from (u−, v0) to (u⋆, v0) under an












The value of tmin calculated by evaluating this integral numerically using the system parameters,
matched the tmin obtained from simulations (Fig. 4.1E). Note that tmin depends on the magnitude of
the pulse, i.e. as expected, a greater input magnitude makes the minimum pulse duration smaller
(Fig. 4.1F).
4.3.2 The threshold to pulse inputs can be decoupled from the hard threshold seen by
step inputs
The minimum pulse duration criteria is instrumental in revealing the soft threshold, as the point-
of-no-return for the state — u⋆ constitutes a part of the threshold manifold (the separatrix [101])
of the excitable system. To manipulate this threshold, we considered changes in the system that
alter this minimum pulse duration. The critical time tmin is determined by two things: the distance
between the initial set point and the unstable equilibrium (u⋆−u−) and the rate of change of the state
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(u̇). One obvious way of changing tmin is by altering the dynamics of the system by modifying the
time scale. For example, doubling f in (4.2) leaves the nullcline intact but halves tmin. We focused,
instead, on changes that affect the threshold by modifying the nullcline, without significant changes
to the system dynamics. Specifically, we considered changes in the system that alter the distance
between u− and u⋆ to study how these affect the minimum pulse duration.
A change in v0 alters the distance between u− and u⋆. More specifically, raising v0 is equivalent
to lowering the bistable nullcline (f(u, v0)), increasing the critical distance that determines the pulse
threshold (Fig. 4.3A).We simulated the systemwith higher v0 levels by increasing the strength of the
negative feedback q1 in (4.1). These simulations showed that the minimum pulse duration needed to
elicit a response is greater because of the higher threshold (Fig. 4.3B). The stronger negative feed-
back gains also moved the eigenvalues of the excitable two-dimensional system farther away from
the imaginary axis, representing greater stability margin (Fig. 4.3B). In these simulations, increasing
v0 led to higher step and pulse input thresholds, i.e. both v0−vmin and u⋆−u− increased (Fig. 4.3C).
Though the previous simulations suggest a link between stability margins and thresholds, we
found situations in which an increase in the stability margin can accompany a smaller threshold. For
example, scaling the variables from f(u, v0) to f(ku, kv0) with k > 1, compresses the nullcline
(Fig. 4.3D). Simulations of this system showed that the minimum pulse duration needed to trigger a
response was smaller as the distance between u− and u⋆ decreased without an appreciable change in
dynamics indicating a smaller threshold (Fig. 4.3E). However, the eigenvalues of the corresponding
linearized excitable system moved farther away from the imaginary axis, denoting greater stability
































































































































































































Figure 4.3: Modulating the minimum pulse duration. A. The bistable nullcline (f(u, v0)) plotted as a
function of the state u (green curve), with increasing initial inhibition (v0) levels as indicated
by the arrow. A zoomed in version of the critical region is shown in the box in order to
highlight the raising of the nullclines. B. (blue) Graph plotting the minimum pulse duration
needed to elicit a full response with increasing levels of inhibition. (purple) Location of
eigenvalue corresponding to the new equilibrium state with each level of inhibition. Only one
pertinent eigenvalue is shown. C. Graph plotting how the step (blue) and pulse (purple) input
thresholds changed with altering level of inhibition. D. The bistable nullcline (f(ku, kv0))
plotted against uwith increasing values of k causing a contraction of the nullcline as indicated
by the red arrow (dark red: k = 0.5, lighter red: k = 1, light red: k = 1.5). E. (blue) Plot
showing the minimum pulse duration needed to elicit a full response with increasing scaling
coefficient k. (purple) Location of the eigenvalue corresponding to the new equilibrium state
with each k. F. Graph plotting how the step (blue) and pulse (purple) input thresholds changed
with altering scaling coefficient.
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pressing the nullclines, lowered the pulse input threshold u⋆ − u−, but did not affect the step input
threshold v0 − vmin (Fig. 4.3F) of the bistable system f(u, v0).
It is interesting to note from Fig. 4.3F that the distance between u− and u⋆ can be altered while
keeping the v0 − vmin constant. This implies that the thresholds to the pulse and step inputs can be
decoupled. Note that this does not suggest that there are two different thresholds for the system,
but it does imply that the threshold manifests differently depending on the type of input. This can
be thought of as a second threshold parameter for controlling the response. For this purpose, we
introduce the terms hth and sth to denote the two forms of the threshold. More particularly, for the
step input and the bistable system we must have:
rstep > hth = v0 − vmin
and for the pulse input and the bistable system we must have:
s(r,∆t) > sth = u
⋆ − u−
where rstep and s(r,∆t) were defined above.
4.3.3 The pulse threshold endows excitable systems with noise filtering capabilities
The fact that the threshold of excitable systems sets a limit on the duration of the input pulse
needed to obtain a response suggests that noisy signals, which can be thought of consisting of short
duration pulses, may not elicit a response from the system. To investigate the filtering properties of
our system in the context of cell migration, we compared the response of the excitable system to that
of a zero-order ultra-sensitive switch, an alternative signal amplification mechanism suggested for
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cell migration [102, 103]. To ensure a fair comparison, we tuned the output dynamics of the switch
until the response time was comparable to that of the excitable system (Appendix 4.5.5). Identical
stimuli, in which the input noise was modeled as a Gaussian, white noise process with zero mean and
constant variance, were applied to both systems. In this comparison, the threshold of each system
was chosen so that a step input of the same magnitude could just trigger both systems.
For a particular level of threshold, simulations were carried out with different noise variance lev-
els and the outputs of the systemswere compared by counting the number of firings (Appendix 4.5.3).
For all variances considered, the excitable network showed fewer firings than the ultrasensitive
switch (Fig. 4.4A). Moreover, the number of firings fluctuated with noise variance for the switch, but
remained relatively constant for the excitable system (Fig. 4.4B). Though there existed a maximum
number of firings that could occur in a specific amount of time for the excitable system because of
the refractory period, no such limitation existed on the number of firings of the switch. However, as
we show in the next section, even with the incorporation of a refractory period for the ultra-sensitive
switch, the excitable system served as a more robust noise filter.
4.3.4 The excitable system threshold enables faster chemotaxis
To compare the efficacy of an excitable network to other switching mechanisms as a means for
providing a threshold for activation in directed cell migration, we carried out simulations to compare
the responses of a switch and an excitable system on a discretized one-dimensional cell boundary.
In these simulations, the equations of (4.1) were modified to add diffusion terms (Appendix 4.5.6).
The simulations were set up as shown in the schematic of Fig. 4.4C, where a uniform force was



















































































Figure 4.4: Benefits of an excitable system in directed migration. A. Examples of the responses of the ex-
citable system (left) and switch (right). The responses have been normalized. B. The number
of suprathreshold firings (peak ≥ 0.1, as indicated by the dashed black line in the example
responses as a function of the noise variance for both systems that occurred in 200 simulation
time units. Error-bars were calculated using 10 simulations. C. Schematic of simulations of
cell migration, in which a uniform force (ffront) is applied to the front of the cell while the
back fires stochastically, with σnoise serving as the input for both systems. D. The input-
output pathway where the decision making occurs through either a switch (purple) or an ex-
citable system (EN, orange). The output of both is fed to a common cytoskeletal excitable
network (CON) fromwhich the output activity is considered. E. One dimensional simulations
shown via kymographs where activity is indicated through patches that are graded in color
from blue to yellow corresponding to low to high activity respectively. The front of the cell
(indicated in brown) oscillates identically for both cases (top — switch, bottom — excitable
network) while the rest of the perimeter fires stochastically depending on the output from D.
F. The kymographs in E were used to obtain the net displacement of the center of mass of the
cell for both cases. Error-bars were calculated using 10 simulations. G. Level set simulations
for the kymographs indicated in E, shown through overlayed frames. The blue dot indicates
the chemoattractant source while the position of the cell boundary with time is shown through
lighter shades of red. The initial center of the cell is denoted by the black plus sign which
acts as a fixed spatial fiduciary.
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didate systems. To ensure fair comparison metrics, the stimulus was first processed through one of
the candidate circuits before being fed into a second excitable system (Fig. 4.4D). The latter models
the action of the actin cytoskeleton, which has been shown to behave as an oscillatory excitable sys-
tem [17,107] (Appendix 4.5.7). This implies that the decision to fire or not is taken by the candidate
system while the actual firing comes from a common system. We used this method to guarantee that
the movement response is the same for both systems once the threshold is crossed. It also ensures
the existence of a similar refractory period for the actin response for both systems.
To compare the effectiveness in directed migration for both the systems we put the cytoskeletal
excitable network into the oscillatory limit cycle mode at the front of the cell. This was done as
the limit cycle enabled the fastest turnaround of activity in the front of the cell, i.e. the maximum
possible pull towards the front, while also ensuring the same front force for both the systems. In
this setting, the noise filtering properties of the back of the cell were compared, as the system with
greater filtering capabilities will result in faster migration.
As in seen in Fig. 4.4E, one-third of the perimeter oscillated and formed the front of the cell as
shown in the kymographs, while the rest of the perimeter fired in random patches for both systems.
The kymograph activity was averaged with highest weight in the front region, while the back had
a negative weight. Integrating this we obtained the net force that the cell experienced, towards the
chemoattractant source. This force was passed through a viscoelastic model of the cell [119] to
obtain the net displacement of the center of mass of the cell (CMdisp).
We carried out a number simulations for each system using the same threshold and the same
level of noise. As seen in the kymographs, the back of the cells regulated by the excitable network
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fired less often than those of cells using the hard switch. As a result, the cells that were controlled
by the excitable network thus moved further up the gradient than those controlled by the switch
(Fig. 4.4F). Level set simulations were carried out [119] using the activity from the kymographs. As
seen in Fig. 4.4G, the cells governed by the excitable network moved closer to the chemoattractant
source in the same amount of time.
4.3.5 The decoupled thresholds of the excitable system allow finer control in chemotaxis
Apart from the filtering properties of the pulse threshold, we have shown that bistable systems
allow a decoupling of the thresholds to step and pulse inputs. The same decoupling extends to ex-
citable systems where one can keep the step threshold (hth) constant, while altering the distance
between u− and u⋆ in the excitable system to improve upon its filtering capabilities, i.e. tuning
out noise effects while maintaining the same hard threshold level for the system. We explored this
possibility as a means of improving chemotactic efficiency. We scaled the activator and inhibitor
equations of the system (from f(u, v), g(u, v) to f(ku, kv), g(ku, kv)) thereby conserving the dif-
ference between the set point and the minimum (v0 − vmin) (Fig. 4.5A) but altering the distance
between u− and u⋆. Simulations were done to reveal the step and pulse thresholds and as expected,
the change in the hth threshold was negligible as compared to the change in the minimum pulse
duration (Fig. 4.5B). As a result, the number of firings of the system decreased significantly when
the critical distance (sth) increased (Fig. 4.5C).
To illustrate the advantage of having a decoupled pulse threshold in addition to a hard threshold,
we considered both persistent and stochastic perturbations using the scheme from Fig. 4.4. Simu-
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Figure 4.5: The control mechanism using the decoupled thresholds. A. The excitable system (f(ku, kv))
represented in phase space. The activator nullcline plotted for k = 0.5 (right) and k = 2
(left). The inhibitor nullcline is denoted in red. The constant step input threshold is indicated
between the two dashed lines. The separatrix for one system is shown in orange for reference.
B. Quantification of the magnitude of the step needed to elicit a response (blue curve) and the
minimum pulse duration needed to elicit a response (purple curve) for the different scaling
factors in an excitable system. C. Bee-swarm plot of the number of suprathreshold firings for
the cases in A shows a significant change in the firing rate (p-value obtained from student’s
t-test). Number of firings were calculated in 200 simulation time units for a noise variance
of 0.5. D. Response to a step input. (left) Output from the switch (purple, from Fig. 4.4D,
threshold value indicated as hth) to a step input (top) and a stochastic input (bottom). (right)
Output from the excitable system (orange, from Fig. 4.4D, step and pulse threshold values
indicated as hth and sth respectively) to a step input (top) and a stochastic input (bottom). E.
Response to a stochastic input. Same output scheme as in D just with an increased step input
threshold for the switch and an increased pulse input threshold for the excitable system.
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sponses (Fig. 4.5D, top). Similarly, stochastic stimuli gave rise to a series of firings in both systems
(Fig. 4.5D, bottom). We next considered the possibility of eliminating the presence of noise-driven
firings by raising the system thresholds.
As desired, this removed the stochastic-driven firings in both systems, but also eliminated the
response due to a step in the ultrasensitive switch (Fig. 4.5E). In contrast, the presence of both hth
and sth in the excitable system provided a means for discriminating between the two types of stimuli.
We raised sth while leaving hth intact, and simulations showed that this selectively attenuated the
response due to stochastic fluctuations, while maintaining that due to the step stimulus (Fig. 4.5E).
The ability to attenuate noise signals selectively suggests the possibility of designing a con-
ceptual system to achieve finer control and greater efficiency during chemotaxis. In particular, we
suggest a three-step mechanism. First, we would apply a chemoattractant gradient to the cell and ob-
serve the number of firings at the side furthest from the chemoattractant source. Second, we would
remove the chemoattractant stimulus and alter the threshold to reduce the number of stochastically-
induced firings. The method of reducing threshold would differ for the switch and the excitable
system (Fig. 4.6A). Finally, we would reintroduce the stimulus to achieve the same response but
now with lower activity at the rear.
To test the efficacy of this scheme, we developed a simulation for spatially graded systems as
described above, under the assumption that the gradient is interpreted by either an excitable system
or an ultrasensitive switch. In both cases the chemoattractant concentration is used to lower the
threshold at the front and the response of the network leads to increased cytoskeletal activity [18,86].









   


























































































   




























   



































Figure 4.6: Control of chemotaxis signaling. A. Lowering the number of firings of the excitable system
(left) using the scaling factor k, and of the ultra-sensitive switch (right) using the hard thresh-
old value. The scaling factor and the threshold value were increased till zero firings were
obtained for a noise variance of 0.2. Number of firings were calculated in 200 simulation
time units. B. Illustration of the effect of the control mechanism on cell migration response.
Quantification of the mean activity at the front (top) and back (bottom) of a migrating cell
using the control mechanism (middle). The step inputs (middle) are aligned in time with the
front and back response plots. The back activity is presented as a percentage of the total front
response, which is normalized. The step response magnitude chosen for this illustration was
0.3. After a point in time (vertical dashed line) the firings were reduced by altering the scaling
factor for the excitable system and the threshold value for the switch as dictated by A. C. The
number of firings during the two step responses— before and after firings were reduced, were
quantified. Errorbars were from 10 simulations. The ratio between the two firing rates are
presented for both the front and back of the cell. The step magnitude chosen here was 0.4 for
a q1 = 30. D. The excitable system nullclines (green— activator, brown— inhibitor) plotted
in phase space, showing the ideal scenario where just the pulse input threshold (dashed black




ity in the region of highest chemoattractant concentration (Fig. 4.6B, step 1). At the rear, some
stochastically-driven firings took place, but overall there was lower activity than at the front. In the
second part of the simulation, the switch and excitable network thresholds (sth) were adjusted so that
both systems showed fewer firings (Fig. 4.6B, firings reduced). The levels were adjusted as dictated
by Fig. 4.6A, so as to match the reduced number of firings. After the chemoattractant gradient was
reintroduced into the cell (Fig. 4.6B, step 2), the level of rear activity was reduced significantly for
both systems (Fig. 4.6B, bottom); however, at the front, the excitable system had higher activity
level than the ultra-sensitive switch (Fig. 4.6B, top). The difference between the two systems is due
to the fact that increasing the threshold value for the switch lowered the response to both stochastic
and persistent stimuli. Specifically, the switch lost its step response to a range of input magnitudes.
For the excitable system, however, increasing sth had little effect on hth, thus minimizing the effect
on the step response. As we scaled the nullclines to alter sth in the excitable system case, the maxi-
mum response (u+) was altered. Thus, for quantification, instead of mean activity, we calculated the
number of firings at the front and back — before and after thresholds were altered for both systems.
The ratio of the second and first peaks are shown in Fig. 4.6C. While both systems show almost no
firings at the back of the cell, at the front the response of the excitable system to the second step is
significantly larger.
4.4 Discussion
While the presence of a threshold for activation in this cascade has beenwell documented in stud-
ies of chemotaxis of amoeboid cells [103,115,120,121], it is only recently that it has been appreciated
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that this threshold arises from the existence of an excitable network [18,19,56,88,90,122–125]. Re-
cent advances in cell biology have allowed acute genetic perturbations of the signaling network that
lower this threshold, leading to greater signaling activity, increased actin polymerization along the
cell cortex, and faster moving cells [81, 126].
Models of how cells interpret external chemoattractant concentrations to direct cell migration
suggest that cells process the information through a cascade of interconnected networks [19,91,125,
127–129]. The chemoattractant signal is first processed by a Local-Excitation, Global-Inhibition
(LEGI) scheme [102]. Gradients of chemoattractant lead to a persistent signal at the front and rear
of the cell that alter the threshold of a signaling transduction excitable network (STEN). Persistent
signals from LEGI lead to lowered or raised thresholds at the front or back, respectively, lead to
spatially biased activity [18]. This network then controls a cytoskeletal oscillatory network (CON)
that is at the borderline between excitable and oscillatory [17, 107].
The existence of an excitable system at the center of the signaling network controllingmovement
explains a number of features of the chemotactic response, including the presence of a threshold
for activation and high amplification of the external stimulus, as well as why cells move in the
absence of gradients, but using seemingly identical biochemical machinery. Importantly, the system
must respond to a combination of persistent and stochastic signals. The former, in the context of
chemoattractant gradients; the latter for random migration. Our results explain why an excitable
system is ideal. Because of the presence of a threshold, the front fires frequently while the back
remains relatively quiescent causing the cell to move in the desired direction. Importantly, the back
should remain robustly impervious to stochastic fluctuations for increased efficiency. As shown
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here, excitable systems are less affected by high levels of noise than other systems proposed in
literature to account for the signal amplification such as the zero-order ultrasensitive switch [97,
103, 130].
The notion that excitable systems have some noise-filtering benefits is not completely new.
Previously, Samoilov and coworkers studied stochastic resonance in excitable networks, in which
sinusoidal inputs of varying frequency are applied to the system and result in repeated oscillatory
excursions [131]. Stochastic resonance is observed in excitable systems that are operating at or near
a Hopf bifurcation point. While there is some evidence that the cytoskeletal network (CON) of Dic-
tyostelium cells is operating at or near an oscillatory point [17, 107], it appears that relatively few
cells have a signaling network that operates in an oscillatory mode [81].
The presence of a threshold manifold in excitable systems has been previously proposed [101].
Here we demonstrated that that this manifold provides the system with a different representation of
threshold for persistent and pulse stimuli. The pulse input threshold has a minimum time duration
criteria, allowing it to ignore high-frequency noise-like signals. Moreover, for the excitable system,
the step input threshold and the pulse input threshold can be decoupled from one another. These
decoupled thresholds present an advantage by which one can selectively tune the response of the
cell to noise inputs while conserving its response to chemoattractants. For systems without a de-
coupled threshold, the noise inputs can be attenuated but the response to a range of step inputs will
simultaneously be lost. We constrained ourselves to a FitzHugh-Nagumo type system, where we had
to scale the nullclines to alter the pulse threshold — which in turn changed the maximal response.
In higher order systems it is possible to preserve the rest of the nullcline and just alter the critical
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distance as illustrated in Fig. 4.6D.
With advances in optogenetic approaches for biological perturbations [116], it may be possible
to explore the pulse threshold of the cell to investigate the genetic circuitry regulating this threshold.
If the decoupled thresholds controllers can be revealed then one can potentially engineer cells that
can undergo highly controlled chemotaxis.
4.5 Appendix
4.5.1 Model equations
The classical FitzHugh-Nagumo equations are of the form:
du
dt
= −u(u− a)(u− 1)− v (4.3a)
dv
dt
= ϵ(−v + bu) (4.3b)
where u and v represent the activator and inhibitor, respectively, while 0 < a < 1 and b are constants.
The inhibitor equation is used without any change in the model system of 4.1. After simplifica-
tion, the activator equation is as follows:
du
dt
= −u3 + u2(1 + a)− au− v.
The state variables in the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation represent electrical signals, while those used
in the biological model are protein/lipid concentrations. For this reason, this equation is altered to
make the system realistic biologically with the following assumptions:




2. The “−v” term, representing the negative feedback from the inhibitor, is made dependent on
u so as to ensure that the concentrations remain greater than zero.
3. The quadratic term, represents positive feedback, but can grow unboundedly and thus a satu-
ration effect is added to the term.
4. A basal level of activation is added to the equation to ensure non-zero concentrations.
Under these approximations the equation takes the form:
du
dt





With the addition of an external input signal r to the above equation, the differential equation de-
scribing the concentration of the activator can be written as:
du
dt





The first two terms describe the decrease in the concentration, which consists of a basal rate (a1) plus
an inhibitor-dependent rate (a1ā2v) which represents the effect of negative feedback. The next two
terms represent increases in the concentration — again, because of a basal rate (a5) which increases
in a positive-feedback manner in the presence of an external input, r̄: (ā6r̄u). The final term rep-
resents nonlinear positive feedback with Hill coefficient two. Note that this positive feedback may
represent the effect of a double-negative feedback loop [81]. As shown below, it will be convenient
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to rewrite this as follows
du
dt










We define a2 = a1ā2 and r = ā5ā6r̄/(a1ā2), leading to the equations describing the complete
system given in (4.1).
4.5.2 Nullclines, equilibria and stability
To solve for the u-nullcline, we set dudt = 0 and obtain:

















, γ2 = a4, and γ3 =
a4a5
a1
are all positive constants. We want this nullcline to have the characteristic “upside-down-N” shape.









4 + (3γ3 − γ1γ2)u2 + γ2γ3
u2(γ2 + u2)2
.
Clearly the denominator is positive for u > 0. The numerator has real solutions for u2 if and only if
0 < ∆ = (3γ3 − γ1γ2)2 − 4γ1γ2γ3 = (9γ3 − γ1γ2)(γ3 − γ1γ2)
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The latter is impossible as all variables are positive. Thus, we need: 8a5 < a3, which is indicative
of a sufficiently strong positive feedback term. In this case the minimum for the nullcline occurs at
u2min =
γ1γ2 − 3γ3 −
√
(9γ3 − γ1γ2)(γ3 − γ1γ2)
2γ1γ2γ3
= a1





Denote by vmin the corresponding value of v for this umin. Note that though there is no guarantee
that vmin > 0, this can be ensured by suitable choice of r > 0. In the obvious manner, we define
u2max = a1




with vmax denoting the corresponding local maximum value of v.
The v-nullcline, of course, is a straight line of slope q1 and passing through the origin. The
possible equilibria are the solutions of
q1u− r = −γ0
u3 − γ1u2 + γ2u− γ3
u(γ2 + u2)
where γ0 = a1/a2. This leads to a quartic equation for possible equilibria:
q1u
4 + (γ0 − r)u3 + (q1γ2 − γ0γ1)u2 + γ2(γ0 − r)u− γ0γ3 = 0.
Note that the u3 and u coefficients share the same sign, whereas the u4 and constant terms are
positive and negative, respectively. This means that, if the u2 and u3 coefficients have the same
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sign, then there is exactly one real, positive solution by Descartes’s rule of signs. This condition can











and r > γ0,
the resultant solution has the v-nullcline intersecting the u-nullcline in the right branch, and this
results in an equilibrium to the right of umax.
Lastly, we investigate conditions for stability. The Jacobian of the system is given by
J =
















The numerator of this expression is
(a3 + a5)u
4
− + a4(2a5 − a3)u2− + a24a5
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in which case the trace is negative, the determinant is positive, and hence the equilibrium is stable.
4.5.3 Noise filter comparison metrics
To compare the noise filtering capabilities of the excitable system and the ultrasensitive switch,
a stochastic variable n was added to the the input signal r from equations (4.1a) and (4.4). This n
was modelled as follows:
dn
dt
= −n+ σN (0, 1)
whereN (0, 1) is a normal random variable with zero mean and unit variance. As this too is modeled
as a biological concentration, sub-zero values were not allowed. σ was chosen as a constant between
0.2 and 0.5.
In this comparison, the threshold variable θ in (4.4) was chosen such that θ = hth, where hth
is the hard threshold for the excitable system. The response was then normalized to the maximum
response (st in (4.4)) for both systems. The number of firings were counted as the number of output
spikes with a peak greater than 0.1.
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4.5.4 Phase plane analysis contrasting step and pulse responses
4.5.4.1 The step input
We begin by considering the effect of a persistent stimulus (step input) on excitable system
dynamics. As we are concerned with the initial state transition from u− to u+, we need only consider
the effect on the bistable system u̇ = f(u, v0). Note that increasing r from 0 to rstep in (4.2) raises the
activator nullcline in phase space (Supplemental Fig. 1C). The system cannot remain with u = u−
as this is no longer an equilibrium of the altered system. Rather, as f(u−, v0) > 0, the level of u
increases. Whether it can reach u+ depends on the amount by which the f(u, v0) has been raised.
If the change is sufficiently small so that u̇ = f(umin, v0 + rstep) < 0, the state will not move
significantly. In this case, u stops its transition once it encounters the region where u̇ < 0 (red arrows
in Supplemental Fig. 1C) and settles at the new equilibrium, far from u+. On the other hand, if the
stimulus is sufficiently large such that u̇ = f(umin, v0+rstep) > 0, there is no u̇ < 0 region between
u− and u+ and the state settles at the high level. The boundary between these two behaviors thus
gives us the threshold for the system in the case of the step input.
4.5.4.2 The pulse input
We again consider the corresponding bistable system. Suppose that we apply a stimulus that
raises the bistable nullcline sufficiently so that the system begins to transition from u− to u+. If the
magnitude of r is greater than v0−vmin then, in the step case, this represents a suprathreshold input.
As above, the addition of the stimulus creates a region between the old and new nullcline po-
sitions where u̇ > 0 (green dashed arrows) which causes the state to increase (Supplemental Fig.
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1D). If the stimulus is transient as in the case of a pulse (rpulse), the magnitude of this stimulus is
necessary but not sufficient to guarantee a transition. When the stimulus is removed at t = ∆t, the
nullcline shifts back into its initial position reestablishing regions in which the trajectory moves to
the left (u̇ < 0; red solid arrows, Supplemental Fig. 1D). If at time ∆t the state u has not crossed
u⋆, then the state is in one of these regions and returns towards the previous equilibrium (case a,
Supplemental Fig. 1D). Alternatively, if the state has moved beyond u⋆ then it continues to increase
towards the higher equilibrium (case b, Supplemental Fig. 1D). A third possibility exists in which
at t = ∆t, the state has increased beyond u+. In this case, removal of the pulse leads to a decrease
in u towards u+. This trajectory shows as a transient overshoot (case c, Supplemental Fig. 1D).
4.5.5 Model of the ultrasensitive switch





( r(st − s)





where s represents the output state of the switch, r represents the input signal, θ is the threshold for
the system and ρ, km and st are constants.
The value of km was taken from Wang et al. The constants ρ and st were adjusted such that the
output dynamics of the switch and the excitable system were similar. To ensure this, we created the
following metrics:
• The parameter st denotes the maximum possible response magnitude of the system. This was
made equal to the maximum value attained by the activator for the excitable system when a
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Table 4.1: Table of simulation parameters.
Excitable Network Switch CEN
a1 0.167 ρ 20 a1c 0.167
a2 16.67 st 5.5 a2c 16.67
a3 167 km 0.01 a3c 167
a4 1.44 θ hth a4c 1.44
a5 1.47 a5c 1.47
ϵ (bistable) 0 ϵc 0.1




unit magnitude step input was applied.
• The parameter ρ determines the response time of the system. This was made such that a
unit magnitude pulse of unit duration could attain the exact same output magnitude for both
systems.
4.5.6 Reaction-diffusion equations
For simulation in one-dimension, the equation system of (4.1) was replaced by partial differential
equations that modeled the diffusion of the system as well. These equations are given as:
∂u
∂t
= Du∇2u+ f(u, v) (4.5a)
∂v
∂t
= Dv∇2v + g(u, v) (4.5b)




4.5.7 The cytoskeletal network
The cytoskeletal network operating downstream of the decsion-making system in Fig. 4.4A1
was modeled using the same set of equations as the excitable system:
duc
dt









= −vc + q1cuc (4.6b)
where uc and vc corresponds to the activator and inhibitor respectively of the cytoskeletal system.
The input rd was the response obtained from the decisionmaking system. The values of the constants
are indicated in Table 4.1.
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CHAPTER 5
Altering the threshold of an excitable
signal transduction network changes cell
migratory modes
The diverse migratory modes displayed by different cell types are generally believed to be id-
iosyncratic. Here we show how the migratory behavior ofDictyostelium could switched from amoe-
boid to keratocyte-like and oscillatory modes by altering the molecular excitable network regulat-
ing cellular signaling during migration. This was done by synthetically decreasing PtdIns(4,5)P2
levels or increasing Ras/Rap-related activities, which perturbed key nodes of the underlying ex-
citable signal transduction network, initiating a causal chain of events: The threshold for network
activation was lowered, the speed and range of propagating waves of signal transduction activity
increased, actin driven cellular protrusions expanded and, consequently, the cell migratory mode
transitions ensued. Conversely, innately keratocyte-like and oscillatory cells were promptly con-
verted to amoeboid by inhibition of Ras effectors with restoration of directed migration. We use
computational analysis to explain how thresholds control cell migration and discuss the architecture
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of the signal transduction network that gives rise to excitability. This chapter is adapted from refer-
ence [81]. The experimental work was carried out primarily by YuchuanMiao, at the Johns Hopkins
School of Medicine.
5.1 Introduction
Diverse cells display different migratory modes. For example, amoeba move by repeatedly
extending and retracting pseudopods, keratocytes glide with a single broad anterior protrusion, fi-
broblasts slowly project filopodia and lamellipodia with strong attachment, and some cells display
oscillatory behaviour [132–136]. Transitions between these migratory behaviours can be important,
for example as cancer cells become metastatic [137, 138]. While these migratory modes proba-
bly depend on a constellation of expressed genes, the connections among different genetic profiles,
various types of protrusion, and cell migratory modes are not understood.
In amoeboid cells, random migration requires activation of the same signal transduction net-
works that are triggered by extracellular cues [139, 140]. These networks contain multiple com-
pensatory pathways involving Ras superfamily GTPases, phosphoinositides and kinases and phos-
phatases [93]. Coordinated increases or decreases in these activities start spontaneously and prop-
agate in waves along the cell cortex that are spatiotemporally correlated with actin waves, which
are thought to drive pseudopodia formation at the edge of the cell [17]. Thus, an understanding
of the relationship among waves of signal transduction activities, cytoskeletal events and cellular
protrusions may reveal the essential differences between distinct migratory modes.
We have proposed that the signal transduction components involved in cell migration are linked
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in a signal transduction excitable network (STEN). In addition to wave propagation, evidence for
excitability includes all-or-none responses to supra-threshold stimuli and the existence of a refrac-
tory period [17, 88]. In the classical example of the action potential, excitability derives from self-
amplifying positive and delayed negative feedback loops comprised of voltage-gated ion channels,
whereas in cell migration these loops most likely involve biochemical interactions. Computational
models based on excitability have led to realistic simulations of random and directed cell migra-
tion [18, 91, 141]. These models suggest that small changes in thresholds can alter wave properties
and lead to distinct patterns of behaviour, but this has not been experimentally tested.
Here, we hypothesize that the spectrum of cell migratory modes observed in various cells arises
from the different set points, or thresholds, of STEN. Since components in the STEN undergo highly
coordinated transient changes during network activation, ‘clamping’ one component near the level it
achieves during activation (or inactivation) might alter the excitability of the entire network, offering
an excellent opportunity to test the idea.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Acute perturbations of STEN components control migratory profiles
We used a chemically inducible dimerization system in Dictyostelium to clamp phosphatidyli-
nositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PtdIns(4,5)P2 ) at low levels or the activities of Ras/Rap GTPases at high
levels, as would be expected to transiently occur during STEN activation [142, 143]. To decrease
PtdIns(4,5)P2 , we co-expressed myristoylated FKBP and the yeast PtdIns(4,5)P2-specific phos-
phatase Inp54p39,40 fused to FRB. Following addition of rapamycin, mCherry-FRB-Inp54p was
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rapidly and irreversibly recruited to the plasmamembrane (Fig. 5.1a). Several PtdIns(4,5)P2 biosen-
sors with different apparent affinities, including PHPLCδ and derivatives of nodulin41, suggested
that PtdIns(4,5)P2 levels decreased rapidly, reaching a new lower steady-state level within 15min
(Fig. 5.1b). After rapamycin addition, the speed of the cell population increased to 7.3 ± 2.7 from
4.2 ± 2.0 μm min−1 , but not when inactive Inp54pD281A was recruited.
Careful examination revealed that initially amoeboid cells switched to fan-like or oscillatory
behaviour (Fig. 5.1c). ‘Fans’ resemble gliding keratocytes, with broad protrusions along a wide
anterior zone and a flat contractile back. ‘Oscillators’ spread globally, contracted strongly, and
migrated briefly before repeating the cycle. The appearance of these distinct populations could also
be detected with computer algorithms that defined fans, or oscillators, as cells that either migrated
perpendicular to their long axis or displayed a large variance in area, respectively (Fig. 5.2). The
Figure 5.1 (next page): Acute clamping of PtdIns(4,5)P2 at lowered levels triggers cell migratory mode
transitions. (a) Left, confocal images of myr-GFP-FKBP-FKBP (green) and
mCherry-FRB-Inp54p (red) before and after rapamycin treatment. Right, tempo-
ral profile of normalized intensity of cytosolic mCherry. (b) Left, confocal im-
ages of PtdIns(4,5)P2 biosensors PHPLCδ-YFP and GFP-NodulinQ534P before
and after rapamycin treatment. Right, normalized ratios of membrane to cytosol
intensity of PHPLCδ-YFP (black), GFP-NodulinQ534P (red), and GFP-Nodulin
(blue) following rapamycin treatment at time 0. (c) Time lapse phase-contrast
images showing the transition of an amoeboid cell to a fan-shaped (top) or an
oscillatory cell (bottom). Scale bars in all images represent 10 μm. (d) Centroid
tracks showing random movement of amoeboid (left), fan-shaped (middle), and
oscillatory (right) cells (n=50 for each). Velocity (μm/min) and directedness are
4.2±1.6 and 0.39 for amoeboid, 11.7±1.8 and 0.91 for fan-shaped, and 7.5±2.0
and 0.40 for oscillatory cells. (e) Temporal profiles of normalized areas of 10
control (left) and experimental cells (right). Dashed lines indicate the addition
of rapamycin at time 0. Amoeboid, fan-shaped, and oscillatory modes are col-
ored as blue, green, and red respectively. (f) Fractions of each migratory mode
in 10-min time windows in a cell population of 100 cells before and after Inp54p
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Figure 5.2: Automatic classification of migratory modes. (a) Algorithm for classification of cells be-
gins with segmentation (Step 1) which is used to determine how cell area changes over time.
Cells whose coefficient of variation (COV) of area is higher than a threshold (COVth=18)
are deemed to be oscillatory (Step 2). Otherwise, they are classified into fan-shaped or amoe-
boid based on the direction of motion relative to cell polarity angle (Step 3). (b) Histograms
of coefficient of variation of area (COV) for WT amoeboid cells (blue) and the population
mixture after rapamycin addition (red). Data was fit by two Gaussians of varying means (8.7,
89% and 16.1, 11% for amoeba; 10.9, 27% and 16.1, 73% for rapamycin-treated cells). The
COVth threshold used in Step 2 was chosen based on this data. The fitted curves are shown
by the dotted, shaded regions. (c) Histograms representing the mean value of θ (from Step
3 in a) in cells with low variation (less than 30) of the angle. The rapamycin-treated cells
have a shift in the peak from around 130 to 100 depicting the presence of fan-shaped cells in
the population. Dotted, shaded regions represent Gaussian fits (126 and 103, respectively).
(d) Comparison of the classification of cells into different migratory modes using automatic
(right) versus manual inspection (left). Blue, green and red correspond to amoeboid, fan-
shaped and oscillatory cells, respectively.
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speed and directedness were much higher in the fan-shaped than in the amoeboid cells (Fig. 5.1d).
The oscillatory cells were also faster than the amoeboid since they often glided into the spreading
phase. The heterogeneity within the population is illustrated in Fig. 5.1e. Some cells transitioned
persistently to fans or oscillators while others switched between modes. Retrospective examination
of wild-type cells revealed that about 1% of cells displayed fan-like or oscillatory behaviours, but
this increased to ￿10% when expressing cytosolic Inp54p. Following recruitment, the probability
of the fan- shaped and oscillatory modes grew to about 20% and 50% respectively during 40 min
(Fig. 5.1f). At a lower dose of rapamycin, fans were more prominent than oscillators at early time
points but the same final distribution was reached (Fig. 5.1f), suggesting that the fan-shaped cells
represent an intermediate phenotype.
We used LimE∆coil-YFP (LimE) to monitor actin polymerization. Three-dimensional (3D) ky-
mographs, or T -stacks, showed that newly polymerized F-actin was initially confined to patches but
was localized in broad zones after the addition of rapamycin (Fig. 5.3a). Time-lapse videos revealed
the spatiotemporal F-actin dynamics in different modes of migration (Fig. 5.3b,d,f). In kymographs
of the amoeboid cells, narrow regions of LimE intensity appeared stochastically with low coordina-
tion (Fig. 5.3c). In fans, broad, sometimes V-shaped, regions centred in the direction of migration
appeared periodically, rarely extending to the back of the cell (Fig. 5.3e). In oscillators, LimE in-
tensity was highly coordinated with cell area, increasing and decreasing during the spreading and
contracting phases respectively (Fig. 5.3g,h). LimE usually occupies 10–40% of the cell periphery
in amoeboid cells, 40–70% in fans, and a broad range including 0 and 100% in oscillators (Fig. 5.3i).




5.2.2 Migratory profiles are dictated by properties of propagating STEN waves
We examined whether activation of the STEN coincided with the large protrusions in fans and
oscillators. As representatives of STEN activity, we used RBD-YFP, PHcrac-YFP and PTEN-
GFP. RBD, which monitors multiple Ras activities, and PHcrac, which reports phosphatidylinositol-
(3,4,5)-trisphosphate (PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 ) levels, are found preferentially at the front of migrating cells,
at the tips of newly projected protrusions, in the active zones of propagating waves, and associate
transiently with the plasma membrane during global stimulation.
To examine the changes in wave behaviour that accompanied the transitions to different mi-
gratory modes we monitored STEN and cytoskeletal activities, using biosensors PHcrac and LimE,
respectively, on the basal surface of cells by total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy
(Fig. 5.4a,b). As previously described in amoeboid cells, LimE and PHcrac wave activities started
Figure 5.3 (next page): Actin profiles show distinct spatiotemporal patterns in amoeboid, fan-shaped,
and oscillatory cells. (a) T-stacks of LimE∆coil-YFP (LimE) in initially amoe-
boid cells before and after recruiting inactive (left) or active (right) Inp54p. Red
dashed line indicates the addition of rapamycin. (b, d, f) Time-lapse confocal
images and color-coded overlays of the YFP fluorescence intensities at 2 sec in-
tervals of an amoeboid (b), fan-shaped (d), and oscillatory cell (f) expressing
LimE. Scale bars represent 10 µm. (c, e, g) Kymographs of cortical LimE in-
tensity in the same amoeboid (c), fan-shaped (e), and oscillatory cells (g). Dura-
tions of the kymographs are 5 min (c, e) and 10 min (g). (h) Temporal profiles
of cell area (black) and normalized mean cortical LimE intensity (green) of the
oscillatory cell above. Normalization for changes in cell shape is based on the
kymograph of stably recruited mCherry-FRB-Inp54p intensity in the same cell as
shown in Supplementary Fig. 5d. (i) Relative frequency of different LimE sizes
(percentage of cell perimeter) appearing in each mode of migration (>2000 time
points combined from 10 kymographs of each mode automatically thresholded
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at a point and propagated a few micrometres before extinguishing. In oscillators, these activities
began in a larger region, expanded in a wave that momentarily covered the basal surface of the cell,
and then extinguished from the centre outward just before the cell collapsed. In fans, the expansion
was similar except that it was not symmetric and did not extend to the rear of the cell and therefore
pushed out a wide band on the front. This was often followed immediately by another asymmetric
wave that kept the cell gliding in the same direction. Note that LimE and PHcrac maintain the same
relative distribution pattern (Fig. 5.4c) as previously published [117]. Consistent with the increased
width and range, the waves in fans and oscillators move faster (Fig. 5.4d).
Next we assessed whether the increased STEN wave activities require an intact cytoskeleton. In
cells immobilized with latrunculin A, PHcrac still exhibited occasional flashes at the cell membrane.
After Inp54p recruitment these patches became more frequent and larger (Fig. 5.4e). Kymographs
of individual cells show that PHcrac as well as PTEN began to exhibit periodic waves along the
periphery (Fig. 5.4f,g). Thus, the switch in the dynamic behaviour of the STEN is independent of
Figure 5.4 (next page): Properties of the STEN waves are altered independent of cytoskeleton. (a,
b) Merged time-lapse TIRFM images of each mode of migration. PHcrac-
YFP (green) and mCherry-FRB-Inp54p (red) are shown in a, and LimE-YFP
(green) and mCherry-FRB-Inp54p (red) in b. (c) Time-lapse TIRFM images
of PHcrac-YFP (green) and LimE-RFP (red) in the same oscillatory cell. (d)
Scatter plot of wave speed in each mode of migration. (e) PHcrac-YFP activi-
ties in LatrunculinA-treated cells. Left, confocal images of PHcrac-YFP in the
same cells before and after Inp54p recruitment. Right, Distributions of different
sizes of PHcrac-YFP activity in cells expressing mCherry-FRB-Inp54p(D281A)
or mCherry-FRB-Inp54p (in addition to myr-FKBP-FKBP) treated with DMSO
or rapamycin for 30min. (f, g) Kymographs of cortical PHcrac-YFP (f) or PTEN-
GFP (g) intensity in cells treated with 5 μM LatrunculinA. The red dashed lines
indicate time 0 at which rapamycin was added. Solid vertical lines on the left of
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the actin cytoskeleton or the normally accompanying morphological changes.
5.2.3 The altered wave properties can be traced to changes in the threshold for STEN
activation
The expanded STEN waves could indicate that the threshold to activate the excitable network
is lowered. To assess the sensitivity of the STEN, we monitored the translocation of PHcrac in
response to chemoattractant in the same cells before and after Inp54p recruitment. Fig. 5.5a shows
that the same set of cells, which did not respond to low amounts of cyclic AMP, did respond to the
same dose after Inp54p recruitment, while the responses to saturating levels of stimulus were nearly
identical (Fig. 5.5b). Further, the concentration of cAMP eliciting a half-maximal response shifted
from about 1nM to 200 pM after lowering PtdIns(4,5)P2 levels (Fig. 5.5c), which was not observed
when recruiting inactive Inp54pD281A (Fig. 5.5d). These results suggest that the perturbations that
bring about expanded waves and migratory mode transitions also increase the excitability of the
STEN.
5.2.4 Simulations altering the threshold of excitable network capture the entire spectrum
of cell behaviours
To see the effect of perturbations on an excitable system, we simulated an activator–inhibitor sys-
tem coupled to a polarization module using stochastic, partial-differential equations on a 2D surface
(Methods). The model was parameterized to recreate the pattern of activity seen in amoeboid cells.
Simulations recreated waves of activity seen by TIRF that propagate outward and extinguish rela-
tively quickly (Fig. 5.6a). When we lowered only the threshold for triggering excitable behaviour,
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Figure 5.5: The threshold for STEN activation is lowered. (a, b) Responses of PHcrac-YFP to global
cAMP stimulations in the same cells before (blue box) and after (red box) Inp54p recruit-
ment. Time-lapse confocal images of PHcrac (green) and mCherry-FRB-Inp54p (red) are
shown on the top. cAMP was added at time 0 (316 pM cAMP in a and 100 nM cAMP in b).
Scale bars represent 10 μm. Temporal profiles of normalized mean cytosolic PHcrac intensity
are shown at the bottom, with blue line indicating before and red after rapamycin treatment
(mean±s.e.m., n=26 for a and n=18 for b). (c, d) Normalized PHcrac responses (drop of
cytosolic intensity) to different doses of cAMP before (blue) and after (red) rapamycin. c,
recruiting Inp54p. d, recruiting inactive Inp54p. Response in each individual condition was
normalized to that upon 100 nM cAMP stimulation (mean±s.e.m., from the lowest to the
highest cAMP concentrations, n=24, 21, 26, 21, 25, 18 cells in c, and n=21, 21, 23, 23, 21,
23 cells in d, *P=0.046, **P=0.002, ***P<0.0001, two-tailed t-test).
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creased leading to more waves being present at any time (Fig. 5.6b). After additional reduction
of the threshold, nearly the whole field underwent synchronized periods of activity and inactivity
(Fig. 5.6c).
We used a 1D model of the excitable system coupled to a viscoelastic cell model in the level
set framework to determine the effect of these changes on cell migratory modes [119]. In these
simulations, initially randomly extended projections gradually became localized toward the front
as the cells polarized (Fig. 5.6d). As we lowered the threshold, the waves that guided projections
moved faster and spread further to cover roughly half of the cell and were triggered periodically
while the back remained quiescent (Fig. 5.6e), resulting in a fan-shaped cell. When the threshold
was further reduced, multiple initiations appeared and the waves rapidly encompassed the whole
cell causing it to spread. This symmetric response was closely followed by a retraction as the waves
extinguished, before starting the next cycle (Fig. 5.6f).
The migratory mode transitions were observed in a single simulation by gradually lowering the
threshold (Fig. 5.6g). Plotting themean andmaximum intensity of either the activator or the inhibitor
of the excitable network over the perimeter as a function of time revealed behaviour that coincided
with different modes: the mean activity of amoeboid cells is low, but the maximum is high and fluc-
tuates; in fans, the maximum is persistently high, but the mean increases as the size of the active zone
expands; and in oscillators, the maximum and mean levels of activity always coincide (Fig. 5.6g).
During the transition from amoeboid to fan-shaped, the front of the cell expanded outward while the
back of the cell retracted. As the cell transitioned from fan-shaped to oscillatory, the activity spread
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Figure 5.6: Simulations of the excitable network with varying thresholds successfully capture various cell
migratory modes. (a, b, c) Two-dimensional simulations showing waves of activity propagat-
ing outward and extinguishing, with gradually decreasing threshold from a to c. Green and
red represent the activator (F) and inhibitor (R) activities, respectively. Yellow denotes the
region where the two overlap. (d, e, f) Kymographs (top) and simulated cell morphologies
(bottom) give rise to amoeboid, fan-shaped and oscillatory behaviors, respectively. The cell
shapes are color-coded from blue to red, showing the same cell at subsequent times; the col-
ored crosses denote a fixed origin. (g) Kymograph (top) of the response to a gradual threshold
decrease over a larger time scale. The threshold was held constant until t=100 (dotted line),
after which it was lowered exponentially. The lower plots show the maximum (blue) and
mean (red) levels of activity. (h) Fraction of cells in one of the three migratory modes as
a function of time, with slowly (left) and rapidly (right) decreasing threshold obtained from
simulations of 45-55 cells. (i) Normalized response curve to different levels of external stim-
uli (cAMP) for higher (blue) and lower (red) thresholds. Normalization is with respect to the
100 nM cAMP response.
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To recreate cell-to-cell heterogeneity, we continuously lowered the threshold as above but ran-
domized its initial and final values in different cells. At each time point, different migratory modes
were observed among the cell population. As was observed experi- mentally, the predominant mode
shifted in time from amoeboid to fan-shaped to oscillatory (Fig. 5.6h). We also altered the rate at
which we lowered the threshold and observed that the transition away from amoeboid cells was
faster for higher rates of reduction (Fig. 5.6h) as seen experimentally (Fig. 5.1f). Finally, we sim-
ulated the dose–response behaviour of a heterogeneous population of cells before and after low-
ering the threshold. The curves showed a left shift (Fig. 5.6i) matching the experimental observa-
tions (Fig. 5.5c).
5.3 Discussion
Our results show that various cell migratorymodes arise from different thresholds of an excitable
signal transduction network. In simulations, small decreases in the threshold of an excitable network
were sufficient to expand the range of waves to cover increasing fractions of the cell perimeter, and
this led to dramatic changes in protrusions and cell migratory modes. Our experimental results
demonstrate a causal chain of events where changing the threshold alters the range of propagating
STENwaves and in turn cytoskeletal activities and the nature of cellular protrusions, which promotes
transitions among migratory modes.
We propose that local regions of the cell cortex transition between inactive and active states,
which we designate as B and F, respectively, since ‘back’ and ‘front’ markers such as PTEN and
PI(3)K tend to associate with these regions (Fig. 5.7a). We propose that a refractory state, R, fol-
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lows the F-state. The B- and F-states are mutually inhibitory, creating a positive feedback loop.
The F- and R-states are related through a delayed negative feedback loop. In resting cells, most of
the cortex is in the B-state. Once initiated, waves propagate unidirectionally because diffusion of
F-state components triggers activation in adjoining B- but not R-regions. Lowering the threshold for
activation promotes the F-state, thereby increasing the speed and range of the propagating waves,
leading to fans and oscillators (Fig. 5.7b,c). Bear in mind that the schematic diagram in Fig. 5.7b
is a 1D representation of the more-or-less circular waves propagating on the cell cortex as seen in
the TIRF videos and in the 2D simulations. The coupling of the F-state waves to cytoskeleton we
have proposed explains the expanding cup-like structures observed by lattice light sheet microscopy
of randomly migrating Dictyostelium cells [144]. Our results provide important guidelines for the
molecular architecture that confers excitability to the network (Fig. 5.7d). Our studies implicate
RasC, Rap1, GbpD, PtdIns(4,5)P2 and PKBR1/PKBA in the feedback loops that regulate the transi-
tions between states of the cell cortex. They suggest that activation of Ras/Rap-related activities, or
lowering PtdIns(4,5)P2, promotes positive feedback. The PKBs appear to have dual roles. On one
hand, they are strong candidates for the delayed negative feedback that resolves the activation since
STEN activities were elevated in cells lacking both PKBs and were suppressed following recruit-
ment of PKBA. These are consistent with previous reports suggesting that PKBs indirectly inhibit
Ras GEF Aimless36 and directly activate PI(5)K43, which would increase PtdIns(4,5)P2 levels. On
the other hand, probably through a different set of substrates, the PKBs are required to link the
elevated STEN activities to the cytoskeleton since their inhibition blocked expanded protrusions.









































Lowering the threshold of STEN
Figure 5.7: Propagating waves of STEN activity control cell migratory modes. (a) Snapshot of the cor-
tical membrane showing regions where the STEN is in B- (grey), F- (green), and R- (red)
states. Positive feedback, depicted as mutual inhibition between F- and B states, and nega-
tive feedback from R- to F-states, together with diffusion of network components, advances
the wave unidirectionally (black arrow). (b) During amoeboid migration (left), network ac-
tivities initiate locally and spread in waves that dissipate over a short distance. Since the
F-state organizes cytoskeletal activities, this pattern controls the formation of pseudopodia.
When the threshold of the network is lowered (middle), the waves initiate at larger zones and
spread faster and further around the cell before dissipating. When the threshold is further
lowered, initiated waves propagate even further to swiftly cover the nearly entire membrane.
Color scheme is same as in a. (c) Schematic representation of STEN and cytoskeletal ac-
tivities in amoeboid, fan-shaped, and oscillatory cells. (d) Proposed molecular architecture
of STEN. PtdIns(4,5)P2 levels antagonize while GbpD(GEF), Rap1, and RasC promote the
positive feedback loop (green) of the excitable network. PKBs serve in a delayed negative
feedback loop (red) through a set of their substrates including Sca1 and PI5K, and promote
F-actin through other sets of substrates.
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diverse cell types display predominantly different migratory modes, since the resting set point of
a cell is expected to be determined intrinsically by the expression profiles of network components.
Second, it would allow cells to rapidly adjust behaviour to various environments, using nearly the
same compo- nents, which might underlie the plasticity of migrating cells such as during cancer
metastasis. Third, it enables a cell to integrate multiple chemical and mechanical cues, if they all fed
into controlling the threshold of the same STEN. Finally, the natural heterogeneity in the set points
of the STEN among individual cells within a population can lead to different behaviours and a range
of responses to the same cue, facilitating sorting and patterning.
5.4 Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and refer-
ences, are available in the online version of this paper. Note: Supplementary Information is available
in the online version of the paper
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CHAPTER 6
Wave patterns organize cellular
protrusions and control cortical dynamics
Cellular protrusions are typically considered as distinct structures associated with specific regu-
lators. However, these regulators coordinately localize as propagating cortical waves, suggesting a
common underlying mechanism. These molecular events fell into two excitable networks, the signal
transduction network STEN and the cytoskeletal network CEN with different wave substructures.
Computational studies using a coupled-network model reproduced these features and showed that
the morphology and kinetics of the waves depended on strengths of feedback loops. Chemically-
induced dimerization at multiple nodes produced distinct, coordinated alterations in patterns of other
network components. Taken together, these studies indicate: STEN positive feedback is mediated
by mutual inhibition between Ras/Rap and PIP2, while negative feedback depends on delayed PKB
activation; PKBs link STEN to CEN; CEN includes positive feedback between Rac and F-actin,
and exerts fast positive and slow negative feedbacks to STEN. The alterations produced protrusions
resembling filopodia, ruffles, pseudopodia, or lamellipodia, suggesting that these structures arise
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from a common regulatory mechanism and that the overall state of the STEN-CEN system deter-
mines cellular morphology. This chapter is adapted from reference [145]. The experimental work
was done primarily by Yuchuan Miao, at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine.
6.1 Introduction
Though there has been great interest since Alan Turing’s research [6] in understanding themolec-
ular basis for generating patterns in biological organisms, it is only recently that wave patterns in
individual cells and their effect on cellular morphology and function have been considered. Waves
of cytoskeletal and signaling events have been observed at the cortex of various cell types including
Dictyostelium discoideum [146–148], neutrophils [33], fibroblasts [149], Xenopus eggs [30], mast
cells [150, 151], developing neurons [152], and cancer cells [153]. Increasing evidence suggests
that these wave patterns underlie fundamental processes such as cell division, migration, phagocy-
tosis, polarization, and gene expression. In mast cells, waves are proposed to coordinate release
of granules [154], while in developing neurons, waves are suggested to widen axons to facilitate
cargo transport [152]. In migratory cells, waves are linked with protrusions that drive cell motil-
ity [17,19,33] and it has been shown that changing wave properties can significantly alter migratory
modes of Dictyostelium discoideum cells [81]. Although there is rich theory regarding wave char-
acteristics (reviewed in [20]), how this connects with the underlying molecular architecture driving
cortical waves is largely unknown.
Mathematical models consisting of reaction-diffusion equations describing an activator-inhibitor
excitable system have been able to capture wave formation and propagation in biological systems
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realistically [18,84,89]. In thesemodels, the activator triggers a fast, autocatalytic loop that generates
positive feedback, and a slower inhibitor that forms a negative feedback loop. As the activator
and inhibitor diffuse, the activity of these processes spreads throughout the medium in the form
of propagating wave. Cytoskeletal and signaling events involved in waves display all-or-nothing
responses, refractory periods, and annihilation upon wave collision — all hallmarks of excitable
systems— supporting the merits of these excitability-based models [17]. These non-linear feedback
models suggest that interactions of multiple components are necessary to generate excitable waves,
and that alteration in any component can have a significant impact on the overall network. By altering
the strengths of various loops in these models and comparing the ensuing patterns with experimental
observations, the nature of the underlying biochemical network can be elucidated.
The complexity of molecular events and interactions poses great challenge for in-depth under-
standing of wave formation and cellular protrusions at the molecular level. In multiple cell lines,
numerous molecules have been identified that are present in or are associated with cortical waves.
In Dictyostelium discoideum, components including F-actin, phosphoinositides, small GTPases, ki-
nases and phosphatases, have been shown to participate in wave propagation [19, 155]. The nu-
merous components are spatially and temporally coordinated with each other; thus, localization
characterization alone is insufficient to uncover the molecular network. Component-specific per-
turbations are needed to reveal molecular interactions at each node. In addition, these perturbations
have to be abrupt, in the time scale of seconds to minutes, to match the highly dynamic nature of
cortical waves [81, 156]. Here, we use acute, targeted perturbations, analyze their effect on wave















LimE 0 30 60 90 120 sec
Figure 6.1: Left, time lapse confocal images of PHcrac (red) and LimE (green) in waves at the basal
surface of a giant cell. Right, intensity plot across the blue dotted arrow in image “30 sec”.
connections underlying the dynamic patterns. Further, we show a close correlation between dif-
ferent cortical patterns and various cellular protrusions involved in cell migration. In contrast to
the traditional view that diverse cellular protrusions are distinct structures associated with specific
regulators, our results suggest that they are regulated by the same molecular feedback machinery.
6.2 Results
6.2.1 Two distinct molecular networks appear as coordinated cortical waves
Spontaneous waves have been observed using biosensors such as LimE∆coil (“LimE”, detect-
ing newly polymerized F-actin) and PHcrac (detecting PIP3) at the cell cortex of Dictyostelium dis-
coideum . These waves are better visualized on the basal surface of electro-fused giant cells [156]:
PHcrac shows as diffuse one-peak bands, while LimE appears as sharp two-peak bands enclosing the
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edge of PHcrac with intermediate intensity in the middle (Fig. 6.1). Annihilation events when two
wave bands meet suggest the excitable nature of the cortical waves. To gain insight into the molec-
ular principles of self-organization, we examined an array of biosensors in waves and found that
their morphologies fell into two groups: PHcrac-like and LimE-like (Fig. 6.2A-D). In the PHcrac-
like group (Fig. 6.2A,B), RalGDS (monitoring Rap1 activation) and RBD (monitoring multiple Ras
activation) had intensity peaks preceding those of PHcrac by 4.11±1.51µmand 1.68±0.94 µm, re-
spectively, in the direction of wave propagation, while PKBA (Akt homologue) trailed that of PHcrac
by 1.28±0.95 µm. In the LimE-like group (Fig. 6.21C,D), RacGEF1 (a GEF protein for RacB and
Rac1a) showed almost identical patterns as LimE, while Coronin had the first peaks in the propa-
gating direction consistently lag those of LimE by 0.32±0.19 µm. PAK1-GBD (monitoring Rac1
activation) showed the two-peak morphology, although both intensity peaks at the wave edges were
more diffuse than those of LimE.
In addition to showing different morphologies in waves, these two groups of biosensors dis-
played distinct dependency on the cytoskeleton. In cells treated with LatrunculinA (“LatA”, inhibit-
ing actin polymerization), spontaneous PHcrac patches were observed, yet PAK1-GBD, from the
LimE-like group, appeared completely quiescent, and failed to respond to stimulation of chemoat-
tractant cAMP (Fig. 6.2F), as was the case with RacGEF1. In contrast, RalGDS responded to cAMP
both with and without the cytoskeleton. Taken together, these observations suggest that there are two
distinct networks associated with waves (Fig. 6.2G): one includes activated Rap and Ras, PIP3, and
PKBs, termed the signal transduction excitable network (STEN); the other is cytoskeleton depen-
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Figure 6.2: Two distinct networks coordinately present as cortical excitable waves. A-D. Various biosen-
sors in excitable waves. A and C, snapshots of biosensors (top) and intensity plots (bottom)
across the blue dotted arrows, with black plots showing the corresponding biosensors in im-
ages above, red (A) showing PHcrac in the same cell, and green (C) showing LimE. B and D,
Scatter plots of biosensor peak locations relative to the peak of PHcrac (B) or the first peak
of LimE (D) across propagating waves (blue solid lines indicate median). Positive values
indicate that the peak precedes that of PHcrac (or LimE) along the direction of wave propa-
gation. n = 26, 26, 24, 21, 21, 32 cells for RalGDS, RBD, PKBA, RacGEF1, PAK1-GBD,
and Coronin, respectively. Scale bars in images above represent 20µm. Grey arrows in all






































Figure 6.3: Temporal and spatial profiles of networks. A. Left, confocal images of PHcrac (red) and
PAK1-GBD (green) in the same cells treated with LatA. Scale bars represent 10µm. Right,
temporal profiles of normalized mean cytosolic intensities of PHcrac (red) and PAK1-GBD
(green) (mean±s.e.m., n = 18 cells) in response to cAMP. B. Cartoon illustrating components
and their intensity profiles during wave propagation.
network (CEN).
6.2.2 A model of coupled excitable networks simulates the self-organization of the corti-
cal waves
A closer look at the two-peak structure of LimE waves revealed that while the leading band ap-
peared as a continuous structure of F-actin, the trailing band included coarsely spread actin-spots or
puncta (Fig. 6.4A,B). These puncta, which lasted 10.8±3.2 seconds, were similar to the undulating
actin flashes observed on the cell cortex [17]. None of the STEN biosensors showed puncta-like
behavior, suggesting that STEN and CEN have different time scales. To understand how, in princi-
ple, the single-peak STEN wave could coexist with the double-banded CEN wave, we turned to a
computational model.
To recreate the different dynamics observed for the signaling and cytoskeletal systems, we set
up a mathematical model in which STEN and CEN were described by activator-inhibitor systems
(Fig. 6.4C, and Methods). Because CEN waves do not propagate on their own but rather follow the











































Figure 6.4: Coupled excitable networks simulates the self-organization of the cortical waves. A. Confocal
image of LimE in waves (scale bar, 20µm). B. Top, kymograph of LimE in a fixed region
across which a piece of wave propagates, with white arrows pointing to the same puncta.
Bottom, box plot of puncta’s lifetime (n = 100 puncta). C. The coupled STEN-CEN model,
withFS andRS (resp. FC andRC) denoting the activator and inhibitor of STEN (resp. CEN)
respectively. The interaction between STEN and CEN is shown through the grey arrow.
As previously considered ( [17]), STEN and CEN have autocatalytic activators (FS and FC , respec-
tively) and delayed inhibitors (RS and RC , respectively). To account for the rapid flashes observed
on the cell cortex in the absence of STEN activity ( [17]), the CEN timescale was set to be around
eight times faster than STEN’s, by decreasing the delay in the CEN inhibitor (high RC) (Fig. 6.4C,
andMethods). As a result, simulated CEN activity displayed puncta that did not spread significantly,
while STEN waves propagated through the medium (Fig. 6.6A,B).
The interconnection of the two networks ensured that, whereas in the absence of STEN, CEN
firings occurred at a low basal level, increasing STEN elevated the basal level of CEN activity. To
illustrate the effect of this coupling, three different spatial wave profiles were applied to CEN and
the resulting patterns were compared (Methods). All three profiles had a common leading front
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Figure 6.5: Phase-plane analysis of coupled excitable networks.] A. A typical phase-plane trajectory
of the state in STEN, where the initial inhibition level (r0) and threshold (th) are marked.
The inset kymograph shows a typical STEN. B. A typical trajectory of CEN in phase space
showing threshold as in panel A. Although the nullclines of STEN and CEN are the same,
the trajectory of CEN is significantly shorter resulting in smaller waves as seen from the inset
kymograph. C. A STEN-CEN organization profile with different instances in time marked
for the corresponding phase plane trajectories in panel D. D. (left) Plot showing the trajectory
of the state in phase plane during the rising profile of STEN (i, from C). The rise of STEN
shifts the CEN activator nullcline upwards creating a sharp rise in CEN activity (1, from
C). (middle) The initial fall of STEN (ii, from C) resulting in a refractory zone of CEN as its
nullcine is lowered (2, from C). (right) As the fall of STEN slows down, CEN reaches a firing
position resulting in the second peak of CEN (3, from C). E. A two-dimensional snapshot of
a propagating wave (direction of propagation indicated with the dashed arrow). A line scan























Figure 6.6: Stochastic simulations of coupled excitable networks. Stochastic simulations of the model
in Fig. 6.5C, showing the output from STEN (red, top right), CEN (green, top left) and the
overlay (bottom right). A zoomed-in version of a CEN wave is shown corresponding to the
white box in the CEN. Three line scans are plotted on the bottom right corresponding to the
white lines in the overlay panel, showing the double-peak wave architecture of the STEN-
CEN model.
activity at the leading edge followed by further bands. For a spatially restricted stimulus, the initial
band was the same but this was not followed by any further CEN activity. Finally, an intermediate
stimulus, chosen to resemble the experimentally observed STEN wave profile, elicited a punctate
trailing band following the leading characteristic response (Fig. 6.5C,D). The resulting CEN profile
resembled the two-peak structure of LimE observed experimentally (Fig. 6.5E). Although this model
result may suggest that STEN should “lead” the CEN waves while experiments indicate otherwise
(Fig. 6.1), we would like to emphasize that the position of the peak is not indicative of the driver
of the network. Although STEN controls CEN, it is possible for the STEN peak to be delayed. To
illustrate this, we create input profiles by modifying the rise and decay dynamics of STEN. These
were fed into CEN so that the input still drives CEN but the peaks are now separated (Methods).
For simulation convenience, we use the STEN output profile of Fig. 6.5E for the rest of the chapter.
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Figure 6.7: Time lapse confocal images of PHcrac (top) and LimE (bottom) in the same giant cell (scale
bar, 20µm). White arrows point to wave breaking events.
We simulated the coupled system in which STEN was triggered stochastically and observed single
STEN and double CEN peak patterns that were similar to those seen in experiments (Fig. 6.6).
6.2.3 The threshold of excitable networks determines the speed and range of waves
Having established that the STEN and CEN patterns could be recreated, we next considered the
kinetics of wave propagation. As expected from an excitable medium, STENwaves annihilate when
they collide. However, we observed that they can also stop on their own. A typical example of wave
stopping is shown in Fig. 6.7 for both signaling (top) and cytoskeletal (bottom) systems as seen in
cells. We used theory and simulations to uncover the controlling parameters of wave speed, range,
and the mechanism of wave stopping.
The dynamics of the activator (F )-inhibitor (R) system are best visualized in phase-space, where
the trajectories of the state reflect the changes in the concentrations of F and R (Fig. 6.5). A prop-
agating wave is triggered when the system state is displaced sufficiently to cross the threshold for
activation. This produces a sharp rise in F without any appreciable increase in R, owing to the in-
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Figure 6.8: The threshold of excitable networks determines the speed and range of waves. Three phase
plane representations of the activator-inhibitor system with the activator nullcline (red) and
the inhibitor nullcline (brown) for different inhibitor levels. The horizontal dashed line corre-
sponds to the initial inhibition level (R0) at equilibrium (blue circle). The net area (rightmost
plot) is calculated by adding the positive area above the horizontal line (dark red shade) and
the negative area below (light red shade), for increasing levels of inhibition (R0 = Rlow,
Rhigh and Rstop). The points Rlow and Rhigh correspond to high (chigh) and low (clow) wave
velocities, respectively, as indicated on the right.
perturbation theory [57,60], which states that the wave speed is determined by the initial level of the
inhibitor (R0). Specifically, wave speed is proportional to the net area under the activator nullcline
at a particular inhibition level (shaded regions in Fig. 6.8). A higher system threshold raises R0 and
this causes the positive area to decrease (dark red shade, Fig. 6.8) and the negative area to increase
(light red shade, Fig. 6.8A), resulting in a slower wave. At a particular level of inhibition (Rstop),
these two areas are equal, and wave propagation stops.
We used simulations to illustrate a typical example ofwave-stopping via a kymograph (Fig. 6.9A).
After triggering the excitable system at an initial inhibition level, a wave of activity started to prop-
agate. We set the molecular dispersion of the inhibitor to be higher than that of the activator (Meth-
ods). This made the level of inhibition rise in space as the wave propagated, causing the threshold
to increase with time in the surrounding medium. This slowed down the wave as it spread in space,
reflected by the curving profile seen in the kymograph. By comparing time-profiles (Fig. 6.9B) close
to the trigger (i, left) or stopping point (ii, right) we see that in the latter case, the initial inhibition
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level is closer to Rstop, indicating slower wave speed and imminent stopping. In contrast, when the
dispersion of the inhibitor was too small, waves propagated indefinitely, as is typical of neuronal
waves [20, 28].
Although wave theory states that the level of inhibitor dictates wave velocity, it describes a
situation in which the activator parameters are constant. It is actually the relative level of the inhibitor
with respect to the minimum of the cubic nullcline (Fig. 6.5) that controls the threshold [110]. One
can change the activator parameters to affect this relative level as well. To illustrate this, we altered
the positive feedback strength of the activator while keeping the inhibitor parameters constant to get
similar wave stopping and wave speed results (Methods). As reflected in the parameter table, the
positive feedback strength is more sensitive as compared to the negative feedback.
Based on these simulations, we made two predictions of how wave characteristics change when
the threshold is altered. First, at a lower threshold the wave will be faster because of the lower initial
level of R (Fig. 6.9A). Second, the wave will propagate further because the initial inhibitor level
will be further away from the critical wave stopping point, Rstop (Fig. 6.9B, right). We illustrated
these principles through two-dimensional stochastic simulations in which waves were triggered with
high and low thresholds and the subsequent propagations were compared (Fig. 6.9C). Although the
two waves started together (yellow spot in first frame), by the last frame, the wave generated by the
system with higher threshold had propagated more slowly and had also broken up owing to reduced
wave range. This inverse correlation between threshold and wave speed is observed in a particular
range of threshold (Methods), beyond which the system either has no appreciable wave spread (high

































Figure 6.9: The threshold of excitable networks determines the speed and range of waves. A. (Left)
Kymograph plotting the inhibitor activity with time and space as axes. The point where the
wave is triggered is indicated in yellow. (Right) Two line-scans (i and ii) from the kymograph
and the corresponding activity levels. R0 indicates the inhibition level at the time of the first
trigger, while Rstop indicates the critical stopping threshold. The activator profile is shown
via the dashed red plot while the inhibitor is the solid brown line. The grey vertical dashed
line marks the point when the activator element is triggered. The black horizontal dashed
line denotes the inhibition level at the time of the specific trigger shown. B. Kymographs
corresponding to high (left) and low (middle) thresholds with the white arrow denoting the
range of the wave, which is calibrated with threshold R0 (right). The high threshold wave is
superimposed in yellow on the low threshold wave to emphasize the increase in wave velocity
as the low threshold wave spreads further in space compared to the high threshold wave. C.
Two-dimensional simulations where two waves, initiated at different thresholds, are triggered
at the bottom left corner (leftmost panel). Overlap between the two waves appears as yellow.
The panels show the evolution of the two waves with time.
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depend on a combination of diffusion and time delay of the inhibitor and not solely on diffusion
coefficient (Methods).
6.2.4 Perturbations to STEN reveal its molecular architecture
To uncover the molecular basis of STEN, we next considered altering the system both through
simulations, by changing the strength of various feedback loops, and experiments, by introducing
specific perturbations. Though our model using one-way coupling captures the organization of the
STEN-CEN waves (Fig. 6.5C), other observations suggest that CEN also feeds back to influence
STEN triggering [17,157]. Previously, we modeled the feedback from CEN to STEN as having fast,
positive and slow, negative components [86] (Methods). As shown in Fig. 6.10A, we introduced
these elements into the STEN-CEN model used here.
We lowered STEN threshold by increasing the strength of the positive feedback, simulated the
system, and observed the effect on CENwaves (Methods). As expected, STENwaves spread further,
causing the coupled CEN to follow suit (Fig. 6.10B). A three-dimensional visualization (Fig. 6.10C)
showed that, initially, the waves had smaller range and broke up easily. After lowering the threshold,
the waves propagated further in space with a significantly faster speed (Fig. 6.10D).
We tested this in cells by using the chemically-inducible dimerization (CID) system for acute
perturbations. Recruiting Inp54p by the CID system to reduce PIP2 levels was shown to successfully
lower the threshold for STEN activation [81], and we further examined its effects on waves. Within
minutes following rapamycin-induced Inp54p recruitment, nascent patches of LimE waves started
to expand outwardly in all directions until reaching the edge of the cell or annihilating upon meeting
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Figure 6.10: Perturbations to STEN reveal its molecular architecture. A. The STEN-CEN model archi-
tecture where FS and RS (FC and RC) denote the activator and inhibitor of STEN (CEN)
respectively, showing the feedback connections between CEN and STEN. The positive feed-
back is indicated through the arrowhead while the bar at the end of the arrow refers to nega-
tive feedback. B. Time lapse images showing simulations of the coupled STEN-CENmodel
demonstrating CEN (top) and STEN (bottom) waves spreading in space. The threshold was
lowered by increasing positive feedback of STEN (perturbation) at time 0. The white arrow
(time 0, CEN) denotes a wave at a high threshold that disappears in the next image, while the
red arrow (time 25, CEN) points to a lowered threshold wave that enlarges and spreads. C.
A 3D representation of simulation waves under high (left) and low (right) threshold waves
propagating in time. D. Quantification of simulated wave speed before and after threshold




metric expansion patterns, waves after PIP2 reduction typically propagated symmetrically without
stopping (Fig. 6.11B). Interestingly, the second LimE peak became more diffuse (Fig. 6.11C). After
about 10 min following rapamycin, the triggering of waves synchronized and the waves merged,
turning the cell into a giant “oscillator”. Similar effects were observed using STEN biosensor
PHcrac. We compared wave speed before and after PIP2 reduction using an automatic algorithm
and found a significant increase compared with controls (Fig. 6.11D,E). Further, the expansion of
STEN waves (PHcrac) after PIP2 reduction even occurred under LatA treatment (Fig. 6.11F), sug-
gesting that PIP2 levels mediate a direct role in STEN independent of the cytoskeleton.
Elevating Rap or Ras activities through various nodes by the CID system also led to modest in-
creases in wave speed. In these cases, the second peak of LimE remained sharp. These suggest that
Rap/Ras and PIP2 have antagonizing roles in STEN activities. Furthermore, while Rap/Ras biosen-
sors labeled active wave zones (Fig. 6.2B), previous reports showed that PIP2 biosensor PHPLC∆
fell off from those regions [155]. Consistently, we found that PI5K, which synthesizes PIP2, showed
a complementary pattern to STEN/CEN waves (Fig. 6.11G). Taken together, our results suggest that
PIP2 levels and Rap/Ras activities inhibit each other to constitute a positive feedback loop that con-
trols the threshold for STEN activation (Fig. 6.11H).   
6.2.5 PKBs provide negative feedback in STEN and couple STEN to CEN
 To gain insight into the delayed negative feedbacks in STEN, we turned to PKBs, which are
suggested to negatively regulate Ras activities [142] and showed a delayed profile during wave prop-
agation (Fig. 6.2B,C). Acute recruitment of cytosolic PKBA to plasma membrane was sufficient to
activate it and its substrates while also increasing the activity of endogenous PKBs. These activities
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Figure 6.11: Perturbations to STEN reveal its molecular architecture. A. Time lapse confocal images
of LimE at the basal surface of a giant cell, which recruits Inp54p to membrane induced
by rapamycin at time 0. The white arrow (-45 s) points to a nascent wave before Inp54p
recruitment, while the red (60 s) arrow after. B. Color coded overlays of LimE before and
after Inp54p recruitment. White arrows point to nascent waves at time 0. C. Kymographs
of LimE in regions outlined by dotted line boxes in f. D, E. Box plots of mean wave speed
(left) and fraction of fastest pixels (right) before and after Inp54p (D) or FRB (E) recruitment
(red bars indicate median, n = 25 cells each). Error bars are from the student’s t-test. F.
Time lapse confocal images of PHcrac at the bottom of giant cells under LatA treatment,
where rapamycin is added at time 0 to induce Inp54p recruitment. White arrows point to
wave patches right before rapamycin addition. G. Confocal image of PI5K (left) and LimE
(right) at the bottom of the same cell. All scale bars in images represent 20µm. H. Cartoon






























































Figure 6.12: PKBs provide negative feedback in STEN and couple STEN to CEN. A. Time lapse confocal
images of LimE at the basal surface of a giant cell, which recruits PKBA to membrane
induced by rapamycin at time 0. B. T-stack of LimE in the region outlined by the colored
line box in A. C. Box plots of mean wave speed (left), mean wave patch area (middle),
and average number of wave patches per frame (right) before and after PKBA recruitment
(red bars indicate median, n = 24 cells). Error bars are from the student’s t-test. D. Time
lapse confocal images of PHcrac at the basal surface of a giant cell, which recruits PKBA
to membrane induced by rapamycin at time 0.
were inhibited by the combination of LY294002 (PI3K inhibitor) and PP242 (TorC2 inhibitor).
Dramatically, increasing PKB activities rapidly caused a significant decrease in the speed and
range of the LimE waves, turning them into tiny patches (Fig. 6.12A-C). At the same time, the num-
ber of patches increased significantly (Fig. 6.12C), consistent with the conventional role of PKBs in
mediating cytoskeletal events. Similarly, other STEN and CEN biosensors, including PHcrac, Ral-
GDS, and RacGEF1, rearranged into non-propagating patches (Fig. 6.12D). Importantly, the relative
relationship between STEN and CEN biosensors was preserved in these patches, where PHcrac had
highest intensity in the center while LimE at the edge (Fig. 6.13A,B). To examine the role of PKBs in
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Figure 6.13: PKBs provide negative feedback in STEN and couple STEN to CEN. A. Confocal images
of PHcrac (left) and PHcrac merged with LimE (middle, PHcrac as red, LimE as green) in a
giant cell after steady PKBA recruitment. Right, intensity plots of PHcrac (red) and LimE
(green) across the blue box. B. Kymograph of PHcrac (red) merged with LimE (green) along
the white dashed line from E. C. Time lapse confocal images of PHcrac at the bottom of a gi-
ant cell treated with LatA, where rapamycin is added at time 0 to induce PKBA recruitment.
All scale bars above represent 20µm.
quickly quenched spontaneous STEN activities represented by the biosensor PHcrac (Fig. 6.13C).
In addition, the same approach dampened the response of PHcrac to an unsaturated dose of cAMP
stimulation under LatA treatment. These together suggest that recruiting PKBA led to an elevated
threshold for STEN activation.
These observations indicate that increasing PKB activity has two effects (Fig. 6.13C). On one
hand, it mediates negative feedback, as indicated by the decrease of wave speed and range, thus
raising the threshold for STEN activation. On the other hand, it increases the basal level of input to
CEN, thus lowering the threshold for CEN firings, as illustrated by the greater number of patches.
We tested this scheme (Fig. 6.14A) through simulation by raising the STEN threshold and lowering
the CEN threshold simultaneously (Methods). This resulted in the appearance of a large number of
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Figure 6.14: PKBs provide negative feedback in STEN and couple STEN to CEN. A. Cartoon highlight-
ing PKB mediating negative feedbacks in STEN and giving inputs to CEN. B. Time lapse
images showing simulations (CEN— top, STEN—bottom) of the model in g with the feed-
backs in red altered at time 0 (perturbation). C. (top) An example of an overlaid STEN-CEN
wave with STEN in red and CEN in green. The line scan (blue box) is shown below. D. A
3D representation of the CEN waves before and after the perturbation is introduced (time 0).
E. Quantification of different wave characteristics before and after the perturbation. Error
bars are with 8 simulations, from the Student’s t-test.
CEN activity was still organized by the STEN waves, which had broken up into smaller wavelets
(Fig. 6.14D). These waves were significantly smaller and slower, consistent with high threshold
predictions (Fig. 6.14E). While raising the STEN threshold would typically lower the number of
firings, this was compensated by the increase in CEN activity, which feeds back positively onto
STEN. Though CEN also provides negative feedback to STEN in our model (Fig. 6.10A), the slower
dynamics of this feedback filter out the fast CEN activities.
6.2.6 Perturbations uncover the molecular architecture of CEN and its feedback to STEN
 To illuminate the organizing principles of waves further, we developed tools to change the
threshold of CEN directly. Using the CID system, we acutely recruited the catalytic domain of
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RacGEF1 [158], RacGEF1∆N, to the plasma membrane, and found that it triggered massive actin
polymerization events at the cell periphery within minutes (Fig. 6.15A). In giant cells, the typically
organized LimE wave patterns were totally altered. In addition to LimE signals detected along
the whole perimeter, random diffuse patches and puncta took over the cell bottom (Fig. 6.15B-D).
Interestingly, these LimE puncta have a lifetime of 10.5±3.5 seconds (Fig. 6.15D), similar to the
puncta observed at the second peak of LimE during wave propagation (Fig. 6.5B). Given that full-
length RacGEF1 co-localized with LimE in waves (Fig. 6.2D), a positive feedback loop consisting
of Rac activities and F-actin was clear (Fig. 6.15E).
These observations suggest that recruiting RacGEF1∆N lowered the threshold of CEN, and we
next tested this effect in our model. Since the resulting observed diffused patches were longer-lived
than the aforementioned puncta (Fig. 6.15D), suggesting a state with greater activity, we increased
the positive feedback of CEN to account for the perturbation (Fig. 6.15E) shifting the equilibrium
to a higher stable state (Methods). Simulations following this adjustment showed large patches of
CEN (Fig. 6.15F), consistent with those seen experimentally. These patches were diffuse and lacked
organization (Fig. 6.15G), suggesting that STEN was being inhibited. Simulations captured an ini-
tial burst due to the fast, positive feedback from CEN to STEN, followed by a total abrogation of
STEN activity (Fig. 6.15F), as the slow, negative feedback from CEN ensued. The global trigger-
ing of the negative feedback in this case led to a stronger effect accounting for the total shut-off of
STEN, in contrast to the more local effect seen previously (Fig. 6.13I). This negative feedback re-
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Figure 6.15: RacGEF1-mediated positive feedbacks in CEN modulate wave profiles. A. Left, time lapse
confocal images of LimE in single cells following RacGEF1∆N recruitment, induced by
rapamycin addition at time 0. Right, temporal profile of normalized mean LimE intensity at
cell cortex (mean±s.e.m., n = 20 cells). B. Time lapse confocal images of LimE at the basal
surface of a giant cell, which recruits RacGEF1∆N to membrane induced by rapamycin at
time 0. C. T-stack of LimE in the region outlined by the colored line box in panel B. D.
Right, kymographs of LimE along a line across giant cells after RacGEF1∆N recruitment.
Top left, confocal image with a dotted line as an example used to make kymographs. White
arrows in image and kymographs point to examples of actin puncta. Bottom left, box plot of
lifetime of puncta (red bar indicates median, n = 100 puncta from 10 cells). All scale bars
above represent 20µm. E. Cartoon highlighting positive feedbacks in CEN. F. Simulations
of the model in panel E, showing the CEN (top) and STEN (bottom) activity, before and
after the feedback is altered (perturbation) at time 0. G. The CEN activity stacked in time
showing how the waves become diffuse after the perturbation is introduced.
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When investigating STEN activities in cells, we found that PHcrac signals were inhibited after
RacGEF1∆N recruitment (Fig. 6.16A). In a cell with both PHcrac and LimE as readout, the differ-
ence was obvious: while LimE greatly increased at the cell perimeter and displayed as patches and
puncta, PHcrac was completely quiescent (Fig. 6.16B,C). The different responses of STEN and CEN
following RacGEF1∆N recruitment were further demonstrated by biosensors RalGDS (Fig. 6.16D)
and full-length RacGEF1. Here, in the absence of STEN activities, CEN components abandoned
their signature morphology (Fig. 6.2G) but rather displayed the highest intensity in the center of
patches. These results further support STEN’s organizing role of CEN.
Careful examination showed that STEN activities were promoted transiently before being in-
hibited, like those seen in our simulations. At the cortex of single cells, PHcrac intensity went up
in the first two minutes during RacGEF1∆N recruitment before staying at a reduced level after
five minutes (Figs.6.16E-F,6.17A). Effects of RacGEF1∆N recruitment were lost in LatA treatment
(Fig. 6.17B), suggesting that these responses of STEN relied on the cytoskeleton. Moreover, the
steady inhibiting effects on STEN could be overcome by an unsaturated dose of chemoattractant
(Fig. 6.17C). These results support that CEN has both a fast, promoting and a slow, inhibiting effect
on STEN, validating our computational model. To look for molecular mediators of these feedbacks,
we examined F-actin-binding GflB and RapGAP1, which are GEF and GAP proteins for Rap1, re-
spectively. These proteins showed LimE-like patterns in waves, with RapGAP1 lagging GflB and
LimE (Fig. 6.17C–F). Further, GflB and RapGAP1 displayed diffuse patches and signals along cell
periphery after RacGEF1∆N recruitment (Fig. 6.16G-H), similar with previous CEN biosensors.
These observations suggest that GflB and RapGAP1, which are under CEN regulation but medi-
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Figure 6.16: CEN exerts fast positive and slow negative feedbacks to STEN. A. Time lapse confocal im-
ages of PHcrac at the basal surface of a giant cell, which recruits RacGEF1∆N to membrane
at time 0 induced by rapamycin. B. Confocal images of PHcrac (left) and PHcrac merged
with LimE (right, PHcrac as red, LimE as green) in a giant cell after RacGEF1∆N recruit-
ment. C. Kymograph of LimE (top, green) and PHcrac (bottom, red) across the dotted line
in B. D. Confocal image of RalGDS (left) in a giant cell after RacGEF1∆N recruitment and
the corresponding kymograph (right). E. Time lapse confocal images of PHcrac in single
cells, which recruit RacGEF1∆N to membrane induced by rapamycin at time 0. White ar-
row points to PHcrac patches at cell cortex. F. Kymographs of PHcrac at cell cortex before
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Figure 6.17: CEN exerts fast positive and slow negative feedbacks to STEN. A. Temporal profiles of
normalized PHcrac intensities at cell cortex before and after RacGEF1∆N recruitment
(mean±s.e.m., n = 20 cells). Red dashed lines in A and B indicate rapamycin addition at
time 0. B. Distribution of different sizes of PHcrac patches at cell cortex under LatA treat-
ment, with (solid) or without (hollow) RacGEF1∆N recruitment (∼ 6000 cells from 3 in-
dependent experiments). C. Temporal profiles of normalized cytosolic intensities of PHcrac
in response to 1 nM cAMP stimulation at time 0, with (red) or without (blue) RacGEF1∆N
recruitment (mean±s.e.m., n = 25 cells each). D. Confocal images of GflB (top) and Rap-
GAP1 (bottom) in waves at the basal surface of a giant cell. E. Intensity plots of GflB (blue)
and RapGAP1 (orange) across the green dotted arrow in D. F. Scatter plots of first peak
distances, of GflB relative to LimE, RapGAP1 relative to LimE, and RapGAP1 relative to
GflB in the same giant cells (red lines indicate median, n = 19 cells each). G. Confocal
images of GflB (top) and RapGAP1 (bottom) at the basal surface of the same giant cell after
RacGEF1∆N recruitment. H. kymographs of GflB (top) and RapGAP1 (bottom) across the
green dotted lines in G. All scale bars represent 20µm. I. Cartoon highlighting positive and












































Figure 6.18: Perturbations causing different cortical patterns also altered cellular protrusions correspond-
ingly. A, B. Left, confocal images of LimE (top) and kymographs of cortical LimE (bottom)
in single cells with PKBA (A) or RacGEF1∆N (B) steadily recruited (scale bars, 10µm).
Right, color coded overlays of LimE in single cells. C. Box plots of roundness and cell
area comparing wt, cells with RacGEF1∆N recruited, and spreading phases of oscillators
after Inp54p recruitment (n = 100 cells each). Also shown are box plots of coefficient of
variance of cell area with the above conditions in a 10-minute time window (n = 30 cells
each). Red bars indicate median.
ate STEN activities, serve as positive and negative feedbacks, respectively, from CEN to STEN
(Fig. 6.16I).
6.2.7 Cortical wave patterns correlate with profiles of cellular
Cortical waves have been suggested to play roles in cell migration. We showed previously that
lowering the threshold of STEN promoted broad, sheet-like expansions over small, cup-like protru-
sions, causing amoeboid cells to transition to keratocyte-like and oscillatory cells [81]. Acutely
recruiting PKBA, which elevated the threshold of STEN and concomitantly increased the input
into CEN, generated cells with long, thin protrusions all over the perimeter and hindered motility
(Fig. 6.18A). On the other hand, recruiting RacGEF1∆N, which drastically lowered the threshold
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Figure 6.19: Perturbations causing diverse shapes. A. Phalloidin staining of cells after perturbations.
Maximal intensity projections are shown. B. Snapshots from level set simulations using the
activity obtained from earlier simulations.
of CEN and caused STEN inhibition, rendered cells immobile with ruffle-like protrusions along
the whole perimeter (Fig. 6.18B). Although cells after RacGEF1∆N recruitment had persistently
high level of actin polymerization, they failed to form any big protrusions and did not spread as
dramatically as oscillators (Fig. 6.18C), supporting the notion that CEN alone is not sufficient to
form sustained protrusions for cell motility. Images of phalloidin stained cells illustrating the di-
verse protrusions following perturbations are shown in Fig. 6.19A. Simulations of our computa-
tional model coupled to a viscoelastic mechanical model, under various perturbations, captured the
experimentally-observed cellular protrusions (Fig. 6.19B).
6.3 Discussion
All together, we combined theoretical and experimental approaches to reveal a molecular ar-
chitecture controlling the organization of cortical waves (Fig. 6.20A). We found that Ras/Rap- and








































Figure 6.20: Models of what molecular feedbacks generate cortical patterns and how wave patterns bring
about diverse protrusions. A. Summary of molecular interconnections underlying cortical
wave self-organization. B. Diagram of different profiles of cortical patterns and correspond-
ing cell morphology.
terns at the cell cortex. Although the components we highlight are only a subset of the overall
system [19, 125, 159–161], they capture essential features of wave organization. In each network,
various components sequentially and coordinately engage in wave propagation. Perturbations on
each of these constituents have dramatic effects, suggesting that they are all integral parts of the ex-
citable networks. In each of our perturbations, a specific component of the network was “clamped”.
Rather than causing the whole network to become similarly clamped, as would occur in a simple
cascade connection, the intricate feedback connections within the coupled networks allowed the sys-
tem to adjust by organizing other elements into new dynamic patterns. The new patterns caused by
each of these perturbations correspondingly led to distinct cellular protrusions involved in migration
(Fig. 6.20B), leading to a network-centric theory on the generation of diverse cortical protrusions.
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6.4 Small GTPases centric networks closely interact to bring about wave
patterns
In our molecular scheme (Fig. 6.20A) we propose that PIP2 and Ras/Rap activities constitute
a positive feedback loop in STEN, in which lowered PIP2 levels promote more Ras/Rap activities
possibly via regulating GEF and GAP proteins, and elevated Ras/Rap can further lower PIP2 levels
through the activation of PI3K and PLC. Once the positive feedback loop starts, PKBs’ activation
can be set off in a delayed manner and serve as a negative feedback loop by elevating PI5K activity
to increase PIP2 synthesis [162,163] and inhibiting Sca1-associated GEF-containing complex [142].
Through another set of substrates, PKBs transmit information to CEN,where Rac activity and F-actin
comprise a positive feedback loop through F-actin binding RacGEF1, and where time-delayed coro-
nin could engage in a negative feedback loop. CEN also regulates STEN through F-actin-dependent
GflB and RapGAP1, which are GEF and GAP proteins, respectively, for Rap GTPase. Together,
STEN and CEN are coordinately linked with each other, such that supra-threshold fluctuations or
inputs in any component can trigger the whole system leading to wave propagation.
Although linked, STEN andCEN play fundamentally different roles in wave organization. Com-
ponents of each network displayed distinct morphologies and dynamics, with STEN showing diffuse
bands and CEN displaying sharp bands with puncta. Our simulations showed that a difference in
time scales, STEN as a slow, and CEN as a fast, excitable network, is sufficient to recreate the ob-
served morphologies. Perturbations on STEN components, including PIP2, Ras, and PKBA, dras-
tically changed wave characteristics. Notably, in all these cases, CEN components retained their
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signature morphologies and relative relationship with STENmarkers. Only in the case where STEN
was totally inhibited due to strong negative feedback after recruiting RacGEF1∆N, CEN compo-
nents lost their organized morphology and displayed as diffuse patches and random puncta. Taken
together these observations suggest that STEN orchestrates CEN and dictates the wave speed and
range, while CEN controls the triggering of STEN through feedbacks.  
6.4.1 Feedback strengths of the network control speed and range of waves
 There are multiple parameters determining wave characteristics. First, the cortical waves ob-
served appear as traveling pulses with trailing refractory zones, rather than only advancing fronts.
The difference between these two types of waves is that fronts can arise from single-species dy-
namics, but pulses require at least two interacting components [55]. This suggests that these waves
arise from an activator-inhibitor structure operating in the excitable regime, indicating the need for
at least two interacting components as well as diffusion. Second, although diffusion is necessary for
a wave to propagate, it does not appear to be rate limiting since the reaction rates are much slower
than diffusion of ions/lipids/proteins between neighboring cortical elements.
Our results suggest that the speed and range of the traveling pulse depend on an intricate balance
between the strengths of the various loops and the resulting threshold (Fig. 6.9). Theoretical studies
have long proposed that the level of inhibition in the medium acts as a “controller species” [20, 59]
regulating wave speed. Modulating excitability through optical stimulations to alter wave character-
istics has been demonstrated in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [164]. In the mammalian cortex,
use of electric fields to alter neural threshold has been shown to change wave speed [165]. Here, we
demonstrate that this theoretical relationship between wave speed and threshold holds in the cellular
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signaling system.
While action potentials propagate along axons indefinitely with little damping, the biochemical
cortical waves had finite range. Theory indicates that wave range is correlated with threshold. Wave
range becomes pertinent in migrating single cells as the size of the wave dictates the morphology
of the protrusion that drives the cell. In wild-type cells, the cortical waves stopped after traversing
a short distance on the membrane — which translated to a finite protrusion size in single cells.
Lowering the threshold of the network expanded the size of these protrusions ultimately to envelop
the whole cortex — leading to fan-shaped and oscillatory cells [81].
6.5 A network view of diverse cellular protrusions
We found that perturbing the networks led to different cortical patterns of F-actin, and the same
perturbations altered cellular protrusions correspondingly (Fig. 6.20B). In unperturbed cells, the
waves have a finite range, and the protrusions appear as macropinosomes and pseudopodia with a
defined size. Lowering the threshold of STEN increases the speed and range of waves, and cells
generate much expanded, sheet-like protrusions resembling lamellipodia. This promoted cell mi-
gratory mode transitions, as we showed previously [81]. On the other hand, raising the threshold
of STEN restricts the outward propagation of patterns, and cells make spiky, filopodia-like protru-
sions. When STEN is inhibited due to feedback from elevated CEN, actin polymerization displays
diffuse patches and puncta. Correspondingly, without STEN, cells are not capable to form sustained
protrusions, and show ruffle-like protrusions instead.
Specific, individual molecular regulators of various protrusions such as macropinosomes, lamel-
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lipodia, filopodia, and ruffles, have been proposed in the literature [134, 135, 144, 166, 167]. Our
findings suggest that these regulators are all feeding into the same overall molecular machinery.
Here, we rapidly switched among these protrusions and traced each transition to a change in the be-
havior of the networks. Thus, we propose that global properties of the Ras/Rap-centered STEN and
Rac/F-actin-centered CEN are the actual determinants controlling the entire spectrum of protrusions
seen in cell migration.
6.5.1 The coupled STEN-CEN model explains how wave patterns control protrusions
We propose that wave patterns generated by the coupled excitable networks serve as a higher
order organizer of cellular morphology (Fig. 6.21). Diverse protrusions differ by how far they ex-
tend outwards from the cell cortex and how wide they expand laterally. Actin filament elongation
against the cell membrane generates protrusive forces, while their parallel organization defines the
lateral range of protrusions. Thus, a slowly-moving organizer would lead to narrower and longer
projections, while a rapidly-moving one would produce wider and shallower protrusions.
In our proposal, the STEN-CEN waves laterally coordinate successive and transient actin poly-
merization events along the cell cortex (Fig. 6.20C). This lateral coordination is required to produce
meaningful cellular structures whose scale largely exceeds that of individual actin filaments. Sim-
ple diffusion by organizing molecules would be insufficient [34]. Instead, the reaction-diffusion
waves by the STEN-CEN system fulfill this lateral communication. As the wave propagates later-
ally along the cortex, it initiates transverse actin polymerization events which showed no dislocation
(Fig. 6.5B). On the other hand, the duration of STEN activity controls the extent of outward poly-
merization at a given spot, thus also influencing protrusive properties.
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Figure 6.21: Wave propagation leads to protrusions. Upper right illustrates a simplified case where the
wave propagates along cell cortex without inducing membrane deformation such as waves
at the basal surface of an adherent cell. Individual actin filaments do not dislocate later-
ally, only elongate perpendicularly to the cell membrane generating retrograde flow (green
arrow). STEN activity propagates along the cortex as waves (blue arrows), and leads to
CEN activation promoting new actin polymerization (bright green). The successive poly-
merization events among filaments thus spread along the cortex in the form of waves (also
blue arrows). After STEN moves away, actin polymerization ceases, and existing filaments
gradually depolymerize. Lower panels show that waves with different properties result in
different types of protrusions.
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Innately, waves with a limited range generate cup-like macropinosomes with defined sizes due
to wave-stopping. Asymmetric wave propagation can lead to pseudopodia-like protrusions. When
the speed and range of waves increase — for example, after lowering PIP2 or raising Rap/Ras activ-
ities — parallel polymerization events sweep laterally more quickly generating widened protrusions
resembling lamellipodia. When the STEN waves propagate very slowly, for example, after PKBA
recruitment, local CEN receives constant input from STEN and continuously stimulates actin poly-
merization, leading to long, thin protrusions. When STEN waves are inhibited after RacGEF1∆N
recruitment, polymerization cannot be organized or sustained, promoting only ruffles. Thus STEN-
CEN waves with different speed and range can lead to numerous collective patterns of polymerizing
filaments in time and space, creating protrusions of diverse properties.
6.6 Methods
  
6.6.1 Coupled excitable system wave simulations and perturbations
  The excitable waves were modeled through reaction-diffusion equations. The signal trans-
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The non-linear term in the activator equation contributes to the positive feedback while the epsilon
(ϵ) in the inhibitor equation accounts for the slowness in the response of the inhibitor. When the
activator receives a supra-threshold input, the autocatalytic feedback leads to a sharp rise in activity,
creating the wave front. The inhibitor, albeit slowly, accumulates to ultimately subdue the activator
concentration — creating the wave back. This change in concentrations is better visualized through
trajectories in phase space. A large delay in inhibitor response causes the initial trajectory of the state
to be nearly horizontal as shown in Fig. 6.5A. After the inhibitor subdues the activator response,
it then decays back to resting concentration, which is reflected as the vertical descent of the state
towards the final equilibrium. This decay time of the inhibitor creates the refractory period. Coupled
with diffusion across adjacent excitable elements, this results in the propagation of a wave “pulse”,
identified by a sharp rise and fall in activity.
The threshold of the excitable system is related to the difference between the initial inhibition
level (R0) and the minimum of the cubic nullcline (Fig. 6.5A). We used two parameters to modulate
this threshold: one, the strength of the autocatalytic positive feedback (parameter a3s), which alters
the cubic nullcline shape as in Fig. 6.22I (Inp54p, red activator nullcline), and two, the slope of the
inhibitor nullcline (parameter c1s), which changes the initial inhibition level R0, as in Fig. 6.22J
(PKBA, red inhibitor nullcline). Each of these perturbations was simulated by linearly altering the
target parameter gradually over a period of 10 simulation time units. The term, UN represents the
stochastic input to STEN. This was modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian white noise process with a
standard deviation given as: σN = Ub + Zc −Wc. This consisted of three parts: one, a basal level
of stochastic fluctuations that triggers the cell even in the absence of the cytoskeleton (Ub); two, a
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positive feedback from the cytoskeletal excitable network (ZC); and three, a negative feedback from
CEN (WC). The feedback from CEN was incorporated in the stochastic term so as to account for
the rapidly changing local dynamics of cytoskeletal activity in contrast to the uniform long-ranging
effects of altering direct feedback connections.
CEN was modeled similar to STEN, as an activator (FC)-inhibitor (RC) system with slight















2RC + ϵC(−RC + c1cFC)
In contrast to the bistable oscillatory network proposed earlier in literature [17], CEN was made
excitable in these simulations. This was done to recreate the distinct puncta observed in the trailing
band of the propagating wave. Compared to STEN, the major difference in CEN was in the epsilon
term, which was significantly larger than STEN, causing the CEN state trajectory to be shorter in
phase space as illustrated in Fig. 6.5B. This also ensured that CEN activity was contained in space
and did not spread in the form of a wave. The threshold of CEN was adjusted through three param-
eters: one, the strength of the autocatalytic feedback loop (parameter a3c) as in Fig. 6.22J (PKBA,
green activator nullcline); two, the slope of the inhibitor nullcline (parameter c1c) as in Fig. 6.22K
(RacGEF1, green inhibitor nullcline), and three, the self-degradation term of the CEN activator (pa-
rameter a1c), as in Fig. 6.22K (RacGEF1, green activator nullcline). A sufficiently large stochastic
input was added to CEN so that all points oscillated randomly as reported earlier in literature [17].
The coupling from STEN to CEN was incorporated through the sin term where: sin = sc(RS−R0).
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An input from STEN (RS) causes the CEN activator nullcline to be raised vertically as shown in
Fig. 6.5D, dramatically reducing threshold and forcing the CEN trajectory to follow the STEN input
(Fig. 6.5D). If the decay of the STEN input was drastically slowed as in Fig. 6.22A, the subsequent
CEN firings occurred at this high basal level.
On the down-stroke of the STEN input, the CEN nullcline starts to descend along with the
CEN state. This creates a brief refractory period (Fig. 6.5D). If the down-stroke is fast enough
(Fig. 6.22B), the refractory period is sustained and CEN cannot fire again. For an intermediate
downstroke (Fig. 6.5D), soon the state catches up to the nullcline and fires stochastically creating a
second peak. Note that this second peak is higher than the basal level of CEN firings (Fig. 6.5E) but
lower than the first peak.
The STEN-CEN firings translated to propagating waves in space because of the diffusion terms
in the above equations. The output readouts were taken from the inhibitors of both modules, scaled
and normalized uniformly. Diffusion was simulated through discretizing the simulation space using
the central-difference approximation. All simulations were carried out using the SDE toolbox of
MATLAB [168]. The simulations introducing wave characteristics in Fig. 6.9 were carried out on a
finer 1D grid (3000times1) for a proof-of-principle purpose. The rest of the results were simulated
on a coarser grid (200× 200 in 2D). Parameters for each simulation are provided in Table 6.1.  
Feedback from CEN to STEN
   Feedback from the cytoskeletal to the signaling network consisted of fast, local positive
feedback (ZC), and slow, global negative feedback (WC). As previously shown, these complemen-
tary loops can explain several aspects of cytoskeleton-dependent cell polarity [17,86]. This feedback
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The input to the feedbackmodule was fromCEN activator component (FC). This caused the positive
feedback to essentially mimic the CEN activator. The negative feedback however remained at a low
unless there was long-lived activation of the whole cell — as in the RacGEF1 case (Fig. 6.22K).
To simulate the global nature of the inhibitor, its diffusion constant was chosen to be sufficiently
large such thatWC is spatially independent. The strength of the negative feedback in steady-state is
assumed to be twice that of the positive feedback.
Wave characteristics, threshold and dispersion
  The dependence of wave speed on threshold has typically been analyzed using singular
perturbation theory, in which case a formula for wave speed is available and valid in the singular
limit (i.e. ϵ = 0) [20]. For the simulations shown in Fig. 6.9, ϵ was chosen to be 0.03, and so the
Rstop values obtained analytically and through simulations were similar. For higher values of ϵ, as
long as the system remained excitable, the fact that the wave is faster at a lower threshold was valid
(Fig. 6.22H).
Unlike neuronal excitable waves that propagate with little damping, cellular waves stop after
traversing a certain distance on the cortex. The mechanism of wave stopping that we analyzed in
Fig. 6.9 is similar to the notion of wave-pinning reported earlier in literature [37] for bistable systems.
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A wave is triggered at a certain inhibition level, and it starts to propagate. For this wave to naturally
stop, the level of inhibitionmust continually rise in space (so as to reachRstop) as thewave propagates
by triggering adjacent elements. To achieve this, Mori et al. suggest that the diffusion coefficient of
the inhibitor must be significantly greater than that of the activator. In fact, wave stopping can be
reached if the molecular dispersion of the inhibitor is greater than that of the activator. Molecular
dispersion (the square root of the product of diffusion coefficient and lifetime) can be greater for
the inhibitor even for a smaller diffusion coefficient as the inhibitor is inherently longer-lived than
the activator (resulting in the refractory period). It is the time delay between the two that allows the
activator to spread further initially. Thus, wave stopping can still be achieved for lower diffusion of
the inhibitor in space, provided its dynamics is made faster in time.
Overall, for wave stopping, the combination of diffusion and time-delay of the inhibitor must be
such that a zero wave speed situation is possible [75,169,170]. In Fig. 6.9, a large time delay (small
ϵ) is chosen and that necessitates a larger diffusion coefficient for the inhibitor as compared to the
activator. However, even for a lower diffusion of the inhibitor, wave stopping can still be achieved
by decreasing the delay — provided the system remains excitable. Thus, the effect of threshold on
wave stopping is visible for a range of values for diffusion coefficients and time delays (Fig. 6.22H)
as long as the parameters are such that the inhibitor can catch up to the activator. For both low
diffusion coefficient and large time delay of the inhibitor, the wave will spread indefinitely.
Level set simulations
 To determine the effect of these changes on morphology we simulated cell behavior using
level set methods (LSM), as previously described [81, 119], where the cell boundary is defined as
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the zero level set of a signed distance function.
The cell is then subjected to stresses obtained from the wave simulations. Activity obtained from
these simulations was converted to forces normal to the membrane. We use a viscoelastic model of
the cell to determine the local velocity of the level set. Specifically, we used:
dxmem
dt
= −(K ⁄D)xcor + (1⁄D + 1⁄B)σtot
dxcor
dt
= −(K ⁄D)xcor + (1⁄D)σtot
where σtot is the stress applied on the cell, xmem and xcor are the local displacements of the membrane
and cortex, respectively, and K, D and B are viscoelastic components of the cell describing the
elasticity (K) and viscosity (D) of the membrane, and the viscosity of the (B) of the cytoplasm.
The total stress applied to the cell incorporated the effects of surface tension, volume conservation
and external forces. The values of the parameters used are provided in Table 6.1.
Figure 6.22 (next page): Computational modeling of waves. (A) (left) A two-dimensional (2D) simula-
tion showing the CEN output (green) when a step input is applied. The line scan
corresponding to the white line is shown to the right, with the dashed arrow in-
dicating the direction of propagation of the wave. (B) Same simulation scheme
as A, but with a pulse input. (C, D) (left) Two sample input profiles (red lines)
generated by modifying the dynamics of the STEN profile. These were then
applied to CEN to generate the wave snapshot shown on top. Line scans taken
from the wave snapshots are shown below. (E) Plots showing how the nullclines
are altered when the positive feedback parameter of the activator is changed. (F)
A wave race corresponding to the two parameters in E. (G) Wave speeds plotted
for a range of the negative feedback parameter. (H) Three examples of threshold
wave control, in order to illustrate the independence from particular diffusion
coefficient values. (I-K) Phase-plane plots for all three perturbations showing
how the corresponding STEN and CEN nullclines are altered. The correspond-
ing activity level along with the positive and negative CEN-to-STEN feedback
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Table 6.1: Parameter values for simulations.
Excitable Signal Transduction Network
DFS 2.2 DRS 1.5 ϵs 0.1
a1s 0.167 a2s 16.67 a3s 167
a4s 1.44 a5s 1.47 a3s (Inp54p) 182
c1s 43 c1s (PKBA) 43.7 Ub 0.3
Wave Characteristics (Fig. 6.9)
DFS 0.1 DRS 0.4 ϵs 0.1
a3s (Rhigh) 1.1 a3s (Rlow) 0.98
c1s (Rhigh) 60 c1s (Rlow) 55
DFS (2D) 0.1 DRS (2D) 0.1
Cytoskeletal Excitable Network
DFC 1 DRC 1 ϵc 0.3
a1c 0.167 a2c 16.67 a3c 167
a4c 1.44 a5c 1.47 a3c (PKBA) 300
c1c 40 c1c (RacGEF1) 5.8 a1c (RacGEF1) −49.8
CEN-STEN Interconnections
DZc 1 sc 2
p1 2 p2 2
p3 0.24 p4 0.48
Level Set Model




 To measure wave speed, a custom Matlab script was used. Briefly, wave fronts were seg-
mented at subsequent frames of videos. Based on these segmentations, the number of patches and
mean area was computed. To measure mean speed, the distance from each pixel on the boundary
of a wave front in frame n + 1 to closest edge of a wave in frame n was computed. This number
was compared to low and high thresholds (0.1 and 5mm, respectively) to ensure that it represented
movement of the same wave front. Data was then averaged over all fronts in a frame to record av-
erage wave speed. The “fraction of fastest pixels” is the fraction of all pixels at the edge of a wave
front whose frame-to-frame displacement is at least one standard deviation higher than the mean,
where the mean and standard deviation is computed for all frames in the video. Data from 30 frames
at 15 second intervals was used to compute averages before CID recruitment. Thereafter, 30 frames
were allowed to elapse to allow CID to have effect, before data for a further 30 frames was used to
compute the post-recruitment numbers.
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CHAPTER 7
Traveling and standing waves mediate
pattern formation in cellular protrusions
There is now considerable evidence that signaling molecules and actin polymerization, known
to regulate cellular protrusions and cortical dynamics during amoeboid migration, exhibit excitable
behavior. In addition to traveling waves, excitable systems have also been shown to support stable
standing waves that contribute to pattern formation. Although multiple theoretical studies have
indicated the possible coexistence of both traveling and standing waves, we demonstrate the direct
transformation of a traveling wave into a standing wave and establish conditions for the stability of
this transformation. This theory combines the idea of excitable wave stopping and the emergence
of a family of standing waves at zero wave velocity, without manipulation of diffusion parameters.
We show the manifestation of this phenomenon, in which a wave travels, stops and stands on the
cell cortex in some Dictyostelium and mammalian mutant strains. We further predict a template that
encompasses a large spectrum of protrusive phenotypes, such as pseudopodia or filopodia, through
transitions between traveling and standing waves, allowing the cell to switch between excitability
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and bistability naturally. Overall, this suggests that a novel method of pattern formation in which
traveling waves spread, stop and convert into standing waves that rearrange to form the resulting
pattern, governs cell motility. The experimental work was done joinly by Tatsat Banerjee, Yuchuan
Miao, and Huiwang Zhan at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine.
7.1 Introduction
Excitable waves have been observed in various physiological settings, from rotating calcium
waves in the cardiacmyocyte [1] to actin polymerization waves during amoeboid cell migration [19].
The wave front in an excitable medium is created by a nonlinear activator response to a supra-
threshold stimulus. This ultrasensitive response is all-or-none type, ensuring similar wave ampli-
tudes across the medium. The wave back is formed by a down-jump in the activator owing to a de-
layed inhibitor response. The slow nature of the inhibitor creates an ensuing refractory period before
the inhibitor returns to equilibrium, isolating an activity spike from subsequent triggers. Through
diffusion, this spike propagates across adjacent excitable elements creating a traveling wave.
In systems with only activator diffusion, the delayed inhibition allows the wave to spread with-
out restriction in space, as is characteristic of neural waves [20]. In contrast, interesting spatial
phenomenon emerge with a diffusive inhibitor [28]. For example, if the ratio of inhibitor to ac-
tivator diffusion, δ ∼ 1, then one obtains diverse wave patterns, as in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky
reaction [14]. For δ ≫ 1, lateral-inhibition allows the formation of stable standing waves [10], cre-
ating patterns similar to many seen in nature, like the intricate involutions of sea-shells [171] or the
tentacle patterns of Hydra [6]. Theoretical studies demonstrate that it is possible for traveling and
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standing waves to coexist by altering the inhibitor diffusion. This can stall traveling waves at the
zero-velocity mark, leading to the emergence of standing waves [75].
In this study, we show how a direct transformation from a traveling to a standing wave can
occur without changing diffusion parameters. In this case, zero wave speed, or wave stopping is
achieved through the natural accumulation of the inhibitor in space [145], similar to thewave-pinning
mechanism proposed for bistable systems [37], thus allowing the system to move from an initially
low equilibrium to a permanent higher stable state. This is achieved at intermediate levels of δ where
traveling waves can also be sustained. Because alteration of diffusion coefficients is challenging, to
the best of our knowledge, this direct transformation has not been demonstrated experimentally.
Our interest in this mechanism arose from recent observations of wave propagation in perturbed
amoeboid cells [126, 145]. Both excitable [81] and bistable systems [172] have been proposed to
account for cellular protrusions during migration. The conflicting arguments regarding the roles
of excitability and bistability in regulating protrusive morphology stems mostly from the fact that
while some protrusions, like the filopodium or the stable front in directed migration [173], cannot
be explained by excitability concepts, others, such as the signaling waves that are continually ob-
served on the cell cortex, cannot arise from bistability. Here, we illustrate that a transformation
from a traveling to a standing wave allows excitability and bistability to switch between one another
without drastically altering system parameters. This allows us to explain the various types of cell
protrusions seen in migrating cells, and create an all-encompassing protrusive template. Moreover,




7.2.1 Traveling waves can transform into standing waves at the instant of wave stopping
Themodel we use to generate wave propagation [28] is inspired by the FitzHugh-Nagumomodel
of excitability [12, 13], modified to ensure that the species levels remain positive. It consists of an
autocatalytic activator (u) and a delayed inhibitor (v).
du
dt







= Dv∇2v + ϵ(−c1v + c2u) (7.1b)
The ultra-sensitivity of the activator manifests through the cooperativity term, while the delay in the
inhibitor is incorporated through the variable ϵ, resulting in a time-scale separation between the two
components, creating a distinguishable wave “front” and ‘back”.
In phase-plane diagrams, the activator nullcline displays an inverted “N-shape”. As the slope of
the inhibitor nullcline is varied, the system undergoes two Hopf bifurcations, at the minimum and
maximum of the activator nullcline [28]. Between these two bifurcation points the equilibrium is
unstable. The initial equilibrium is to the left of the minimum (Fig. 7.2A), such that the threshold of
the system corresponds approximately to the vertical distance between the equilibrium set-point (v0)
and the minimum of the activator nullcline (vmin) [28]. Changes in r reflect external stimuli that
lower the threshold of the system and trigger a large-scale excursion in phase space, which translates
to a sharp up-jump in activity, thus creating the wave front (Fig. 7.2A).
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The velocity of this wave front has been the subject of extensive research using singular pertur-
bation approaches [20]. In one-dimensional space, the wave velocity can be completely determined
by a function of the initial level of the inhibitor, also called the “controller species” [59]. This func-
tion is inversely proportional to v0, i.e. higher thresholds lead to slower wave velocities and vice
versa.
Our recent work has shown that for sufficiently high inhibitor dispersion, the inhibitor accumu-
lates in the medium as a wave spreads, gradually raising the threshold of the surrounding [145]. This
causes the wave to slow down as it spreads, ultimately stopping when a critical threshold is reached
(Fig. 9.1A). This is similar to the wave-pinning mechanism [37], with the key difference being
that the wave is extinguished upon stopping, instead of getting pinned at a higher steady-state that
exists only in a bistable system. However, as we proceed to show, it is possible for an initially low-
equilibrium excitable system to spread as a traveling wave before switching to a higher-equilibrium
steady state at the instant of wave-stopping (Fig. 9.1A).
When a wave is triggered, the spatial gradient in inhibition makes the contribution of the dif-
fusion term negative, shifting the inhibitor nullcline to the right and thereby lowering the threshold
(Fig. 9.1B,C). If this shift is sufficiently large, then a new stable, high equilibrium is transiently cre-
ated. If this new equilibrium attracts the trajectory of the system, then the state remains at its new
high state (Fig. 9.1C). This shift requires a small value of ϵ/Dv, similar to conditions for a stable
standing wave [38]. Note, that the diffusion gradient is a necessary but not-sufficient condition, as
this transformation requires that the state trajectory be attracted by the transient high equilibrium.






































Figure 7.1: Transformation of a traveling to a standing wave. A. (top) Kymograph of a wave that traveled,
stopped and got extinguished. (bottom)Kymograph of awave that transformed into a standing
wave upon stopping. B. The time profiles of a, b, c, d from the kymograph in the bottom panel
of A, plotting the diffusion gradient evolution at each of these spatial points. C. Illustrating
how the nullclines are altered with the diffusion gradient. The three situations correspond to
the time instants marked in B. The white circle denotes the Hopf bifurcation point, beyond
which the equi- librium is stable. The black circle denotes the state, with the immediate























































t = 1 (a.u.) t = 60 t = 130t = 18
Figure 7.2: A. The nullclines of the activator (green) and inhibitor (red) showing the threshold and a
typical excursion in phase space. B. Plot of wave speed for a wave that traveled, stopped and
got extinguished (solid line), and awave that traveled, stopped and transformed into a standing
wave (dashed line). C. Kymographs showing wave dynamics for different diffusion ratios of
the activator (u) and inhibitor (v). D. Kymographs demonstrating the different dynamics of
traveling and standing waves. The horizontal dashed line is used as a fiduciary to illustrate
that the standing wave in the middle panel gets deflected away owing to the standing wave
above. The right panel shows the extinguishing of a traveling wave owing to the inhibitor
shield of a standing wave without actual contact. E. The formation of a stable standing ring
at the boundary (black circle).
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During wave propagation, when the wave velocity is greater than the critical wave-stopping
threshold, this transformation does not arise, as the diffusion gradient is short-lived inside a traveling
wave and its contribution is counter-balanced by the activation from surrounding space. As the wave
slows down, this gradient lasts longer because the new triggers are further apart in time (Fig. 9.1B).
The wave stops when no new trigger occurs, at which point the gradient is maximized enabling the
wave to transform into a standingwave, sharply changingwave speed near the zero wave-speedmark
(Fig. 7.2B). Though this transformation can also be achieved by varying diffusion coefficient [75],
the critical difference in our case is that wave stopping occurs without altering diffusion parameters.
7.2.2 The transformed standing waves form stable patterns that depend on threshold
The two standing waves that emerge from the initial traveling wave ultimately spread out to
form a spatially symmetric pattern (Fig. 9.4A), as predicted by theory that specifies that a periodic
solution is stable on a circular domain [38]. In this study, conditions ensured that a trigger instanta-
neously produced the standing wave as the high diffusion ratio (δ = 100) could not sustain traveling
waves (Fig. 7.2C). Note, that the periodic pattern formation occurs on an order of magnitude slower
timescale when compared to the time taken for the traveling wave to stop and stand (Fig. 9.4B).
This time-scale separation distinguishes traveling-to-standing wave transitions from the formation
of standing waves. Although two standing waves are “traveling” during formation their velocity is
greatly lower (Fig. 7.2B) and they attract or repel each other to create a periodic spatial arrange-
ment. We illustrate this in Fig. 7.2D, where the spreading of one standing wave branch is noticeably
repelled by another. Two oppositely directed traveling waves merge to annihilate due to the ac-






































































Figure 7.3: Pattern formation and stability. A. (left) Example of a traveling to standing transformation,
on a longer timescale. The pattern formation is indicated using the variables m and n that
show equal spacing of standing branches on a periodic domain. (right) Zoomed-in version
of the activity in the dashed box. B. Time evolution of the activity in A, showing through
the vertical lines — the time taken to travel and stop, versus the time taken to form the final
pattern. C. Example of deterministic (top) and stochastic (bottom) simulations, where noise
(sigma) in the latter causes the standing branch to fall off. D. Nullclines illustrating the falling
off of the stable state to return to the original equilibrium (light red nullcline). E. Averages
of 40 simulations with different levels of noise and system threshold, that is controlled by
the slope of the inhibitor nullcline. A lower slope corresponds to a lower threshold and vice
versa.
causes a traveling wave approaching it from either side to be extinguished (Fig. 7.2D). This also
distinguishes the wave-pinning branches proposed [37], from these standing waves as the former do
not spread out periodically in space to create a stable pattern.
The previous results were in a deterministic setting with a manual trigger to create the wave. In
a stochastic setting, however, a standing wave can end (Fig. 9.4C,D), because a sufficiently large
random perturbation may move the state away from the new equilibrium. Fig. 9.4E shows that a
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low threshold standing wave is more stable to stochastic perturbations. This occurs as the inhibitor
gradient formed is stronger for lower threshold surroundings.
7.2.3 Stable, confined protrusions observed in mutant cell types can be recreated using
standing waves
During cell migration, amoeboid cells extend pseudopods, i.e. periodic protrusions of their cor-
tex, to propel the cell forward. The extensions are controlled by waves of signaling molecules that
organize actin polymerization near the membrane creating protrusions that last around sixty seconds
and cover 5-25% of the cell cortex [17]. Mutant forms of Dictyostelium, such as those in which
the tumor suppressor gene PTEN has been deleted (PTEN-null cells), are known to create elon-
gated finger-like protrusions tipped by small regions of elevated signal transduction and cytoskeletal
events [126,174]. Excitable waves cannot create these elongations which require waves that neither
spread nor die but persist at one particular region. Note that the co-existence of traveling waves and
stable patterms does not depend on the cytoskeleton because latrunculin-treated cells, in which actin
polymerization is inhibited, also display both phenomena [173]. These patches are anomalous since
typically, responses of excitable systems oscillate, propagate, or extinguish.
Actin-inhibited amoeboid signaling waves (Methods) spin around the cell cortex (Fig. 9.5A),
with the response at any given point lasting about one minute. However, in the PTEN-null cells
(Methods), a wave can linger at a portion of the cortex for over four minutes (Fig. 9.5B). These
persistent patches, when coupled with the cytoskeleton, create the elongated finger-like protrusions
(Fig. 9.5C). Often the signal transduction and cytoskeletal events at the tips of the protrusions man-
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Figure 7.4: Traveling and standing phenotypes in cell migration. A. Kymograph of PH-crac signaling
marker for a latrunculin-treated cell. Snapshots of the cell are shown on the right, with the
white circlemarked to follow activity at a small region. B. Same asA, but for a PTEN-null cell
with actin- inhibited. C. Wild-type and PTEN-null cell morphology snapshots, with LimE-
RFP. D. F-actin wave patterns (GFP-LimE) phenotype induced by RasCQ62L expression in
PTEN-null cells (scale bars: 5 microns) forming a pancake-type cell. This panel is taken
from [126]
suggest that these finger-like protrusions were formed by waves that triggered and stopped quickly,
but were not extinguished upon stopping. That rings can result from traveling-to-standing wave
transitions was further confirmed by lowering the threshold of PTEN-null cells using activated Ras
to increase the wave range [81]. These cells display large, fluctuating rings at the edge of the cell
(termed a “pancake cell” [126]) often lasting indefinitely, until the cell finally tears itself apart.
Fig. 9.5D shows the evolution of one of these large rings.
These experimental observations were recreated in simulations using the traveling-to-standing
wave transformation. In an amoeboid setting, waves expanded and were extinguished to create
typical protrusions (Fig. 9.6A). In the standing wave regime, however, activity persisted at one point
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in space lasting significantly longer in time, creating elongated, finger-like extensions (Fig. 9.6B).
The tip of the protrusion did not always display a symmetric ring; thinner elongated protrusions
were tipped with small spots of activity. With a lowered threshold, however, the wave expanded
and created a larger standing wave that was, as previously demonstrated, more stable to stochastic
perturbations. We simulated the formation of the “pancake” ring using a two-dimensional spatial
simulation (Fig. 9.6C). The wave initially traveled, stopped, and then evolved into a standing wave
(t < 50 A.U) . Thereafter, the wave broke apart and rearranged to form a stable periodic pattern
in space (t = 50 − 900 A.U.). We conjecture that, in experiments, we do not see the periodic
rearrangement within rings of the pancake cells for two reasons. First, the timescale for this to occur
is over an order of magnitude larger. Second, the cell boundary has an organizing effect on the wave,
which does not allow it to break up. In Fig. 7.2E, we show through simulation in which activator
diffusion was spatially limited that the standing wave organized as a stable ring at the boundary.
Apart from Dictyostelium, we also looked at transformed cells where KRasG12V oncogenic
mutation was introduced in MCF-10A epithelial cells. These cells similarly display spontaneous
excitable waves on the cortex (ongoing work). We quantified the two-dimensional wave activity
through kymographs to study the spread and duration of these waves. On an average, these waves
last around 20-30 minutes at a particular point on the cortex. However, we observed numerous cases
where the wave persisted at a point for over an hour, displaying the standing phenotype (Fig. 9.6D).
Two-dimensional spatially stochastic simulations, showed remarkably similar wave phenotypes in
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Figure 7.5: Simulations recreating experimental phenotypes. A. (left) Kymographs of normal amoeboid-
type protrusions. (right) Level-set simulations from the activity in A. B. (left) Kymographs
of a PTEN- null type protrusion, showing significantly longer thin fingers of activity. (right)
Level set simu- lations from the activity in B, showing elongated protrusions. C. Two-
dimensional deterministic simulations manually triggering a wave at the center of the do-
main, to study the time-evolution of spatial activity. D. Snapshot and kymographs showing
PH-AKT activity in transformed MCF-10A cells. Activity persists at locations (dashed cir-
cle) without spreading for over 100 minutes, while normal activity (solid circle) in these cells
persist for around 30 minutes. E. Snapshot and kymographs showing similar standing activity
from stochastic two-dimensional simulations.
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7.2.4 Bifurcation analysis of cellular phenotypes reveals an all-encompassing protrusion tem-
plate
Using a bifurcation diagram of excitable system parameters, we characterized the regions where
different protrusive phenotypes are observed (Fig. 9.7A). Two parameters were chosen, one con-
trolling the negative feedback from the inhibitor and another controlling the time-scale separation,
such that the lower left corner represented the lowest threshold and the upper left corner the highest.
The red region denotes the set of parameters for which our initial stimulus was unable to elicit any
response (supra-threshold). The green region demarcates the region where a wave triggered, spread,
and was extinguished at the critical wave-stopping threshold. The yellow region denotes the set of
parameters for which the wave, at the critical threshold, transformed into a standing wave. To the
left of the standing wave region is the parameter space for which the wave did not stop in the finite
range of the cortex, and the two branches of the traveling wave spread until they met and annihilated.
The threshold of wave types was also categorized based on wave range (Fig. 9.7B). These wave
types weremapped onto different regions of the bifurcation diagram depending onwhether thewaves
covered 20 − −30% of the cortex (amoeboid, if not standing), 10 − −20% (PTEN-null like, if
standing) or < 10% (smaller puncta-type waves). Inside the standing wave zone, with a lower
threshold than the simulated PTEN-null cells, was the “pancake” phenotype where the standing
wave covered a larger portion of the cortex. To the left of the standing wave region, were oscillator
cells [81] that sustain waves that do not stop or stand but reappear in periodic cycles. The wave
ranges are overlaid on the bifurcation diagram using different color shades (Fig. 9.7A).
Information regarding the transitions between these phenotypes are also embedded within this
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bifurcation diagram. Raising the threshold of amoeboid cells (“a” in Fig. 9.7A) resulted in smaller
waves. However, these may be at different places of the bifurcation diagram depending on which
parameter was altered. For example, increasing the time-scale separation moved the cell closer to the
unexcitable zone (“b” in Fig. 9.7A). However, if negative feedback was concomitantly decreased,
the cell moved to the cusp of the standing wave region (“c” and “d” in Fig. 9.7A). This change is
consistent with the transition between wild-type cells and PTEN-null cells (“a” to “d”). Similarly,
recruitment of PKBA rapidly converted wild-type wave patterns to a punctate pattern (“a” to “c”)
that generates numerous elongated protrusions [145]. Experimentally, lowering PI(4,5)P2 levels
leads to a transformation from amoeboid to oscillator cells [81]. In our diagram, a similar trans-
formation that bypassed the standing wave region and enters the oscillator zone (“f” in Fig. 9.7A)
was obtained by drastically lowering negative feedback. Inside the standing wave region however,
lowering threshold from PTEN-nulls led to larger, more stable, standing waves (“e” in Fig. 9.7A),
as is seen experimentally in pancake cells (Fig. 9.5D) [126].
7.3 Discussion
The existence of traveling and standingwaves in excitable systems is beenwell documented [38].
It has also been suggested that both patterns can coexist when diffusion coefficients are varied to
realize a zero-wave speed scenario [75]. However, it is unreasonable to expect diffusion parameters
to be altered in real-time, hence this transformation mechanism is difficult. Using the concept of
wave-stopping, we demonstrated how it is possible for a traveling wave to convert into a standing
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Figure 7.6: An all-encompassing protrusion template. A. Bifurcation diagram showing different wave
phenotypes through colors and wave ranges through shades. The letters correspond to the par-
ticular wave phenotypes. B. Categorizing wave phenotype thresholds based on wave range.
‘a’: amoeboid, ‘b’ and ‘c’: puncta/little waves, ‘d’: PTEN-null, ‘e’: pancake, ‘f’: oscillator.
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The gradual conversion of a traveling wave to a standing wave under natural circumstances
without manually altering diffusion coefficients suggests a possible method of pattern generation.
Most pattern formation theories suggest that patterns arise spontaneously because of an unstable
spatially homogeneous state [6, 10], and that the resultant spots may then rearrange to form a final
stable configuration [176,177]. We have shown that it is possible for a pattern to begin as a contin-
uous traveling wave that ultimately slows down, stops and transforms into discrete standing waves
that then rearrange to form the resulting pattern (Fig. 9.6C). Note that Turing‘s instability condi-
tions [77] are not satisfied by our model, hence, in our system, pattern formation occurs owing to a
combination of lateral inhibition and excitability [38].
The bifurcation diagram of Fig. 9.7A provides an interesting insight into how cell phenotypes
are normally perceived. We have previously argued that these cellular protrusions lie on a contin-
uum and are interchangeable by the overall state of the signaling and cytoskeletal system [145].
Here, we have shown that this continuum has multiple dimensions and that an amoeboid cell may
transition to different phenotypes depending on which way you go in transition diagram. One par-
ticular phenotype presents itself at multiple locations on the bifurcation diagram and so, the same
phenotype may suggest transitions into different phenotypes based on where it started from. Simply
put, one may not be able to predict a transition phenotype by merely studying a particular cell state.
For example, cells in “b” and “c” in Fig. 9.7A have indistinguishable wave type. However, being
at different locations on the transition diagram — increasing the activity of such a wave will create
different phenotypes.
The bifurcation diagram also provides numerous transition predictions. For example, it suggests
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that one can move from a pancake-type cell, that eventually fragments, to an active oscillator cell by
lowering negative feedback. Depending on the strengths of the feedback loops altered in the overall
excitable network architecture, it is theoretically possible to traverse through all these different phe-
notypes. It is also worth noting that these standing waves only occur at the boundary of the cell and
not in the interior. It is likely that surface-contact alters cellular threshold and that the edge of the
cell has a different state that allows the standing phenomenon to manifest. Experimentally, it would
be interesting to alter the contact of the cells with the substrate to generate standing patterns inside
the cell.
The arguments surrounding the variety of pseudopods that supposedly violate excitability is
ubiquitous in literature. Many researchers have suggested the concept of bistability as a means
to solve this problem [173]. That, in itself, cannot however explain the wave propagation observed
regularly on the cortex. Although one study illustrates how different patterns can arise as a refractory
variable is introduced to a bistable model [55] — even that requires alterations to the model for
different phenotypes. The traveling-to-standing wave bifurcation theory provides a seamless way
to move within these phenotypes without having to alter the system drastically. A traveling wave






The 1D simulations of Fig. 1, 2 and 5 were done on a line of 600 points with dx=0.05 in MAT-
LAB. Diffusion was implemented using the central-difference approximation. To add Gaussian
white noise to the simulations, the SDE toolbox of MATLAB was used [168].
Excitable equation parameters: a1 = 0.167, a2=16.67, a3=167, a4=1.44, a5=1.47, c1 = 0.1, c2
= 4.2 (non-standing), c2 = 3.9 (standing), epsilon=0.52, Du=0.1, Dv=1. The 1D simulations of
Fig.4A, B were done using the package URDME [178] that allowed a much better approximation
of system intrinsic noise using the next sub-volume method. The 2D deterministic simulations of
Fig.4C. were done using COMSOL 4.2a. The 2D stochastic simulations of Fig.4E were done using
a two-dimensional version of URDME. The cell movement simulations were carried out using a
viscoelastic cell membrane model [119], using the level-set toolbox of MATLAB [81].
7.4.2 Experimental Methods
Cells and Plasmids. The wild type Dictyostelium discoideum cells of axenic AX2 strain were
obtained from Robert Kay laboratory (MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, UK). The pten–
strain was generated in our lab from parent AX2 strain and was described previously [174]. Both
wild type and gene knockout cell lines were cultured axenically in HL-5 media at 22 °C. Within 2
months of thawing the cells from the frozen stocks, the experiments were done. To visualize PIP3
dynamics, PHcrac was used as the biosensor. To visualize Ras activation, RBD (the Ras binding
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domain of Raf1) was used. And LimEΔcoil was used to obtain newly polymerized F-Actin dynam-
ics. For exogenous gene expressions, Dictyostelium cells were transformed with PHcrac-mCherry,
RBD-GFP, LimEΔcoil-RFP, or GFP-LimEΔcoil plasmids by electroporation and selected using ei-
ther Hygromycin B (50 μg/mL) or G418 (20 μg/mL), as per the antibiotic resistances of the vectors.
Cell Preparation for Microscopy. Growth phase cells were transferred to an eight well Nunc
Lab-Tek coverslip chamber and allowed to adhere for 10 min. Then the HL-5 media was replaced
with 450 µL Development Buffer (DB; (5mMNa2HPO4, 5mMKH2PO4, supplemented with 2mM
MgSO4 and 0.2mM CaCl2)). The cells were treated with 4 mM (final concentration) Caffeine
(Sigma-Aldrich; C0750) for 20min to visualize more waves, as reported previously [148]. To inhibit
cytoskeletal input from in signaling dynamics, actin polymerization inhibitor latrunculin A (Enzo
Life Sciences; BML-T119) was added to cells at a final concentration of 5 µM and then cells were
incubated for around 25 min.
Confocal Microscopy and Image Processing. The time-lapse confocal images were acquired us-
ing a Zeiss LSM780 Single-point laser scanning confocalmicroscope (Zeiss AxioObserver with 780-
Quasar; 34-channel spectral, high-sensitivity gallium-arsenide phosphide detectors), illuminated by
488 nm (argon laser) for GFP or by 561nm (solid-state laser) for mcherry and RFP. All experi-
ments were performed in 40X/1.30 PlanNeofluar oil objective. The images were processed utilizing
Fiji/ImageJ (NIH). Kymographs were generated by a custom-written MATLAB script.
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CHAPTER 8
Control of chemotaxis through absolute
concentration robustness
Chemotaxis, the directed motion of cells in response to chemical gradients, is important for a
variety of biological processes ranging from embryogenesis to killing of pathogens. Increasing the
speed and efficiency of directed migration is critical in such situations. We provide a control mech-
anism by which one can minimize the noise-driven firings at the back of the cell, enabling faster
motion towards the front. We achieve this through a mechanism called absolute concentration ro-
bustness (ACR), which robustlymaintains the steady-state concentration of intracellular biochemical
species and, at the same time, provides control over the concentration variance. More particularly,
by incorporating ACR, we develop a correspondence between the concentration mean and variance
— both of which are independent of total concentrations. We show that by incorporating ACR into
the back of a moving cell, we can create a mechanism to robustly control the noise variance at the
back — thus limiting the deterring firings while the cell moves in the direction of the gradient. This




Chemotaxis, or directed migration towards a source, is important in numerous biological and
physiological processes — making its regulation and control critical for many phenomena. For
example, when neutrophils or macrophages move towards a wound site for healing [180] or towards
bacteria for phagocytosis [181], it is essential that the process be efficient and fast. Engineering cells
to move faster is thus an important area of ongoing research.
Amoeboid cells move by extending repeated protrusions of the cell cortex. These protrusions—
called pseudopods, are the fundamental unit of migration. Pseudopods are formed when waves of
actin polymerization [146] push on the cell membrane, creating an extension [182]. Recent advances
in cell biology have shown that these waves are generated through an excitable network that resides
in the signaling apparatus of the cell [19, 56]. When this network is triggered, an all-or-none type
response is generated in signaling molecules such as Ras and PI(3, 4, 5)P3 that in turn signal the
downstream actin components. It is this response, followed by a brief refractory period, is what
generates a wave front. The wave front can propagate along adjacent excitable cortex elements —
leading to wave propagation.
A key concept of excitable systems is the notion of a threshold for activation. Supra-threshold
inputs result in a large response while sub-threshold inputs are ignored. Even without any gradient
or source, signalling and actin waves are seen to be randomly generated on the cell membrane,
leading to the conclusion that stochastic perturbations are mainly responsible for the triggering of
the excitable network. Cells with high thresholds fire more often while the cells with low thresholds
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are more quiescent. In the presence of a gradient, a spatial bias in threshold is formed through a local
excitation, global inhibition mechanism that creates a lower threshold towards the side of the cell
facing the gradient (the front) while the rest of the cell (the back) increases its threshold level [18].
This causes the activity of the cell to be biased towards the direction of the source, resulting in
directed migration [91].
In such a situation, although the threshold is raised at the back, stochastic firings continue to
occur at the back of the cell owing to the natural fluctuations of intrinsic and extrinsic components
— albeit at a lower rate than the front. These back firings slow down the motion of the cell. There are
two potential ways to control these firings. One could engineer a mechanism to further increase the
threshold at the back. Alternatively, one could design a control system that provides some control
over the variance in the fluctuations of specific molecules that trigger cell movement.
There are specific biochemical entities known in the cellular signaling cascade, whose levels
are critical for the firing of the system. In an earlier chapter, we showed how synthetic manipula-
tions in the levels of these proteins/lipids can dramatically alter the migratory mode of the cell [81].
Hence achieving control over the levels and fluctuations of these entities would be ideal for efficient
chemotaxis. We propose to do this through a mechanism called absolute concentration robustness
(ACR) [183]. ACR comes about through the binding of the target species in a specific reaction
scheme, which ensures that the steady-state concentration of the target remains robustly stable to
fluctuations in its environment. In this study, we show how ACR can be used to achieve control
over the levels of critical lipids in the cellular signalling network which in turn directly affects the
firing rate of the underlying excitable system. Together, this creates a control scheme for faster and
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more efficient directed migration.
8.2 Absolute concentration robustness
Absolute concentration robustness guarantees that the concentration of a particular species is
robustly stable around a fixed point in the steady-state. More particularly, in a deterministic set-
ting, for every possible equilibrium of the dynamical system, the species concentration is constant
— impervious to changes in total molar concentrations. This concept was suggested by Shinar and
Fienberg [183], who imposed certain conditions on the structure of a biochemical network to guar-
antee ACR.
To illustrate this concept, we consider the species PA as the target species for ACR. To achieve





Solving for the steady-state concentrations of the species for a total molar concentration of cM , it is








Thus, no matter what the initial or total concentrations are, the concentration of PA is constant, and
is only dependent upon the binding rates. This concentration is independent even of the binding
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i.e. the resulting steady state concentration of PA depends on the total molar concentrations.
Thus the ACR scheme provides a robust mechanism tomaintain a constant level of concentration
of a particular reactant. As we motivated briefly in the introduction, when this species concentration
acts as an input for the excitable network, besides the mean level of the species, it is the fluctuation
around this mean level that triggers the excitable system. Hence, controlling the variance of the
species concentration is critical in the context of excitable systems.
The exact relation between the mean and variance of the input signal to the excitable system
performance will be described in detail in the next section. For now, it is vital to also consider
the structure of the ACR in a stochastic setting, in order to understand the steady-state probability
distributions of the target species. The deterministic concentrations give us an idea of the mean of
the resulting distribution, but no comments can be made about the variance from the deterministic
equations.
Anderson et al. [184] provide a rigorous stochastic analysis of the ACR structure as they present
conditions with regards to the long-term and short-term behavior of the system. Here we highlight
some key points from that study, which will be pertinent for our analysis of the excitable system.
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The stochastic model of the ACR can be approximated as a birth-death process in PB as the first
reaction creates a newmolecule of PB while the second reaction destroys one. Thus the propensities
of the two reactions can be written as:
a1(p) = αp(cM − p) and a2(p) = βp,
where p denotes the number of molecules of PB .
There exists an absorption state in this reaction setup when PB = 0 and PA = cM . Al-
though this extinction state will inevitably be reached, it is not practical for biologically reasonable
timescales [184]. For finite time reactions, it can be proved using the chemical master equation, that










The advantage of a Poisson process is that variance is now equal to the mean. Thus, for the ACR






The same is not necessarily true for normally distributed systems where the mean and variance
can be independent parameters. For large means, Poisson fluctuations are small relative to the mean.
Thus, in the case of a Poisson process, if we have a method to control the mean of the system, we
can automatically put a restriction on the variance, or fluctuations about the mean. Thus, while the
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ACR scheme grants us robust control over the mean (µACR) of the process, the resulting Poisson
distribution automatically provides a control mechanism to modulate the variance (σ2ACR) of the
system by tuning µACR.
8.3 The Excitable Model
We now illustrate how the mean and variance of a particular species concentration can be cru-
cial to controlling the dynamics of the excitable system. For this purpose, we introduce a two-
dimensional model of the excitable network [53]. This is given by the following equations that
describe the dynamics of a coupled activator-inhibitor system.
du
dt





+B = f(u, v) (8.2a)
dv
dt
= ϵ(−v + cthu) = g(u, v) (8.2b)
The activator (u) equation is non-linear owing to a co-operativity term (8.2a) that enables it to
stimulate its own production through positive feedback. It simultaneously creates an inhibitor (v)
to subdue its response through a delayed negative feedback (Fig. 8.1A). The delay in the inhibitor
is incorporated through the ϵ term in (8.2b) where ϵ ≪ 1. With the two different time-scales for the
activator and inhibitor, this system acts as a relaxation oscillator.
The dynamics of this system are better visualized in phase space (Fig. 8.1B). The set point, or
equilibrium of the system is the intersection between the nullclines. This equilibrium is close to
a Hopf bifurcation point — which is at the local minimum of the cubic nullcline (Fig. 8.1C). If
the input is sufficient to displace the state beyond this bifurcation point, the state will undergo a
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large excursion in phase space as illustrated, with the trajectory time-scales typical of any relaxation
oscillator.
The input to the system is modeled through the signal r which serves to raise the f -nullcline
upwards:
r = kr(rin −mr),
where rin is the input random process and kr and mr are constants that are used to scale the input
process so as to be compatible with the excitable system.
Near the bifurcation point, strong positive trajectories exist to facilitate the large excursion in
phase space. Clearly, if the input is sufficient enough such that the initial rightward trajectory of the
state does not encounter the local minimum, a response will occur. Thus, the threshold for activation
can be roughly demarcated as the distance between the set point and the local minimum of the cubic
nullcline. We say “roughly”, as excitable systems in fact possess a threshold manifold that has to
be crossed to elicit a response [101]. However for the purposes of this chapter, it suffices to assume
that the closer the initial equilibrium is to the bifurcation point, the smaller the threshold is. Other
than through the input signal, we can also modulate the threshold of the system using the slope (cth)
of the inhibitor nullcline.
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where ∆U is a measure of the threshold barrier, while σ is the variance of the input signal. This
agrees with the intuitive reasoning, that the firing rate increases with a larger input variance and
decreases with a larger threshold value. Simulations altering the mean and variance of the input
process rin show how the firing rate changes, further confirming this intuition (Fig. 8.1D). For these
simulations, we used a normally distributed rin with chosen mean and variance parameters. Owing
to the refractory period of the output response, an infinite number of spikes are not possible in finite
time. The simulation time for each trial was set such that a maximum of 6 spikes could occur.
In the context of cell migration, many proteins/lipids have been shown to control the threshold
of the system, and perturbations in the levels of these molecules have dramatic consequences on the
activity of the cell [81]. The signal rin can be thought of as one of those species that are critical for
regulating threshold, where we want to establish a control mechanism to achieve robust control over
the mean and variance of that species concentration.
8.4 The control mechanism
Using the idea that absolute concentration robustness grants us robust control over the mean and
variance of the input signal with respect to fluctuations, we suggest that the target species be one
of those responsible for the firings of the excitable system. The mean concentration of the protein
decides the relative threshold of the system, while the variance controls the firing rate. We analyze
two possible input pathways to the excitable system in order to illustrate the advantage of ACR.
In the first case, a normally distributed random variable of a certain mean and variance is directly
added as an input to the excitable network. In the second case, we start with a normal process of the
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Figure 8.1: Model dynamics. A. The input-output system, where the input signal is white noise normally
distributed, while the output is obtained in spikes. The system consists of the activator (U ,
green) and the inhibitor (V , red). B. The excitable system in phase place, where the green
and red curves denote the activator and inhibitor nullclines respectively. The grey arrows
show the large excursion in phase plane that produces one spike. The threshold for activation
is shown by th. The input signal rin is set up such that it causes the activator nullcline to
fluctuate vertically. C. The bifurcation diagram showing the stability and instability regions.
D. Plots to illustrate how number of firings can be significantly altered when the input mean
(top) or input variance (bottom) is changed. The number of firings are calculated in 200
time units where a maximum of 6 spikes can occur. The parameters from (8.2) are: a1 :
0.167, a2 : 16.67, a3 : 167, a4 : 1.2, B : 1.47, ϵ : 0.03, cth : 40, kr : 0.04,mr : 25. The
Euler integration time-step (dt) was 0.01. Errorbars were calculated using 10 simulations.
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same mean and variance, but allow the species to bind as dictated by the ACR scheme. We take the
resultant signal and feed it as the input to the excitable network (Fig. 8.2A).
As mentioned earlier, we set the simulation time so that a maximum of six spikes could occur.
We choose the initial mean and variance from Fig. 8.1D such that we can expect around 2 firings
in the same time from the excitable system for a white noise input of constant mean and variance.
The processed and un-processed input signals are compared through histograms (Fig. 8.2B), which
reflect the frequency and spread of the concentration levels. The variance of the ACR distribution is
significantly reduced for the same mean as compared to the Gaussian process, reflected by a tighter
spread of the histogram (Fig. 8.2B). More particularly, if the chosen initial variance is less than
the square root of the mean, then the Gaussian input will fluctuate lesser than the ACR generated
process. On the other hand, if this variance is higher, the fluctuations will be higher which will
translate to significantly increased firings of the excitable system (Fig. 8.2C). Thus, while for the
Gaussian input, the variance and, in turn, the number of firings are dependent on the initial condition,
the ACR-processed signal will robustly display a constant variance, and thus, in turn, a relatively
constant number of firings from the excitable system (Fig. 8.2D).
In the simulations, the initial concentration of PA is generated through a normally distributed
random number. PA is then made to bind through the ACR scheme, simulated using the direct
method of the stochastic simulation algorithm [187]. As we see from Fig. 8.2C, per the chosen
parameters, while a normally distributed random variable would generate two spikes on average, the
ACR processed variable would robustly generate fewer firings from the excitable system (Fig. 8.2D),
no matter what the input variance is. This is again because, in the ACR scheme, irrespective of
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the initially chosen variance, the post-processed mean and variance depends only on the binding
constants. Note that this means that α and β can be modified to generate the desired number of
firings from the excitable system. Why we chose to illustrate the low firing case will become clear
when we discuss the case of directed migration.
8.5 ACR in directed migration
During directed migration towards a gradient or source such as a chemoattractant (cAMP), the
cell biases its threshold spatially so as to ensure increased firing in the direction of the source, i.e.
the front of the cell [18]. It is imperative that the back of the cell remain relatively quiescent during
this process. During chemotaxis, the front of the cell experiences the maximum pull towards the
source while the number of firings at the back can affect how fast the cell will go. In an ideal case,
zero firings at the back will result in the fastest and most efficient movement of the cell towards the
source.
For this purpose, we hypothesized that the fluctuations at the front need not be controlled as
a low enough threshold and maximum fluctuations at the front is ideal for the cell. However at
the back, we want the threshold to be robustly stable at a high and at the same time minimize its
fluctuations, as even for a high threshold large fluctuations can elicit firings from the system. In or-
der to simulate this, (8.2) was substituted by reaction-diffusion equations across a one-dimensional
domain discretized into 314 points, where diffusion was simulated using the central difference ap-
proximation. Owing to the diffusion terms, each firing could excite adjacent excitable elements —
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Figure 8.2: The control mechanism. A. The two mechanisms for controlling the number of spikes. In
both cases, the input concentration PA is initially normally distributed. In path 1, the con-
centration level over time is processed through the ACR scheme, converting it to a Poisson
process as it is fed into the excitable system (EN). In path 2, the concentration of PA directly
serves as the input for the excitable system. B. Illustrating the two pathways with probabil-
ity distributions. Both processes are shown through histograms. An example signal is also
shown for both cases. For the ACR process, α = 1, β = 25 were chosen. C. Comparison of
the number of firings for both pathways. The p-value was obtained from the student’s t-test
for 10 simulations. D. How the number of firings is altered when the initial variance is al-
tered for both processes, where the dashed plot represents the ACR path, while the solid line
represents the normal path. All number of firings are in 200 time units where a maximum of
6 firings can occur. Errorbars were obtained using 10 simulations.
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resembling the signaling and actin wave activity on the cell membrane.
∂u
∂t
= Du∇2u+ f(u, v) (8.3a)
∂v
∂t
= Dv∇2v + g(u, v) (8.3b)
The control scheme is illustrated in Fig. 8.3A, where the PA concentration at the front (half
of the cell) is allowed to fluctuate based on a Gaussian process, while the back is made to bind
through ACR. At the back of the cell, we chose a high initial threshold (cth) and applied a normally
distributed random process rin of mean µ and variance σ. This was compared to a rin that was
processed with ACR. In the same simulation, ACR binding was initiated after a certain time interval
using the instantaneous concentration of PA, which was normally distributed till that point in time
(Fig. 8.3B)). The front of the cell was assumed to have a low cth, pushing the equilibrium close to the
Hopf bifurcation point, so as to ensure maximal activity in the direction of the source. The threshold
was initialized as a Gaussian function with the lowest threshold at the front and high threshold at the
tails (back) (Fig. 8.3B), as is the case in the presence of a gradient [18].
The ACR parameters were chosen with µ = β/α, so that the ACR-processed mean was compa-
rable. For σ2 < β/α, there would not be any noticeable difference between the back firings of the
two cases. However, for σ2 > β/α, the ACR process showed significantly fewer number of firings
at the back than that for the Gaussian input. The simulation results are shown through kymographs
(Fig. 8.3B) where the discretized cell membrane was unwrapped and plotted along the y-axis, with
time on the x-axis. As each firing now translated to a wave, more activity at the back of the cell was
reflected on the kymograph through multiple little wavelets which ceased to exist once binding was
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Figure 8.3: ACR in directed migration. A. The control scheme, where the front of the cell (marked in
green) is the half of the cell facing the source. The front fluctuations are controlled by a
Gaussian process. The back (dashed line) is controlled by the Poisson process output from the
ACR scheme. The center of mass (CM) is shown by the red cross. B. Kymograph showing
the simulated membrane activity. The x-axis shows the perimeter of the cell. The ACR
signal is activated after 200 time units (dashed white line). The front of the cell has the lowest
threshold, as the threshold gradually increases towards the back. The horizontal dashed white
lines demarcate the half of the cell designated as the front. The parameters chosen were the
same as in Fig. 8.1. The diffusion coefficients in (8.3) were chosen as: Du = 0.8, Dv =
1. The visco-elastic parameters were taken from Yang et al. [119] C. The center-of-mass
approximation scheme, where the net force (fdir) calculated using the weighted cosine was
fed into the visco-elastic model to obtain the net displacement (CMdisp). D. Graph plotting
the CMdisplacement with time, before and after ACR is initiated. E. Bar-graph quantification
of the end point of the CM. Errorbars were calculated using 10 simulations. The p-value was
obtained from the student’s t-test.
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initiated. After the ACR binding was switched on, majorly all the firings were concentrated in the
front of the cell (between the horizontal dashed white lines in Fig. 8.3B).
To understand the implication of ACR on cell speed, we used a center of mass approximation to
calculate the net displacement of the cell towards the source. This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 8.3C.
The activity on the membrane was weighted with a cosine function, so that the activity at the front
had the highest positive weight, while the activity at the back received a negative weight. The sum
of this weighted activity was used as a measure of the net displacement. This number was fed
into a visco-elastic cell membrane model that accounted for surface tension and membrane elastic
effects [119]. The effect of the elastic nature of the membrane can be seen in the center-of-mass
(CM) displacement plot which is oscillating (Fig. 8.3D).
Note from Fig. 8.3D that even in the case of the normally distributed input, the net motion of the
cell is indeed towards the source. However as hypothesized, after the ACR binding was initiated the
cell moved faster towards the source, owing to less hindrance from back firings. Using the center-
of-mass approximation, we showed that the net displacement of the cell was significantly more after
binding was initiated than that before ACR (Fig. 8.3E).
8.6 Comparing ACR to regular binding
Themajor advantage of the stochastic model of the ACR is that we can achieve a correspondence
between the mean and variance, instead of the independent mean and variance of the normal random
process. This relation, which in the case of ACR isσ2 = µ, provides a simplified control mechanism.
However, there are other chemical reactions that also result in a similar correspondence between
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the mean and variance of the resulting species. Hence, one may argue that suppressing fluctuations





instead of going through the reaction scheme of ACR.
This acts like a typical birth-death process with the propensities given as:
a1(p) = αp and a2(p) = β(cM − p).










Thus while the relation between the mean and variance of the ACR scheme is :









In fact, this not only gives us a relation between the mean and variance of the regular binding case, it
also shows that the variance is in fact less than the mean. The equality between mean and variance is
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lost from the ACR case, but the control mechanism is apparently intact owing to the correspondence
between the mean and variance, giving it the advantage over a normally distributed process.
However, the regular binding scheme fails at robustly ensuring faster cell speed towards the
source. This is owing to the dependence of the mean on the total molar concentrations. We illustrate
this fallacy by introducing some randomness into the concentration of PB . That is, now with a ran-
dom choice of an initial cM = PA+PB , we note the mean and variance of the resulting distribution,
both for the ACR and the regular binding case.
The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 8.4A. The constants α̃ and β̃ were adjusted such







We plot the mean and variance of the binding process where the concentration of PB is fluctuat-
ing with a constant variance. The plots shown are extracted after a significant time interval, giving
the processes sufficient time to settle at their steady-state distributions. It is clear from Fig. 8.4A that
the mean of the regular binding process fluctuates withPB , while the mean of the ACR is impervious
to it. The variance of both processes are correlated as expected with the mean.
The regular binding was compared with the ACR mechanism for controlling firings at the back.
Similar to the last simulation, the front was allowed to fire spontaneously through a normal process
while the back input signal was controlled through either ACR or regular binding. Owing to the
fluctuations of the mean, the kymograph for excitable activity shows multiple firings outside the
front zone of the cell for the regular binding case (Fig. 8.4B). A center-of-mass approximation was
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Figure 8.4: A comparison of ACR and regular binding. A. Comparison of the means and variances of the
two processes when a variance of 100 is added to the PB concentration. The initial number
of molecules of PA and PB were chosen to be 100. The binding constants chosen were
α = 7, β = 1. B. Kymograph showing the cellular activity on the membrane for the regular
binding scheme. The threshold is initialized as indicated by the plot on the right. The dashed
white lines are to indicate the front of the cell. C. The center of mass (CM) displacement bar
graph for all three binding situations, no binding, ACR binding and regular binding for a PB
variance of 100. D. The change in the CM displacement as the variance in PB is increased.
The ACR (brown circle) and no-binding (blue circle) values are marked for reference. The
errorbars are calculated using 10 simulations.
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calculated for all generated iterations. For the chosen variance, the regular binding mechanism at
the back performs better (p-value = 0.03) than the no-binding case (normal distribution). However,
the ACR performs significantly better owing to its independence from total molar concentrations
(p-value = 0.003) (Fig. 8.4C).
As the variance in PB is increased, the regular binding performance declines as the cell slows
down. With increasing fluctuations of PB , after a certain variance is reached, the cell moves slower
even when compared to the no-binding case (Fig. 8.4D). Noteworthy, for zero variance in PB , i.e.
no total concentration fluctuations, the regular binding performs as well as the ACR, owing to the
relation between the mean and variance of the process (Fig. 8.3E).
8.7 Discussion
Efficient and fast directed migration is key in numerous processes and tremendous efforts are
underway in synthetic biology to engineer faster cells. One method to do this is to control the
level of threshold as the cell moves up a gradient and ensure that the back of the cell fires as little
as possible. Many signalling proteins/lipids such as PI(4, 5)P2, RasC and PI(3, 4, 5)P3 have been
identified [81], which control the level of threshold in the cellular network. Using the concept of
absolute concentration robustness we can robustly control the levels of any of these molecules to
stabilize their concentrations at the desired level.
However, in the stochastic setting, it is not enough to control themean level of the concentrations.
As we see even with high means, the fluctuations in the mean can be sufficient to trigger undesirable
firings from the excitable system. For that purpose, we want a system that not only renders the mean
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impervious to fluctuations in molecular concentrations but also gives us control over the variance of
the process.
Because in Poisson processes the variance is equal to the mean, the ACR-processed variable is
advantageous over a normally distributed variable as the ACR process approaches a Poisson quasi-
stationary distribution. This creates a tight distribution with a controlled variance, and for large
means the Poisson variance is small.
Using this idea, we can effectively eliminate the fluctuations at the back of the cell by robustly
controlling the threshold at the back and maintaining a low variance of concentrations using ACR.
This would cause the activity of the cell to remain focussed at the front of the cell, resulting in max-
imum velocity towards the source, enabling faster and more efficient migration. A simple binding
scheme, although generates a Poisson process, would still remain susceptible to variations in total
molar concentrations— something that can be expected across different cells. Thus, although a reg-
ular reversible binding mechanism would be effective for some molecular concentrations, it would
not be robust enough to guarantee faster migration for all cells.
A key component of this idea is to find prospective candidates for PA and PB . PA, as we
said earlier, will be a threshold modulating lipid like PI(4, 5)P2. We need for PB to be a lipid that
selectively localizes at the back of the cell during migration. Only then can we initiate binding using
the ACR scheme and localize the binding at the back of the cell. There are many proteins/lipids
known that spatially organize themselves and thus can be segregated into front and back regions. For
example, PTEN [188] or cynA [189] are candidates that fall off the membrane during a protrusion
and localize to the back of the cell as inhibitory enzymes. Synthetically engineering the ACR scheme
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to bind PI(4, 5)P2 and PTEN, and by choosing the binding constants carefully, one can potentially




controls spatiotemporal dynamics of
cortical and thalamic traveling waves
In this chapter, we move away from cell migration to the original proponent of excitability —
neural systems. Propagation of neural activity in spatially structured neuronal networks has been
observed in awake, anesthetized and sleeping brains. However, it remains unclear how these trav-
eling waves are coordinated temporally across recurrently connected brain structures, and how the
network connectivity affects the spatiotemporal neural activity. Here we develop a biologically
inspired computational model for a two-dimensional thalamocortical network, allowing us to inves-
tigate the traveling wave characteristics beyond the scope of one-dimensional network. We show
that the thalamocortical and intracortical network connectivity, excitation/inhibition (E/I) balance,
thalamocortical or corticothalamic delay can independently or jointly change the spatiotemporal pat-
terns and characteristics (such as the wave speed and area) of cortical and thalamic traveling waves.
Our computational model further predicts that increased thalamic inhibition induces slower cortical
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wave frequency owing to reduced thalamocortical input, and enhanced cortical excitation increases
cortical wave speed and oscillation frequencies.
9.1 Introduction
Electrical oscillations of neural activity in the brain are often referred to as brain waves; brain
waves propagating across recording electrodes in space are called traveling waves. To date, macro-
scopic or mesoscopic traveling waves are interpreted as spatiotemporal neural dynamics, which
have been reported with various oscillatory frequencies (e.g., theta, alpha, beta, and gamma), spa-
tial coverage (whole brain or local circuits), modalities (e.g., slice physiology, multielectrode array,
high-density EEG or ECoG, and voltage-sensitive dye optical imaging) [21, 26, 29, 190–192]. As
a form of either neuronal spiking activity or field potentials, propagating waves have been found
in a wide range of cortical, subcortical and thalamic structures, and modulated in spontaneous or
task-dependent manner at different brain states [21–23, 192–194]. However, it remains difficult
to investigate mesoscopic traveling wave patterns based on simultaneous multisite recordings. It
also remains unclear how these spatiotemporal patterns emerge as a result of intra or inter-network
connectivity of local circuits. Biologically-inspired computational models, tightly linked to exper-
imental data, not only provide a complementary approach to investigate these questions, but also
offer new experimental prediction or insight on the circuit mechanism of wave propagation [195].
The thalamocortical network and thalamocortical oscillations play important roles in sensory
processing, memory consolidation, multisensory and sensorimotor integration [196–198]. Rhythmic
or synchronous neural activity across various frequency bands has been observed in the thalamocorti-
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cal system [196]. Propagating wave patterns have also been found in in vitro and in vivo recordings
of thalamic and cortical areas at different brain states [26]. In contrast to continuous and smooth
monosynaptic traveling waves observed in the cerebral cortex (CX), traveling waves often appear
discontinuous (polysynaptic “lurching wave”) in the thalamus (TH), which involves the reciprocal
interaction of thalamocortical (TC) and GABAergic reticular nuclei (RE) cells [27, 199, 200]. To
generate wave propagation in computational models, traveling waves have been produced in an iso-
lated thalamus or cortex, or produced in a one-dimensional (1D) thalamocortical system [27, 201].
Nevertheless, the precise relationship how thewhole thalamocortical structures, operated as a closed-
loop system, determine the traveling wave patterns is not completely understood. In addition, it
remains puzzling whether the traveling patterns observed in a two-dimensional (2D) topographic
network may be preserved in the 1D projection. To date, a wide range of computational mod-
eling work has been developed for traveling waves or spatiotemporal neural activity in neuronal
networks [200, 202], in neural fields [203], and in networks of coupled oscillators [204, 205]. The
modeling scale of network size varied between hundreds and tens of thousands of neurons [206].
To our best knowledge, no detailed computational model has been yet developed to investigate 2D
cortical and thalamic traveling wave patterns and characteristics in a closed-loop thalamocortical
system.
Here we develop a biologically-inspired computational model of 2D topographic thalamocorti-
cal network that produces dynamic spatiotemporal patterns from closed-loop interaction of a total of
10,800 cortical and thalamic cell populations. While our proposed 2D network is a reduced version
of realistic thalamocortical circuits as it simplifies several biological details (e.g., Hodgkin-Huxley-
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type spiking neurons [11], and laminar cortical structures), it focuses on other important factors, such
as the intracortical connectivity, lateral thalamic inhibition, E/I imbalance, thalamocortical (or cor-
ticothalamic) delay, and their impact on the spatiotemporal traveling waves. Our model prediction
suggests that rich spatiotemporal patterns and dynamics can emerge independently or jointly from
the interactions of these contributing factors. Furthermore, our computational results may provide
new insight on diseased brain dynamics with regards to abnormality in spatiotemporal patterns.
9.2 Results
9.2.1 Thalamocortical model architecture and propagating waves
We developed a 2D three-layer thalamocortical network that consists of the cortical and tha-
lamic neurons arranged in a 2D array. For modeling simplicity, we assumed that the cortex col-
lapsed multiple laminar structures into a single-layer structure, with mixture of excitatory (exc) and
inhibitory (inh) neurons. The excitatory and inhibitory neurons are connected by excitatory or in-
hibitory synapses, with certain intracortical connectivity or topography (Methods). The thalamus
consists of two layers of neurons: excitatory TC neurons and inhibitory RE neurons. Between the
thalamus and cortex, there is a bottom-up (feedforward) and a top-down (feedback) connection,
forming a closed-loop system (Fig. 9.1a). There are reciprocal connections between TC and RE.
The inhibitory RE→TC projection inhibits the TC neurons; the excitatory TC→RE projection ex-
cites RE neurons via axon collaterals, which further inhibits the neighboring TC cells via lateral
inhibition. We further ignored RE-RE connections (through dendrodendrite GABEergic synapses),
which may disinhibit TC neurons through feedback disinhibition. In the subsequent section, we will
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explicitly discuss the effect of lateral thalamic inhibition.
For computational efficiency, we employed an approximation of the FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN)
model [12,13] and adapted the Izhikevich’s neuron type (Type-1/2/3; see Methods and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 9.2) [101] to simulate the CX/TC/RE neuronal activity at each layer. The TC and RE
neurons are of Type-3, and the CX neurons are of Type-1/2. Their model parameters can capture a
wide range of input-dependent firing as well as bursting and tonic spiking activity [101].
For the purpose of model validation, we first examined traveling waves in an open-loop con-
dition (i.e., without CX-RE connection, 99% intra-connected CX, 99% excitatory neurons). Our
2D thalamocortical model produced traveling waves in both cortex and thalamus (Fig. 9.1b). In a
2D graphical illustration, the dynamic evolution of traveling wave was visible in time (from left
to right panels, with arrows indicating the wave direction). The mutual recruitment of excitatory
Figure 9.1 (next page): Thalamocortical model and simulated traveling waves. (a) Two-dimensional
(2D) schematic representation of the computational model with a three-layer ar-
chitecture: CX (cortex, containing both excitatory and inhibitory cells), RE (in-
hibitory thalamic reticular nuclei cells) and TC (excitatory thalamocortical relay
cells). RE-TC are reciprocally connected. The network is connected in a closed
loop. (b) Traveling waves produced by the computational model operated in an
open loop (i.e., without CX-RE connection, 99% excitatory cortical neurons).
Dynamic traveling wave patterns are shown (assuming a dense intracortical con-
nectivity); arrows indicate wave directions. Color bar shows the scale of neuronal
activity (a.u.). (c) One-dimensional (1D) projection of the traveling waves to in-
dicate the different wave dynamics between the thalamus and the cortex. The
gap between the white dashed lines in the thalamus shows the lurching pattern
as the wave is staggered in time; in contrast, the cortical wave is smooth. (d)
Computational model operated in a closed loop (with 10% CX-RE connections
and 80% excitatory neurons) results in oscillations with random wave directions.
(e) 1D projections of CX and RE traveling wave dynamics. (f) The average cor-
tical wave speed was significantly faster than the thalamic wave speed (p<0.0001






Figure 9.2: (a) Diagram of the thalamocortical circuit (adapted from [207]). (b) Illustration of the open
and closed-loop connections between the CX, TC and RE. (c) Illustrations of phase plane for
Type-1/2 and Type-3 neurons (Izhikevich’s classification) used in our computer simulations.
(d) Comparison of open-loop (left) and closed-loop (right) traveling wave dynamics (shown
in the form of space-time projections) of the thalamocortical system when both the thalamus
and cortex were manually triggered at a point initially.
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spikes and inhibitory rebound spikes created the lurching wave phenotype in the thalamus, resulting
in periodic gaps of temporal activity (Fig. 9.1c), as opposed to the smooth cortical wave, validating
the basic structure of our model [26]. The traveling wave initiated at a specific location in the 2D
neuronal space, and then spread its pattern across other areas (see 1D projection in Fig. 9.1c). Next,
we examined traveling waves in a closed-loop condition (with RE-CX connection), under a simi-
lar connectivity setup. This produced sustained oscillations in both the thalamus and cortex. Note
that periodic oscillations were sustained because of the closed-loop feedback and feedforward con-
nections. Without either connection, the thalamic oscillations wouldn’t continue (Supplementary
Fig. 9.2d). Here, the thalamic wave exhibited a diamond-like shape due to the short-range nature
of the reciprocal connections. Next, we updated the model conditions to 80% excitatory and 20%
inhibitory neurons in the cortex, so as to have the 4:1 ratio of exc-to-inh neurons, and 99% intra-
cortical connectivity. In this case, our model produced oscillations with spontaneous random wave
directions (Fig. 9.1d). In Fig. 9.1e, the 1D projections illustrate the effect of inhibitory neurons that
disrupted the cortical waves through creating inaccessible regions. On average, the cortical wave
speed was faster than the thalamic wave speed (Fig. 9.1f). As the number of excitatory neurons
was decreased, the cortical and thalamic wave speeds converged because of the cortical-thalamic
synchronization across inhibitory zones (Supplementary Fig. 9.3). We set the feedback connectivity
between the cortex and thalamus at 10%; higher RE-CX connectivity would cause the cortical wave
to dominate the thalamic wave, or cause the thalamic lurching (staggered activity in time) to vanish
quickly (Supplementary Fig. 9.3). Together, these results suggest that a closed-loop thalamocorti-
cal model may produce rich oscillations with random traveling wave patterns, as well as distinct
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Figure 9.3: (a) Illustration of how lurching behavior of thalamus was lost with different RE-CX con-
nectivity percentages (10%, 50% and 90%). A higher percentage of CX-RE connectivity
eliminated the time-gap between subsequent triggers (highlighted in white dashed circle) due
to cortical inputs. (b) Illustration of the CX and RE traveling waves with overall 25% intra-
cortical connectivity. In this case, the cortical wave was punctate and discontinuous, thereby
being difficult to detect. (c) As the percentage of excitatory cortical neurons was reduced,
the CX wave speed decreased, whereas the RE wave speed increased slightly. Error bars
represent SEM, from 5 simulations.
traveling wave speed between the cortex and thalamus.
9.2.2 Low intracortical connectivity necessitates clustered cortical neurons to yield trav-
eling waves
To sustain wave propagation, or equivalently, to maintain sufficient wave propagation area in
time, we found that a high percentage of intracortical connectivity was necessary. In the neocor-
tex, we assumed that the overall intracortical connectivity was 25-36%, with 4:1 ratio of exc-to-inh
neurons. In our cortex-alone structure (i.e., without the thalamus) that has 25% intracortical connec-
tivity, we found that it was difficult to sustain spontaneous cortical wave propagation. The cortical
wave area increased proportionally with the intracortical connectivity (Fig. 9.4a). When the in-
tracortical connectivity was below 25%, the cortical wave structure lost continuity and reduced to
isolated dot patterns. When the thalamus was included in the closed loop, a punctate wave band was
observed in the cortex, completely in synchronization with the thalamus (Supplementary Fig. 9.3),
thereby not enabling spontaneous cortical wave propagation.
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In cortical circuits, excitatory connections are not uniformly distributed, and exhibit clustering
into groups of highly connected neurons [208]. Therefore, for a fixed intracortical connectivity, it
implies that the connectivity is highwithin the clustered groups, and low outside the clustered groups.
To investigate the impact of connectivity topography, we modified the 2D arrangement of neurons
from uniform connectivity (Fig. 9.4b, left and middle panels) to clustered structure (Fig. 9.4b, right
panel, with the same overall connectivity as the middle panel). Within the clustered group, the
intracortical connectivity was 90%, while maintaining the overall 25% connectivity. Our model
simulations showed that the propagating waves were prominent within the cluster, as opposed to the
puncta patterns outside the cluster (Fig. 9.4c,d).
Furthermore, we compared the impact of open vs. closed-loop on the cortical traveling waves.
In the open-loop condition, we assumed that there was 99% intracortical connectivity within two
Figure 9.4 (next page): Network connectivity controls patterns of spontaneous traveling waves. (a) Trav-
eling wave area was reduced with decreasing overall intracortical connectivity.
Error bar represents SEM from 5 simulations. (b) Schematic showing different
CX arrangement: fully connected (left), uniformly connected with lower con-
nectivity (middle), and clustered and with the same overall connectivity (right).
We assumed that the RE and TC layers have uniform arrangement. (c) Travel-
ing waves produced by the computational model operated in a closed loop (with
overall 25% intracortical connectivity and a 90% intra-connected cluster). The
unshaded portion in the CX illustrates the clustered region. (d) Comparison of
traveling wave area between the inside and outside the clustered region. The
wave activity was prominent only within the cluster (zoomed in a snapshot via a
blue box), whereas only puncta-type activitywas seen outside the cluster (zoomed
in a snapshot via a red box). (e) Disconnected thalamocortical network with only
CX setting: two clusters, both 99% connected, with overall 31% CX connectiv-
ity. The cluster positions are shown on the leftmost panel. Activity was triggered
stochastically within the red cluster. Because of the weak connectivity between
two clusters, the activity in the red cluster did not reach the blue cluster. (f) Same
as panel e, except with the thalamus connected in a closed loop. The thalamic





clustered cortical neuronal groups (with overall 31% connectivity). The cortical wave was initially
triggered within cluster 1, but failed to propagate to cluster 2. In the closed-loop condition, under
the same connectivity condition, we observed propagating waves in both thalamus and two cortical
clusters (Fig. 9.4f). This result suggests the potential role of the thalamus in communicating cortical
travel waves across multiple isolated areas.
9.2.3 Lateral thalamic inhibition and thalamocortical delay reshape spatiotemporal corti-
cal dynamics
Next, we considered the RE-RE connections and investigated the effect of lateral thalamic inhi-
bition (within the RE layer). We focused on a reduced thalamocortical model, the RE-CX structure,
where RE cells were fully connected with strong intra-RE excitation, which exerted lateral thalamic
inhibition (Fig. 9.5a). To highlight the effect, we first assumed that CX was fully connected with
excitatory neurons only, analogous to the zoom-in view of a clustered group. The RE-CX connec-
tivity was assumed 100% to begin with, a delay parameter was introduced between RE and CX (i.e.,
no instant feedback). The time delay within a closed-loop system are known to play an important
role in its intrinsic dynamics [209].
We systematically varied the thalamocortical delay parameter (0, 2, 4ms) and observed the spa-
tiotemporal wave patterns in RE and CX (Fig. 9.5b). When there was no delay and RE-CX were
fully connected, the cortical wave was instantly disrupted by RE inhibition. Increasing the delay to
2ms allowed the cortical wave to propagate to a certain distance before a complete disruption by
RE inhibition. Increasing the delay to 4ms enabled the cortical wave to propagate further.
In the reduced model, we next reduced the RE-CX connectivity percentage from 100% to 90%,
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Figure 9.5: Transmission delay between the cortex and thalamus changes the stimulus-evoked traveling
wave patterns. (a) A reduced thalamocortical model showing interactions between CX and
inhibitory RE cells with lateral inhibition. A nonzero delay parameter was introduced between
RE and CX connection to account for axonal conduction delays. We assumed that CX was
fully connected with purely excitatory neurons. (b) Impact of different thalamocortical delay
parameters on CX wave dynamics (assuming fully connected RE-CX). With an increased
delay, the CX wave could propagate further and longer. In contrast, lateral inhibition allowed
the RE wave to propagate unrestricted regardless the delay. (c) A 90% connected RE-CX
condition, where the red dots denote the CX neurons that receive no RE inhibition. For a
specific thalamocortical delay of 2ms, the uninhibited points produced new CX wave that
propagated in various directions (indicated by black arrows), and RE wave activity ultimately
disappeared. (d) With an increased delay of 4ms, dynamic wave activity emerged. In this
illustration, radial (t=8 ms), planar (t=52 ms), and rotating (t=124ms) waves were produced.
(e) Comparison of the wave activity duration with respect to different delay parameters. Their
non-monotonic relationship suggests an optimal delay regime in the thalamocortical network.
Error bar represents SEM.
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where the unconnected neurons were chosen randomly (Fig. 3c, leftmost panel). In the case of
intermediate or greater delay, we observed a rich repertoire of cortical traveling wave patterns, such
as radial, planar, and rotating waves (Fig. 9.5c,d), and the traveling wave direction or pattern could
change in time (t=14 vs. t=18 ms in Fig. 3c; t=52 vs. t=84 vs. t=124ms in Fig. 3d). The duration of
the cortical wave pattern depended on the delay parameter (Fig. 9.5e). A small delay led to a quick
disruption of cortical wave by lateral thalamic inhibition, whereas a large thalamocortical delay
caused the cortical wave to escape the field of view before thalamic inhibition became effective.
Our results suggest that an optimal delay regime may exist to maintain the cortical traveling wave
structure for a thalamocortical network with specific connectivity.
9.2.4 RE-CX connectivity and thalamocortical delay affect cortical and thalamic wave pat-
terns
In the previous section, we have shown that the randomly selected unconnected RE-CX nodes
produced spontaneous traveling wave patterns. We further investigated whether and how the change
of RE-CX connectivity could predict the propagating wave behavior. Using the same setup as in
Fig. 9.5b (i.e., nonzero delay and fully connected RE-CX), the cortical wave had a particular range
of firing field (dashed box in Fig. 9.6a) due to RE inhibition.
We considered four distinct scenarios depending on the location and number of the triggered
nodes. In the first scenario, in which the unconnected nodes were chosen within the range of corti-
cal firing field, the particular node fired for a longer duration in time because it was not affected by
RE inhibition (black dashed circle in Fig. 9.6a). However, because of the surrounding cortical firing
refractoriness, it could not propagate spatially. In the second scenario, in which the unconnected
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node was at the corner of the cortical firing field (Fig. 9.6b), a cortical wave emerged in space-time
because the cortical firing refractoriness was absent outside the field. The traveling wave initiated
outside the dashed box, and then became unconstrained once the refractoriness terminated. In the
third scenario, two unconnected points were selected to create two planar waves in opposing direc-
tions. Therefore, for a fixed set of connectivity and delay parameter, the traveling wave patterns
(e.g. direction, area and speed) could be predicted (Fig. 9.6d). On the other hand, when the uncon-
nected node was outside the cortical firing field, no wave was observed. It is important to note that
the resulting cortical wave direction was field-size dependent. If there was more room to propagate
outside the firing field, then waves could be obtained in other directions as well. The only necessity
is that unconnected nodes would need to be at the edge of the cortical firing field.
Figure 9.6 (next page): RE-CX connectivity and thalamocortical delays determine cortical and thalamic
wave patterns. (a) Left: A zoomed-in CX circuit showing neurons (red points)
that are disconnected to RE. Right: Time evolution of dynamic wave patterns
in the CX and RE with lateral RE inhibition. The black circle indicates the un-
inhibited point. When this uninhibited point fired, it could not produce a wave
because of the surrounding CX refractory zone that received RE inhibition. (b)
Similar setup as panel a except with the unconnected point chosen at the edge of
the CX firing zone. The resulting wave direction is indicated by the black arrow.
(c) The same setup as panel a except with different unconnected point locations
produced different wave directions. (d) A schematic summarizing how the lo-
cation of the uninhibited point produces traveling waves with various directions.
(e) i: The unconnected points were in a straight line so that the resulting wave
oscillated in reverse directions along that line. ii: For a smaller delay of 4ms, two
oscillations were allowed until RE disrupted the waves. iii: Infinite oscillations
sustained in opposite directions by increasing the RE-CX delay (6ms) after the
initial triggered. (f) Space-time projections of the wave activity for two different
delay parameters used in ii and iii. (g) Schematic showing how the RE inhibi-
tion can be used to break the CX wave. A broken wave tends to curl around
a tip. (h) A snapshot illustration of generating a rotating cortical wave, which
emerged when RE inhibition was reduced (at time t0). If the RE inhibition re-
mained unchanged at time t0, the rotating wave would be killed upon initiation.





In the fourth scenario, when the unconnected nodes were chosen in the form of a straight line
(Fig. 9.6e), and the resulting wave oscillated in reverse modes along that line (delay of 4ms for t=1-
10ms). Under the delay condition of 4ms, two oscillations could be sustained until the RE inhibition
disrupted the cortical wave (t=22-60 ms). An initial threshold block was used to initiate a unidirec-
tional wave (Fig. 9.6e, left panels of CX). If the thalamocortical delay was increased from 4ms to
6ms (from t=22 ms on) during the course of simulation (Fig. 9.6e, bottom), then wave oscillations
were sustained indefinitely in opposite directions. A time-course of these neuronal oscillations are
illustrated in Fig. 9.6f, for both 1D and 2D representations. Note that observing these oscillations in
time, without a spatial readout, was insufficient to assess the reverse directions.
An interesting observation of traveling wave patterns was the rotating wave produced by the
2D thalamocortical model. Fig. 9.6g illustrates one possible way of producing a rotating wave, in
which the RE inhibition was used to break a planar wave, followed by a reduced inhibition level.
A broken planar wave has tendency to curl around its tip to create a rotating wave [28, 68]. If the
RE inhibition was not reduced, the spiral would not get sufficient time to evolve. Fig. 9.6h shows
the implementation of this method where the level of RE inhibition was reduced by ten folds at the
moment of t=28ms. As a consequence of reduced thalamic inhibition, a spiral cortical wave emerged
and then continuously repeated itself. The 1D space-time projection is illustrated in Fig. 9.6i. As
seen in our simulations, a 1D space-time representation was insufficient to fully comprehend the
underlying spiral wave, and only the 2D traveling wave representation was necessary to get the
complete picture. Together, the results suggest that based on the thalamocortical connectivity and
transmission delays, one can potentially predict the characteristics of the spatiotemporal patterns
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that may ensue as a result of perturbations.
9.2.5 Thalamic and cortical E/I imbalance alters traveling wave speed and frequencies
The E/I balance in neural circuits is critical for brain functions, and E/I imbalance may induce
dysfunctional physiology such as epilepsy and seizures [210]. To investigate the effect of E/I balance
on traveling wave characteristics, we focused our attention to a clustered cortical group, in which
cortical neurons were nearly fully connected (99% intracortical connectivity).
First, we examined the impact of E/I imbalance in RE inhibition on the cortex. To help illustrate
this point, we assumed that the cortex contained 99% excitatory neurons. In a standard closed-loop
condition, we showed the 2D thalamic and cortical traveling wave dynamics (Fig. 9.7a, left), as well
as their 1D projections (Fig. 9.7a, right). The RE and TC competed together to trigger the cortical
wave activity. In the presence of lower RE inhibition, TC excitation dominated, resulting in firing
cortical neurons (Fig. 9.7a, red dots in white circle). These dots ultimately propagated to form cor-
tical waves. However, with increased RE inhibition, the effect of TC excitation decreased (due to
a lack of firing within the white circle), resulting in fewer cortical traveling waves, or lower fre-
quency. Comparing the number of striped firing patterns in 1D projections (Fig. 9.7b vs. Fig. 9.7a),
we observed a decrease in traveling wave frequency induced by increased RE inhibition. When we
switched the cortical setup from 99% excitatory neurons back to the 4:1 exc-to-inh neuron ratio, we
could still observe similar effect (Fig. 9.7c). However, the differences in cortical wave frequency
became less prominent as the percentage of excitatory neurons was decreased (Fig. 9.7d). This result
may be ascribed to the fact that inhibitory neurons play a critical role for the oscillatory frequency in
the cortex. In contrast, the change in cortical wave speed was insignificant. This insignificant wave
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speed change was consistent irrespective of the number of excitatory neurons. Adding the effect
of lateral RE inhibition to the three-layer model, may potentially alter the wave speed along with
frequency.
Next, we examined the effect of imbalance in cortical excitation on traveling waves, by increas-
ing the excitatory weights in the cortex by two folds. As a result, we observed a dramatic change
in traveling wave patterns (Fig. 9.7e), and a significant increase in both cortical wave frequency
and wave speed (Fig. 9.7f). In the case of 4:1 exc-to-inh neuron ratio and normal model operating
conditions, the excitable parameters were assumed such that the thalamus and cortex were synchro-
nized at frequency. However, as we increased the cortical excitation by using a two-fold excitatory
synaptic weight, the difference between the RE and CX frequencies became prominent (Fig. 9.7f).
Together, the results suggest that E/I balance can alter the traveling wave frequency and speed.
9.2.6 Increased cortical variability reduces phase shift in wave activity
Wave propagation is noticeable when there is a phase offset between adjacent firing neurons.
This can only occur when a particular set of neurons are triggered and the resulting activity propa-
gate to the neighboring neurons through synaptic connections. This effect will be lost if the nearby
neurons also fire spontaneously. This leads us to hypothesize that even when synchronized oscilla-
tions are observed, there may be an intrinsic wave pattern that we fail to detect due to the external
noise in the network.
To illustrate this point, we conducted computer simulations by calibrating the phase offset be-
tween adjacent neurons for varying noise levels at neuronal firing. The sources of external noise
could account for the variability in the synaptic noise, thermal or conductance noise, and contribu-
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Figure 9.7: Cortical and thalamic E/I balance alters traveling wave speed and frequency. (a) Spatiotempo-
ral activity produced by a closed-loop 2D thalamocortical network (10%RE-CX connectivity,
fully connected CX with 100% excitatory neurons). Repeated cortical cell firings occurred
due to TC excitatory inputs (dots in the dashed white circle). These dots propagated as a
traveling wave (see 1D projection shown on the right). (b) RE inhibition weights on CX
were increased which reduced the CX firing frequency (compare triggering dots within the
white circle in panels a and b). The black dots in the bottom right panel indicate how spatial
frequencies were sampled. (c) Similar setup as panel b except with 80% cortical excitatory
neurons. (d) Comparison of the cortical wave speed and oscillation frequency between two
levels of RE inhibition (1x vs. 300x). All error bars mark the SEM. (e) Traveling waves in-
duced by increased CX excitatory weights (10% RE-CX connectivity and 99% intracortical
connectivity with 80% excitatory neurons). As seen in space-time projections, wave activity
was significantly increased (in comparison with Fig. 9.1). (f) Wave frequency and speed in-
creased as the CX excitatory weights were multiplied by two folds (p-values obtained from 5
simulation runs, student’s t-test).
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tions from the modulatory input. We introduced an additional degree of randomness to the basal
activity of each neuron in the CX layer (Methods). The initiated wave pattern was gleaned from
observing the thalamic activity, to which no noise was added. We considered two points in the CX
layer (red and dots, separated by distance p). When the noise level was small (Fig. 9.8a), the prop-
agating cortical wave followed through the time-lapse images, and the phase shift was prominent
(Fig. 9.8a, right panel). Increasing distance p led to a greater phase lag. However, when we gradu-
ally increased the degree of random noise in the cortical input (through adding zero-mean Gaussian
noise with increasing variance (Fig. 9.8b,c)), the phase shift decreased or even diminished. Never-
theless, the thalamic traveling wave patterns were still preserved in the latter cases. Together, these
results suggest that cortical firing variability would impose challenges to observe the firing phase
shift in cortical traveling wave patterns, highlighting the major differences between in vivo and in
vitro conditions.
9.3 Discussion
We have developed a 2D topographic network of closed-loop thalamocortical system that pro-
duces a broad class of rich spatiotemporal wave patterns in the cortex and thalamus. Our computer
simulations have shown that the propagating wave patterns are influenced by many factors such as
intracortical and thalamocortical connectivity, E/I imbalance, thalamic inhibition, and thalamocorti-
cal delay. Furthermore, the 2D traveling waves may display unique characteristic that is inaccessible
in 1D projection or in vitro (isolated) condition.
Traveling waves in the brain have been suggested to play important computational or functional
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Figure 9.8: Cortical wave dynamics and phase shift varied with stochastic inputs. (a) CX activity (no
external noise) was only driven by thalamocortical closed-loop connections initiated with
manual triggers, assuming fully connected CX with excitatory neurons. The CX phase shifts
in waves were measured by the lag of the activity of the red and blue points. In simulations,
the blue point remained unchanged and the red point was moved further away (such that their
distance p was increased). Five temporal traces (each for a different p distance value) of
red and blue points are plotted on the right panel. The dashed lines indicate the phase shift
as two points move further apart. (b) The CX input was introduced by extra random noise
(zero-mean Gaussian with variance 2; see Methods). Phase shift was noticeably reduced.
(c) Additional cortical variability with increased noise variance (zero-mean Gaussian with
variance 4) induced nearly synchronous oscillations regardless of the point location; and the
prominent wave structure was completely lost.
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roles including memory consolidation, processing of dynamic visual stimuli, sensorimotor integra-
tion, and multisensory discrimination and gating [26,195]. One of speculative roles of macroscopic
traveling waves is to propagate and coordinate information across multiple brain regions in space
and time; this has been recently verified by a human working memory study using ECoG record-
ings [211]. Recent experimental findings have shown that thalamic traveling waves may be critical
for the development of cortical representations from different sensory modalities [212]. In our work,
we hypothesize that a potential role of the thalamus is to allow information being transferred between
different cortical areas.
There are two major classes of traveling waves with respect to mechanisms. First, there are
spontaneous or internally generated traveling waves, which are independent of external stimulus
(such as slow waves, spindle waves, and ripple waves) [21,192,193,213]. The second class consist
of stimulus-evoked traveling waves, which are time-locked to the stimulus presented to the sensory
or motor system [22, 214]. While the pattern generation of traveling waves vary, their exact wave
patterns or characteristics (speed, direction and area) for information processing in a specific system
are still incompletely understood. The speed of cortical traveling waves may have a wide range,
ranging from 0.1-0.8 m/s for mesoscopic waves, to 1-10 m/s for macroscopic waves [195]. Multiple
factors may contribute to varying values of reported traveling wave speed. One important factor
is neural recording technique and spatial coverage. A high spatial and temporal resolution would
give a better description of wave speed; whereas a small area may be constrained by boundary
conditions. In our models, the exact number of wave speed does not necessarily account for the
actual speed. Our computer simulations support that the cortical wave speed is influenced by lateral
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thalamic inhibition and excitatory cortical synaptic connections. In a closed-loop system, increasing
the levels of cortical excitation increases the cortical wave speed. Our work also suggests that the
inherent degree of noise may conceal the underlying phase shift in the traveling wave activity, yet
synchronous oscillations may still retain a wave-nature. This also supports the necessity to study
2D traveling wave dynamics using electrode grid (as opposed to 1D array) recordings.
Transmission delay between adjacent neuronal connections can cause bifurcations resulting in
altered dynamics [209]. Our computer simulations have also confirmed that the thalamocortical
delay can alter spatiotemporal activity dynamics. The delay parameter elicits a biphasic response,
and an optimum delay exists for a particular neural field size that can generate the maximum num-
ber and duration of wave patterns. As evidenced from literature [215], the corticothalamic delay
is more prominent compared to the thalamocortical delay. Throughout our simulations, we have
used a thalamocortical delay to produce traveling wave dynamics. However, as we demonstrated in
Supplementary Fig. 9.9, an asymmetric corticothalamic delay also produced similar cortical travel-
ing wave alterations as the RE-CX connections were changed. In a closed-loop system, the exact
location of the delay in the pathway (feedforward vs. feedback) did not change the logic behind
wave pattern alterations, as the pattern formation theory necessitates only a long-range antagonist
that is delayed in time when compared to the local activity [10]. Therefore, with the presence of
thalamocortical or corticothalamic delay and the long-range inhibition, a diverse array of traveling
wave patterns, including planar, radial, rotating and stationary waves, could be produced from our
proposed 2D thalamocortical network. These results suggest that the wave patterns observed in
cortical slices may emerge from thalamocortical or intracortical connectivity and altered excitation-
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inhibition levels rather than purely spontaneous activity.
Previous studies have reported how controlling different parameters of an excitable network
can have drastic effects on spatiotemporal patterns. Among the critical parameters [28] are time-
scale separation (the delay between activator and inhibitor rise-times), space-scale separation (faster
spreading inhibitor) and threshold (excitation-inhibition balance). Although most studies have con-
sidered a uniform excitable medium for altering wave patterns, these parameters can be also altered
through manipulating interconnections in a layered system. As we have showed in the current study,
the space-scale separation simply amounts to lateral thalamic inhibition that spreads faster than the
cortical activity. Similarly, time-scale separation can be equivalent to the corticothalamic delay be-
tween long-range connections. The threshold of the system can easily be altered by changing the
balance between excitatory and inhibitory synaptic strengths. Therefore, through indirectly manip-
ulating these system parameters, it is theoretically possible to generate a wide range of complex
spatiotemporal wave patterns [21, 29, 205].
Through numerical simulations, large-scale computational models may provide insights into the
spatiotemporal dynamics of thalamocortical network at a pathological brain state. The E/I imbalance
is an important factor that contributes to epilepsy and seizures [210]. Our results have suggested that
in a clustered cortical network, increasing the E/I ratio drastically increases traveling wave speed
and overall neuronal excitability, a phenomenon commonly observed in the pathological brain. For
instance, traveling waves have been observed during epileptic seizure [2, 216, 217], but a complete
understanding of its origin remains unclear. Another plausible mechanism of recurrent seizure is
E/I imbalance induced by stronger cortical excitation, which further causes the neuronal network
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Figure 9.9: (a) The RE-CX model with corticothalamic delay (in comparison with the thalamocortical
delay shown in Fig. 9.5a). (b) Effect of different corticothalamic delay parameters on cortical
wave patterns. (c) An instance of cortical traveling wave dynamics using a corticothalamic
delay of 2ms. (d) Illustration of diverse cortical and thalamic wave pattern formation using
a random sparse connectivity matrix. (e) An instance of generating rotating cortical wave
(similar to Fig. 9.6h). RE inhibition was reduced at time t0.
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to reach hyperexcitability [218]. Our computer simulations have suggested that the closed-loop
thalamocortical system is important for cortical wave propagation, and that the input of excitatory
TC cells is necessary to maintain high oscillation frequencies, and subduing TC input through RE
inhibition can significantly reduce thalamocortical oscillations. This is consistent with experimental
results of a rat model that the thalamus is required to maintain cortical seizure oscillations, and that
optogenetic inhibition of TC cell activity disrupts seizure oscillations [219]. Therefore, the dynamic
properties of spatiotemporal traveling waves, such as the wave speed, direction and duration, may
provide a window to examine pathological brain functions.
Our computational model distinguishes itself from other models in the literature. There are
mainly two types of computational mechanisms that produce the traveling waves [205], one is the
single neuronal oscillator, and the other based on independent oscillators with their own frequency
and phase. Our model is essentially a coupled-oscillator model with short-range synaptic connec-
tions, which retains the wave generating characteristics through an all-or-none suprathreshold re-
sponse. Such a model can sustain oscillations of different frequencies through Hopf bifurcations,
without approximating dynamics through a sinusoidal function as in Kuramoto oscillators [220].
The biophysical details of the Hodgkin-Huxley type neurons [11] are merged into the firing thresh-
old (activation-inhibition balance) of the system, where the network connectivity and synaptic inputs
essentially alter neuron’s proximity to the firing threshold. This is an oversimplifying assumption
to reduce computation time since numerical simulations of spatiotemporal activity can be computa-
tionally cumbersome.
A previous computational model has suggested that corticothalamic feedback operates on the
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thalamus through the excitation of GABAergic RE cells, therefore recruiting TC cells essentially
through inhibition and rebound [221]. Our proposed 2D thalamocortical model keeps this mecha-
nism intact for the thalamus, but is a reduced computational model as it does not account for the
detailed laminar structure of the cortex, nor does it account for the intra-laminar connections [202,
222, 223]. It is well known that the superficial layer and deep layer (L5/6) in the cortex have dis-
tinct cell density and cell types. The TC cells project to L4, and then propagate the activity to L2/3,
and then to L5/6. The corticothalamic feedback initiates from L5/6 and projects back to RE. The
corticothalamic collateral input to RE cells is stronger than the direct input to TC cells, emphasiz-
ing the modulatory aspect of the feedback. Incorporating more connectivity constraints within the
cortical layers would further add details of neural circuitry [224]. To date, computer simulations
have suggested that thalamocortical and intracortical laminar connectivity may change the proper-
ties of traveling waves, such as the sleep spindle wave [223]. Notably, our numerical simulation of
2D thalamocortical network was still on a relatively smaller scale, and some neurobiological details
were not fully modeled. For instance, a separate treatment of thalamocortical and corticothalamic
feedback may account for another level of complexity [225]. Furthermore, the CX-TC feedback
connection has been omitted since the CX-RE feedback is more predominant and much stronger.
Finally, we have only considered local intra-cellular connections and ignored long-range axonal





9.4.1 Network architecture and connectivity
We developed a three-layer thalamocortical system by modeling each layer as a 2D sheet of 4-
connectivity type (Fig. 9.1a). A layer consisted of a square matrix of neurons (N ). Each neuron had
an activator and inhibitor equation (approximation of the FitzHugh-Nagumo or FHNmodel) [12,13],
along with a synapse output equation. The approximation to the FHN model was done to achieve
more control over the system output dynamics [110]. Detailed parameters are presented in Tables 2.1
and 2.2.
One feature of thalamocortical network is feedforward inhibition in the cortex. Thalamocortical
afferents contact both excitatory neurons and local inhibitory neurons, which synapse on the same
excitatory neurons. We assumed that the cortex has 20% inhibitory neurons and 80% excitatory
neurons, and has an overall 25% connectivity. The cortex and thalamus are connected in a closed
loop where a sum of TC and RE activity influences the cortical activity — while the cortex projects
a feedback to the RE layer. The corticothalamic feedback connectivity between the cortex and the
thalamus was set at 10%. Through the corticothalamic feedback, cortical discharges recruited large
areas of the thalamus because of the divergent CX-to-RE and RE-to-TC axonal projections. Con-
sequently, the thalamocortical network may generate a wide range of patterns of oscillations and
synchrony. The schematic connections within the thalamocortical network are illustrated in Supple-
mentary Fig. 9.10.
Within the thalamus (TC and RE), there are four types of operations: direct excitation, direct
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Table 9.1: A tabular summary of computer simulation parameters for three-layer thalamocortical system.
Parameter Description Setup
N number of neurons 60×60
ip inhibitory synapse parameter 5
kn intra-cortical connectivity weight 0.27
(s1, t1) synapse equation parameters (10, 0.01)
(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5) activator equation parameters (0.167, 16.67, 167, 1.2, 1.47)
(c1, c2) inhibitor equation (Type-3) parame-
ters
(0.05, 1.5)
(d1, d2, d3, d4) inhibitor equation (Type-1/2) pa-
rameters
(0.09, 0.6, 0.3, 0.18)
wRE-TC weight from RE to TC 3
wTC-RE weight from TC to RE 12
wRE-CX weight from RE to CX 0.02
wTC-CX weight from TC to CX 25
We weights for excitatory neurons in
CX
3
Wi weights for inhibitory neurons in
CX
6




Xsparse binary sparsity matrix for intra-
cortical connections
25% connected overall (ran-
dom/clustered); symmetric
CTH binary sparsity matrix for 4-type
connectivity
connects one element to 4 near-
est neighbors
wRE lateral thalamic inhibition weight in
the RE layer
0
µ, σ Gaussian noise parameters 0, 0.1
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Table 9.2: Alterations of parameters for reduced CX-RE system. All other parameters remain same as
Table 9.1. All parameters for TC layer are ignored.
Parameter Description Setup
(c1, c2) inhibitor equation (Type-3) parame-
ters
(0.2, 6)
(d1, d2, d3, d4) inhibitor equation (Type-1/2) pa-
rameters
(0.3, 2, 0.3, 0.6)
wRE-CX weight from RE to CX 7
We weights for excitatory neurons in
CX
6
Wi weights for inhibitory neurons in
CX
6
wRE lateral thalamic inhibition weight in
the RE layer
15
Figure 9.10: Graphical illustration of thalamocortical network connections, with green indicating exci-
tatory (exc), red indicating inhibitory (inh), and blue indicating mixed excitatory and in-




inhibition, lateral inhibition, and feedback disinhibition. Within the cortex, we assumed two types
of topological structures (Fig. 9.4b). The first type is a random network with uniform topological
structure, and the second type is a locally clustered network.
Neuron-type and simulation setup
According to neuronal classification of Izhikevich’s criterion [101], we assumed that thalamic
neurons belong to Type-3 that generates only a single spike following a step input. This allows
neurons to exhibit oscillations when the input is sufficiently large to cause a bifurcation — but the
oscillation frequency remains relatively constant for a wide range of input strengths. This neuron
also exhibits a rebound spike following an inhibitory synaptic input. The mutual recruitment of
excitatory spikes and inhibitory rebound spikes created the lurching wave phenotype that we contrast
with the smooth wave [226]. We also assumed that cortical neurons belong to Type-1/2 that exhibits
a wide range of oscillation frequencies for different input strengths. This allows the cortical neurons
to have varying phase oscillations. However, at the bifurcation of Type-1/2 neurons, they did not
exhibit rebound spikes to inhibitory synapses.
Layer 1: Thalamic relay cells (TC) layer — activator Ta, inhibitor Ti, synapse Ts.
dTa
dt




T 2a + a4
+ a5 + Tinp
dTi
dt



















We assumed the thalamic neurons as Type-3 [101]. The input to the TC layer Tinp consisted of
inhibitory synapses from the RE layer (Rs) of the thalamus through a connectivity matrixCTH . The
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coefficients a1, a2, a3, a4 and a5 are parameters that decide the activator dynamics, more specifically
the shape of the activator nullcline (Supplementary Fig. 9.2c) to give it an inverted-N-shape as is
typical of FitzHugh-Nagumo systems [110]. The coefficients c1 and c2 decide the slower inhibitor
dynamics and give the inhibitor nullcline a linear shape.
Tinp = −wRE-TCCTHRs(Ta + ip),
whereCTH connected every TC element to the immediate surrounding four neighboring RE neurons
(excluding itself). An inhibitory synapse to TC resulted in a post-inhibitory rebound spike. Each
TC neuron sent an excitatory synapse to a correspond RE neuron, and to the cortical layer.
Layer 2: Thalamic reticular nuclei (RE) layer — activator Ra, inhibitor Ri, synapse Rs
dRa
dt

























The parameters for the activator-inhibitor dynamics were chosen to be same as the TC case for Type 3
neurons. The input to the RE layer Rinp consisted of four parts: (i) excitatory synapses from TC
layer; (ii) excitatory closed-loop inputs from the cortex layer (CX); (iii) inhibitory closed-loop inputs






i) wTC-RETsRa, Excitatory input from TC synapse Ts.
ii) WeMsparseCsRa, Excitatory input (weight matrix We) from CX
synapse Cs, (replaced by Cdelay for corticothala-
mic delay) multiplied by sparsity matrixMsparse.
iii) −WiMsparseCs(Ra + ip), Inhibitory input (weight matrix Wi) from CX
synapse Cs, (replaced by Cdelay for corticothala-
mic delay) multiplied by sparsity matrixMsparse.
iv) wreCTHRsRa, Excitatory input (weight: wre) from surrounding
RE synapses Rs, with connectivity matrix CTH
that connects to four adjacent neurons.
A corticothalamic delaywas introduced in themodel by using a delayed CX input (Cdelay instead
of Cs) to the cortex. This was achieved by passing the CX synapse Cs through multiple post-
inhibitory rebound spikes before it reached the reticular layer. Each delay reaction resulted in a
simulation delay of 2ms. Adding reactions slowed down overall simulation time, therefore, we
incorporated a transmission delay of up to a maximum of 6ms. Each delay of 2ms came from three
reactions — exactly similar to those of the Type-3 neurons described in the TC layer with the input
being the CX synapse Cs. The delay essentially occurred owing to the wait-time before the rebound
spike. This delay could further be increased by 2ms by incorporating similar rebound-spike delays,
using the first delay synapse as the input, and so on.
The weight matricesWe andWi contained the excitatory and inhibitory weights respectively for
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the corresponding cortical neurons. The cortical connections through matrixMsparse were assumed
symmetric (both ways). The cortical input to the TC layer was considered negligible when com-
pared to the corticothalamic input to RE. The fourth input, intra-RE excitation, was used only in the
reduced RE-CX model case (when input (i) was removed), which was assumed to mimic the effect
of RE lateral inhibition on CX. The net input to a RE neuron was saturated at a minimum to prevent
numerical instabilities.
Layer 3: Cortex (CX) layer - activator Ca, inhibitor Ci, synapse Cs
dCa
dt





+ a5 + Cinp
dCi
dt






















The cortical FS neurons were set up as Type-1/2 neurons [101]. These do not exhibit the inhibitory
post-synaptic rebound. They incorporate saddle-node bifurcations that allow different spiking fre-
quencies for different input strengths. Thus, the inhibitor nullcline coefficients were altered from
the linear profile (Supplementary Fig. 9.2c).
The input to the CX layer Cinp consisted of five parts: (i) excitatory synapses from TC layer;
(ii) inhibitory inputs from RE layer with a delay parameter; (iii) excitatory inputs from neighboring





i) wTC-CXWsparseCa, Delayed excitatory input from TC
synapse multiplied by sparsity matrix
Wsparse and weights wTC-CX.
ii) −wRE-CXWsparseRs(Ca + ip), Inhibitory input fromRE synapsesRs (re-
placed by Rdelay for thalamocortical de-





XsparseCs, Excitatory input (weight matrixWe) from
CX synapse Cs, multiplied by a cortical
sparsity matrix Xsparse.
iv) −Wi kn√NXsparseCs, Inhibitory input (weight matrixWi) from
CX synapse Cs, multiplied by cortical
sparsity matrix Xsparse.
v) N (µ, σ), Random input modeled as white Gaussian
noise.
A thalamocortical delay was introduced in the model by using a delayed RE input (Rdelay in-
stead of Rs) to the cortex. This was achieved by passing the RE synapse Rs through multiple post-
inhibitory rebound spikes before it reached the cortex. Each delay reaction resulted in a simulation
delay of 2ms. Adding reactions slowed down overall simulation time, therefore, we incorporated a
transmission delay up to a maximum of 6ms. Each delay of 2ms came from three reactions - exactly
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similar to those of the Type-3 neurons described in the TC layer with the input being the RE synapse
Rs. The delay occurred owing to the wait-time before the rebound spike. This delay could further
be increased by 2ms by incorporating similar rebound-spike delays, using the first delay synapse as
the input.
We assumed that the intracortical connectivity matrix Xsparse was sparse, which incorporated
the effect of clustering or rearrangement of excitatory or inhibitory connections. For simplicity,
we assumed that the thalamocortical connections Wsparse were symmetric — namely the RE-CX
connection was the same as the CX-RE connection (Wsparse = Msparse). We also assumed that
Xsparse) was symmetric. The excitatory to inhibitory neuron ratio in the cortex was 4:1.
Simulations and quantification of wave characteristics
The neural equations were numerically simulated using the SDE toolbox of MATLAB (Math-
Works [168], using a 2D array for a neural layer with absorbing (high-threshold) boundary condi-
tions. Kymographs were calculated from the 2D activity through line-scans in time. In our model,
each layer consisted of 3600 neurons (array of 60×60), the computer simulation time for the pro-
posed three-layer network was ∼600 s for 400-ms duration. Statistics were done by varying the
(feedback, feedforward and intracortical) network connectivity and the arrangement of excitatory
neurons in the cortex. Student’s t-test was used to calculate statistical significance.
To measure the traveling wave speed, a custom MATLAB script was used. Briefly, the wave
front was segmented at subsequent frames of videos. Based on these segmentations, the number of
patches and averaged area was computed. To measure the averaged wave speed, the distance from
each pixel on the boundary of a wave front in frame n+ 1 to the closest edge of a wave in frame n
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was computed. Our computed wave speed was in arbitrary unit (a.u.). To put that in a perspective,
if we record 60×60 array neuronal activity from a 2D multielectrode array (MEA) of∼24×24mm2,
then each frame of the wave videos reflects the 2-ms temporal resolution such that the simulated
wave speed is ∼100-300 cm/s.
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CHAPTER 10
Conclusions and Future Directions
Pattern formation through excitable systems has been documented since the 1950s. Traveling
waves, standing waves and similar patterns have been shown to exist in excitable media. The inter-
play between these pattern types has also been explored in chemical settings, such as through the
Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction. However, the direct implementation of pattern control in a living
organism is where the novelty of this body of work lies. Systematically, we create different control
strategies based on excitable system parameters and directly validate the results inside the living
cell. Overall, we build a template that allows one to traverse through all possible protrusive mor-
phologies using one excitable network module. Similarly using excitable pattern formation theory,
we also suggest numerous other control predictions that can be engineered inside an amoeboid cell
and potentially also inside the cerebral cortex — to be able to control and alter the cellular behavior.
Excitable dynamics are built upon the interplay between activator and inhibitor dynamics. Ar-
guably, the most important three parameters we used and suggested in this work are time-scale sep-
aration (the delay of the inhibitor as compared to the activator), space-scale separation (the relative
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spatial diffusion rates) and the system threshold (balance of activator and inhibitor concentrations
in equilibrium). Manipulating these three parameters (Chapter 2), we showed how one can traverse
through all possible wave phenotypes. In the context of the excitable network regulating cell migra-
tion (Chapter 3), we demonstrated that the threshold of the system manifests through a separatrix in
phase space (Chapter 4), that has to be crossed by the state for the system to respond. Altering the
equilibrium state pushes the system closer and further from the threshold.
In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, we predicted how this threshold affects the protrusive phenotype in
cell migration through altering wave speed and duration. A lower threshold excitable element can
more easily trigger its neighbors leading to faster propagation of activity in space. The concept of
increased wave duration for a low threshold system, stems from the idea of excitable wave-stopping,
i.e. how a traveling wave stops and dies. Thinking of a traveling wave as an activator front being
chased by a trailing inhibitor, a necessary condition for wave-stopping is that the inhibitor dispersion
must be greater than the activator. As the inhibitor is inherently slower in time, it needs more power
in space if it has to catch up and extinguish the activator. This dispersion is a function of both dif-
fusion coefficient and turnaround time, thus making space-scale separation (difference in diffusion
coefficients) and time-scale separation (difference in turnaround times) critical in controlling disper-
sion. Wave stopping suggests that the excitable media must reach a critical inhibitor concentration
for the wave to stop. A lower threshold wave takes longer to reach that critical level, as the initial
concentration of the inhibitor is lower to begin with — thus increasing wave duration.
Three parameters control wave speed and range—which allows one to create potentially any and
every dynamic wave type. In Chapters 5 and 6, we proceeded to alter the coupled-excitable network
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structure regulating cell migration to manipulate wave speed and range and showed how one can
literally traverse through a continuum of protrusive phenotypes of the cell, based on the associated
wave type. In Chapter 7, we further extended the concept of wave-stopping to show a new state of the
system— the standing wave. When a traveling wave stops, it can either die or convert into a standing
peak of activity depending on system parameters. This allowed us to explore previously unexplained
protrusive phenotypes, and using this concept we proposed an all-encompassing protrusive template
that allows one to traverse through potentially all protrusive morphologies using the same excitable
network. Not only does this template suggest numerous transition-phenotype predictions, this also
potentally opens up a novel method of pattern formation.
Based on Turing’s theory, patterns are allegedly formed spontaneously out of instabilities in an
otherwise homogenous medium. As the final pattern structure is critical for many processes, the
exact formation method has not been explored in great detail. We predicted that it is possible for a
pattern to be a uniform traveling wave in its initial stages, that stops, converts into standing waves
that then rearrange to form the final pattern. This insight opens up suggestions for future research,
where one can explore the origins of other types of patterns (we only showed dots) such as stripes
and hexagons.
The model setup on the excitable cellular signaling pathway is based on a toy structure using
approximations for activator and inhibitor species. Future workwill necessitate building of a detailed
biochemical model using lipids and proteins as excitable network nodes. Mapping the signaling
cascade will allow us to understand further where each biochemical species lies in the excitable
module and how it affects the overall state, thus allowing us greater control over the parameters of
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the underlying excitable dynamics.
Our research opens up numerous control strategies (Chapter 4 and Chapter 8), as to how one
can potentially engineer controllers to achieve faster chemotaxis through manipulating threshold,
either by altering the separatrix structure (Chapter 4), or by using absolute concentration robustness
(Chapter 8). Also, while most of our result validation is done in the amoeba Dictyostelium, experi-
mentally it would be interesting to recreate this in mammalian cell lines such as neutrophils or cancer
cells. Based on the protrusive template provided in Chapter 7, one can also experimentally verify
the transition predictions between different cellular phenotypes.
In the context of neuroscience (Chapter 9), our model was purely exploratory — suggesting dif-
ferent mechanisms for spatio-temporal patterns in different brain states. This leads to many avenues
of future work to make the model structure more biologically detailed to explore other dynamic
phenomenon, such as frequency ranges, effects of increasing cortical layers, and long-range axonal
connections.
In summary, this body of work emphasizes that excitable systems and pattern formation are
associated in an inseparable way and studying the dynamics of one can provide immense insight
into the mechanism of the other. Through manipulating key parameters of excitability, it is possible
to traverse through a plethora of dynamic and static patterns. This association can be used to create
interesting control mechanisms to potentially affect critical physiological and biological processes,
and, in the process, gain some understanding of the underlying genesis involved.
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